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2 DOMSC

In the Matter
a member of

Docket:. EFSC #76-1

of Holyoke Gas .and Electric

Electric· Company·
Tn January, 1977)

DepartIl\ent
Wholesale

Petition for Approval of aIlS kV Transmission Line and Substation

APPEARANCES: RogerC. Allen, Manager,
George E. Leary, Assistant Manager, and
Francis K. Hoar, Senior Electrical Engineering Aide,
all for the Department, pro se

---------------------------------------------\-------------------

I. SUMMARY OF PROPOSED LINE AND DECISION

The Holyoke Gas and Electric Department proposes to construct

aIlS kV transmission line and substation in the city of Holyoke

with in-service dates of 1979 and 1980, respectively. The Energy

Facilities Siting Council approves construction of the line and

substation subject to certain conditions.

II. CHRONOLOGY OF THE CASE

In July, 1976 the Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric

Company filed an Occasional .Supplement for aIlS kV Transmission

Line and Substation for the Holyoke Gas and. Electric Department

pursuant to Council Rule 65.3. On April 13, 1977 the Department

submitted updated project costs; On June 14, 1977 the hearings

officer issued a detailed Order to Provide Information requesting

additional documentation for the facility need, cost, and environ-

mental impact. On August 30, 1977 the Council received the Depart~

ment's Response to the Order which included a history of the develop-

ment of t.he· Department's electric system, analysis of the need for

the line, cost information, cross-sectional views, and photographs

of the route with plastic overlays showing proposed pole locations
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and design. l

An informational hearing was held April 13, 1977 and an ad

judicatory hearing was held September 1, 1977. Both were in the

City Hall at 7:30 P.M. Notice of the, hearings was published in

the Holyoke Transcript-Telegram and, for the adjudicatory hearing,

consisted of a liB page advertisement. A brief article on the ad-

judicatory hearing appeared in the newspaper during the week be-

fore the hearing.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED LINE AND ALTERNATIVES

A. Existing Facilities

The Department serves approximately IB,OOOcustomers in the

city of Holyoke and has one generating station consisting of hydro,

fossil, and gas turbine units with a total capacity of 37.2 MW.

The pepartment's only substation is located at the generating sta-

tion and is rated 115 kV/13.B kV. It has two 25 MVA transformers,

and a capacity of 50 ffiv. This substation is the source of all pri-

mary distribution lines. A single 115 kV line that was installed

in 196B is the one connection with NEPOOL. This line crosses the

Connecticut River from the Western Massachusetts Electric Company

Fairmont substation in Chicipee to the Holyoke Water Power Company's

Riverside substation and continues to the Department substation.

The line has a 60MW capacity. In addition, there is a 13.B kV

1
The Council commends the Department for the detail, organ-

ization, and clarity of its Response to the Order to Provide Infor
mation. The Response proved essential for determining the need for
the. line, understanding potential impacts, and creating a comprehensive
publi-Q b~g9bg, .
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- -- interconnection with- the Holyoke Water Power Company.-- -All· of the

Department's bulk power purchases corne over the single 115 kV, 60 MW

line into the 50·-M\{ substation. See enclosed system map, Exhibit 1-4

B. Proposed Line and Substation

The proposed line will provide a second interconnection with

NEPOOL. It will be a single 115 kV circuit, will tie into the

Western Massachusetts Electric Company System at WMECO's Southampton

substation , and will substantially follow secondary roads to the

proposed new substation site north of Lower Westfield Rd. The line

will continue mainly orr railroad right of way from the proposed sub-

station to the existing Department substation. The proposed line

will be 7.2 miles long, will use 500 MCM, ASCR conductor, and will

be supported by either steel or wood poles.' The substation will, be

rated 115 kV/13.8 kV, will include two 25 MVA transformers, and will

serve 13.8 kV distribution circuits. The substation will be approx

imately 200' x 200' of low profile design.

C. Alternative 1

Alternative 1 is essentially the same as the proposed line ex-

cept that the circuit between the existing and proposed substation

would be normally de-energized and would use a smaller conductor.

This alternative would be cheaper than the proposed line, but it

would not meet the requirements of NEPOOL planned transmission fa~

cilities.

D. Alternative 2

Alternative 2 would be a single circuit from the WMECO Fairmont
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substation to a new substation east of ",n"l"L.n of

Lower Westfield Rd. A single circuit from the new substation re-

turns to the existing Department substation.

E. Alternative 3

Alternative 3 would be a single circuit from the WMECO Fairmont

substation to the Department substation, and a double circuit line

from the Department substation to the substation site'proposed in

Alternative 2.

F. Substation Sites

Proposed: North of Lower Westfield Rd., near Whitney Ave., and

west of Homestead Ave.

Alternative 1: South of Lower Westfield Rd., east of Whitney

Farms Rd. Extension, and bordered on the south by the Penn

Central Railroad.

Alternative 2: At the intersection. of Lower Westfield Rd. and

the Penn Central Railroad. Both alternatives would avoid a cross-

ing of Interstate-91.

IV. ANALYSIS OF NEEIT FOR THE LINE

The Siting Council must determine that a utility proposal will

provide "a necessary energy supply for the Commonwealth with a minimum

impact on the environment at the lowest possible c_ost," M.G.L. c.164,

§69H. The Council finds that there is a sufficient need for the pro-

posed line as a second interconnection with NEPOOL and that it will

enable the Department to provide "a necessary energy supply" to

its customers.

The Department's need for the line is based on questions

of reliability, load growth, increased use of entitlement poWer,

and potential outages in the city of Holyo~e. It has only one major

tie to the New England grid. If this line fails,
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it can expect to receive approximately 2 MW from the Holyoke Water

Power 13.8 kV line, and the remaining load must be supplied from the

Department's own generators which are expensive, inefficient, ~~~

cannot supply the city during peak conditions. The Holyoke peak

is expected to be 41.9 MW for 1977 and the Department's generators

have a capacity of 37.2 MW. If one of the two transformers fail

the Department can import only 25 MW of NEPOOL power and must make

up the difference between 25 MW and the load by self-generation.

A. Reliability

The Department's reliability criteria is to be able to with-

stand a first contingency loss. The system must be designed to con-

tinue to supply load with the loss of a single major component, which

is the 115 kV line or one of the two 25 MW transformers. At present

the Department system does not meet this standard.

Although there is a total system capacity of 50 MW (the trans-

former capacity being the limiting ·factor), if the 115 kV line fails,

there is no redundant transmission capability, with the exception of

the small amount of power that can be brought over the Holyoke Water Power

Co. 13.8kV line. 2 If a transformer fails, 25MW in transformer capacity

2 The interconnection with HWP has existed since 1926 and has
a capacity of 10 MW. However, the line is normally open when the 115
kV line is energized and notice must be given HWP before the Depart
ment can close the line. In addition, the Department cannot rely on
receiving the full 10 MW capacity of the line due to HWP's loading
of the circuit. There have been times when the Department has been
able to receive only 2 MW over this line. As HWP's load increases,
use of the line as a supply option for the Department becomes
increasingly untenable.
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remains. BecauSe there is no redundant capability for the 115 kV line

the Department currently has no firm transmission capability.

B. Entitlement Power

In 1975 the Department became fully dispatched by NEPOOL and

therefore was able to take advantage of power purchased from large

generating~units in New England that is cheaper than power generated

by the Department. Between January and August, 1977 and the department's

units were dispatched by NEPEX only 91 hours or an average of 2.1%

of the time. This means that for 97.9% of the time, Holyoke was re-

ceiving all power through NEPEX and was therefore sUbject to a com-
•

plete outage if either the 115 kV line or a transformer failed.

A further problem with the present system is that entitlement

power is purchased on a take or pay basis. If a transformer fails

and the Department is limited to importing 25 ~v, the excess over

25 MW that has been contracted for but cannot be used must be paid

for. If the line fails, no contracted for power can be utilized.

c . Load Growth

Table 1, column 3 shows the Department's projected load growth

until 1986. Because the Department's capacity is 37.2 MW it cannot

now supply the load during the peak on solely its own generation. With

one transformer out of service, 25 MW can still be brought in from NEPOOL,

bringing the total capacity of the system to 62.2MW (25 MW from NEPOOL +

37.2 from self-generation = 62.2 MW). Even under these conditions the

system load is projected to exceed 62.2 MW in 1986. Before :that

date it is likely that existing Department units will be retired, so
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that the need for additionar-fransmis-sioncapacit.y-W:i:ll:J:recome even

more acute and may occur before 1~86. See Table 1, column 4. Furth

ermore, load growth in Holyoke will occur in the southern part

of the city due to the construction of a shopping center and new

residential units and there will be a need for one, and possibly two,

new substations in that area to handle the increased load. The pro

posed line and substation satisfies this geographical requirement.

D. Outages

If a fault occurs in the 115 kV line there will be a complete

outage in the city if none of the Department's generators is dis

patched. The length of the outage will depend on the system load

and the time required to start the Department generators:

Load Length of outage

0-12.4 MW (occurs 6% of time) 15 minutes

12.4-22.4 M\'] (occurs 41% of time) 45 minutes

22.4-32.4 MW (occurs 49% of time) 2 hours

32.4-42.4 MW or peak (occurs 4% of time) 3 hours

E. Conclusion

The existing Department system subjects the city to a oomplete

outage and the high cost of self-generated power if the 115 kV line

fails or if a transformer fails and the load is above 25 MW. The

proposed line and transformers will provide 50 MW of firm capacity to

enable the system to meet the first contingency reliability criteria.

Thus, the Department has demonstrated the need for the proposed line

and substation.
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v. COST

The Council must insure that a facility, if approved, will

provide an energy supply "at the lowest possible cost", M.G.L. c. 164,

§69H. The costs of the proposed line and three alternatives are as

follows:

Proposed Plan (Overhead crossing I-9l) $4,450,000

Proposed Plan (Cable under I-9l) 4,474,000

*Alternative 1 (Overhead crossing I-9l) 4,365,000

*Alternative I (Cable under I-9l) 4,708,000

*Alternative 2 5,245,000

*Alternative 3 6,568,000

*exclusive of land costs

The proposed plan is less expensive than Alternatives 2 and 3

because both 2 and 3 require a crossing of the Connecticut River, and

Alternative 3 requires double circuit towers. Although Alternative 1

has a lower cost than the proposed plan, this alternative is unsatis-

factory because it would not meet NEPOOL planned transmission facility

criteria and transmission charges therefore would be higher than for

a pool planned facility. The cost of the proposed plan is the lowest

among the feasible alternatives.

The Department is unable to accurately quantify the cost of the

no-build alternative. However, the major costs associated with not

building the line are the following:

a) replacement energy costs for peak loads exceeding
the interconnetion capacity.

b) replacement energy costs for energy which could not
be brought over the interconnection during outages.
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c) economic loss to the City of Holyoke resulting from
electric power outages.

d) economic loss to the City of Holyoke resulting from
suppressed development caused by unreliable electric
service.

from Response to Order to
Provide Informaiton, p.16

The Department testified that the proposed line and substation

will have no effect on Holyoke electric rates. Holyoke residential

rates are 18% less than in 1974-75 due to purchase of entitlement

power. According to the Department, rates are predicted to decline

in 1978, increase 1.1% in 1980, increase .9% in 1981, and then decrease

in 1982 as entitlement purchases sharply increase after 1982. The

proposed line will allow greater reliance on this cheaper energy.

The proposed plan is approved at a projected cost of $4,450,000.

This cost is, no doubt, subject to reasonable change from a variety

of factors including inflation of wage and material costs, construction

problems encountered in the field, engineering design changes and

other causes beyond the control of the company. The Department is

directed to notify the Council if there is such a change in the cost

figure.

The Council expects, in future proceedings involving facilities

approvals that applicants will present to the Council cost estimates

on a'current dollar basis with sufficient underlying detail, commen-

surate with the stage of planning of such facility, to enable the

Council to evaluate the reasonableness of such cost estimate and that

of alternatives considered or proposed. Approval by the Council of

a facility at the preliminary licensing stage should not be construed

as a binding determination upon a rate-setting agency.

9
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also recognizes that there may be. circumstances where escalation of
.

-----tne-cost -6f--af~rc-ilitlr-coUld-C-a1rse-an--applicantto- delay-or re=evaluate--- ---

the need for construction. The Council will expect applicants to

inform it of all such changes throu~h Supplemental Forecasts and to

inform the Council of the ultimate cost of each approved facility so

that the Council may be aided through such experience in evaluating

cost proposals.

VI. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

The Siting Council must insure that a proposed facility will

have "a minimum impact on the environment", M.G.L. c.164, §69H.

An extensive environmental review of this line was not undertaken;

however, based on the information provided by the Department, the

major environmental impact is visual. Ninety percent of the right of

way is along secondary roads owned by the city or Holyoke and Westfield

Railroad. Existing wood poles carrying distribution lines will be

replaced by taller 115 kV poles which will carry both the new 115 kV

line and the distribution lines. Clearing will be required along the

route to provide the required clearances for the line. The streets

that the line follows are residential, and the line will be constructed

at the edge of the city street rights of way. The line will therefore

have a significant impact on the views from residences and streets.

See Exhibit III(IA-C). At the two public hearings held on the line

public participation was small and no objection to the line was

raised. The Council considers visual impact to be one of the major

environmental effects of a transmission line, but in this case, the

Council finds that, due to the lack of any public concern, the visual

impact will not be adverse.
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The only significant water resource,the ,line crosses is Wright

and Ashley Ponds-. Tllese--pondsafe-cHosedtothe-public,and--the

Department will not use herbicides on the route of the line due to

its proximity to these sources of the city water supply. The Depart

ment will use selective clearing and feathering techniques on the right

of way to leave as much natural vegetation as line clearance require~

ments will allow. The Department will use a low visibility conductor

for the overhead crossing of Interstate-91 to minimize visual impact.

No water resources exist on the proposed substation site, and

vegetation is largely overgrown shrubs. Clearing will be limited to

the actual sUbstation site, and vegetation will be used to screen

the completed structure. The design will be low profile, and noise

barriers will be employed as necessary.

The exact design, location, and type of poles and sUbstation

have not been finally determined. The Department may negotiate or

enter into agreements with the city of Holyoke or any state or local

agency that may be involved with the construction of this line on

matters of final engineering and construction.

ORDER

The Siting Council approves the construction of the proposed

115 kV transmission line and sUbstation, subject to the following

conditions:

1) The proposed line and substation is approved at a projected

cost of $4,450,000. The Department is to notify the Council

of any changes in this figure.

11



right of way to insure that as much natural vegetation as

possible is left in place. Appropriate visual and noise

screening will be employed at the substation site.

3) No herbicides will be used for clearing or maintenance of the

transmission line right of way.

4) A low visibility conductor will be used for the overhead crossing

of Interstate -91.

5) The Department is directed to notify the Council when other

required city and agency app~ovals are obtained, and when

actual construction begins.

R bert L. Dewees, Jr.
Hearings Officer

Dated:

12
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In the Matter of Blackstone Gas Company
3 DOMSC ----- (November 15, 1978)

EFSC No. 78-42: Petition For Approval of An Annual
Supplement to Long Range Forecast

-----------------------~---------------------------------

Blackstone ,Gas Company submitted its second annual

supplement in early March, 1978. The information con-

tained therein was sketchy but was expanded by commuhica-

tion between the EFSC Staff and the company president,

Ralph Warren Sullivan. _ After a review of all the materials_-

now on file with the Council, the Council APPROVES this

company's second annual supplement through July 2, 1979

at which time further information on the adequacy of the

company's gas supply should be filed.

Adequacy of gas supply is a primary concern for the

Council in reviewing the filing of a gas company. This

concern is reflected in an earlier Council decision on

Blackstone's filings where approval was given through

1977 only so that the Council could reconsider Blackstone'~

supply plan in the current filing. 1 DOMSC 299 (July 20,

1977) .
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The Council has done so and findS that Blackstone's

supply plan is relatively straightforward. The company

receives all its gas from Tenneco, Inc. under a contract

extending to 1987 and allowing for a maximum of 505 MCF

daily. Of course, this allotment is subjected to cur

tailment but the effect of this possibility is offset

some by the fact that all of Blackstone's 481 customers

are listed as Priority I under the federal curtailment

plan and that, at least for this year, any curtailment

seems remote. However, while gas supply for the upcoming

heating season appears secure, the Council will review

its adequacy further in the next filing.

Finall~, while approving Blackstone's filing through

July 2, 1979, some further concern must be expressed as

to the sufficiency of the information provided. The

Council appreciates that this company is the smallest gas

utility in the Commonwealth and Mr. Sullivan's request

for a waiver of filing forms which may be too complex and

inapplicable for such a small company is certainly appr~

priate. However, the Council must continually watch the

puzzle presented by the supply of gas state-wide and

nationally. The puzzle is never complete unless all pieces,

even the smallest, is fully understood and in place.

Therefore, the Council will not require Blackstone to file

16



the myriad forms expected of larger companies, but does

require the company to respect and abide by the judge-

ment of its staff as to what information should be filed

to help the Council piece the supply puzzle together.

One noticeable gap in the Blackstone supply picture is

the lack of any data on how the company would meet its

customers' needs should a severe winter force its peak

beyond expectation: Such contingency plans, if any, are

certainly part of a complete supply picture.

Thus the company's request for a waiver for filing

some inapplicable forms is granted, provided that the

terms for the filing of historical data and of such in-

formation as requested by Council staff are complied

with. The Council will direct the Chief Counsel to set

out the required data in a letter to Mr. Sullivan so

that Blackstone Gas Company may make its filing timely

on July 2, 1979.

Energy Facilities Siting Council

by ~~.~4r!if-
Dennis J. roix;Esq:
Chief Counsel

* 'I'hecompany points out that all its customers are "Priority
One" customers under Tenneco's curtailment and that if
Tenneco cannot supply such customers, neither will the com
pany be able to. The Council is not really concerned about
curtailment; the issue is the possibility of exceeding the
daily allotment of 505 MCF on a severe peak day. What the
company would do in such a situation is not clear.
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Unanimously approved by the Energy Facilities Siting

_Council on December 6, 1978.

Acting Chairman
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In the Matter of the Chester Municipal Light
Company et al.

3 DOMSC (November 16, 1978)

Petitions of the Chester Municipal Light Company, Wellesley
Municipal Lighting Plant and Norwood Municipal Light Depart
ment for Approval of Annual Supplements to their Long Range
Forecasts '

-----------------------------~---~-------------------------

This decision concerns the most recently filed annual

supplements for the municipal light companies of the towns

of Chester' (EFSCNo; 78-30), Wellesley (EFSC No. 78-40),

and Norwood (EFSC No. 78-41). In all three cases, the

Council DISAPPROVES the supplements as inadequate for

Council review. All·three filings by the companies were

lacking in sufficient data when filed and attempts by the

Council staff to obtain further information proved futile.

The dockets in these three cases have several facts

in common which led to this decision. None of the compan-

ies filed an annual supplement in 1977, despite the man-

date of G.L.c. 164, §69I and.each of the companies was

late in filing the 1978 supplements by at least two months.

Upon review of the 1978 filings by Council staff, each

company was contacted by letter in which more information

was requested; these letters were sent in mid-May, 1978.

19



- 2 -

No response from any of the companies had-been received

by mid-June, 1978. At that time, telephone contact was

made by EFSC staff with an individual from each company.

The staff's needs were explained and in each case, the

company indicated that more material was being or had

been prepared and would soon be sent to the Council.

Letters confirming these conversations were sent to

each company and copies placed in each docket. To date,

no material has been received from any of ,the three

companies nor any communication. explaining any delay.

Thus, the present state of the filings of these compan~

ies is such that no adequate review can be done of each

company's electric supply/demand situation since the

material provided is insufficient.

The Council is aware that these three companies are

relatively small municipal departments with small and

often overworked staffs. In fact, the Council realizes

that both Norwood and Wellesley are presently engaged in

litigation with their all-requirements supplier, Boston

Edison Company (all of Chester's power requirements are

supplied by Western Massachusetts Electric Company).

But despite their size, they each are an integral part

of the energy supply picture with which the Council must

20



- 3 -

-

be familiar in order to discharge its duties. Even when

no facilities are involved in a licensing procedure, the

Council must keep aware of the Commonwealth's energy needs

through its review of the utilities' long range forecasts

and annual supplements. Each company in the state, no

matter what its size, must assist the Council by providing

the appropriate information in its filings.

As to the form, method and/or manner of these filings,

the Council is willing, and has so instructed its staff,

to attempt to accommodate the companies as much as possi-

ble. This is especially true for the small companies such

as Wellesley, Norwood and Chester; the Council feels that

the dockets in these particular cases reflect such an

attempt.

The Council needs data from all utility companies to

discharge its duties and therefore must insist on compli-

ance with the statutory filing requirements of G.L.c. 164,

§69I. When, as in the instant cases, the needed informa-

tion is not provided by the company, the Council has no

alternative but to disapprove its filing as incomplete,

inadequate and insubstantial. Since at present, the

Council statutes contain no enforcement or penalty pro

visions for such non-compliance, this disapproval may seem

21
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- 4 -

to be without any effect. This is especially true where

the companies may adequately comply in their next filing

due April 2, 1979. But the Council cannot let this situa

tion pass without comment. The Council also intends to

send copies of this decision to the Boards of Selectmen

in each town and to the Department of Public Utilities

for whatever action the DPU deems appropriate pursuant to

its supervisory authority under G.L.c. 164, §76.

One final point: given the size of these electric

companies, it is understood that the Council should not

expect the sophistication in forecasting methodologies

such as is outlined in the recent EFSC Administrative

Bulletin 78-3. In fact, the Council appreciates that

the forecasts and annual supplements of small companies

are largely judgemental in nature. However, no judgements

are made by companies without some basis, some substance

underlying them. Essentially it is this basis for judge

ments made in forecasts that the Council seeks to have

quantified and explained so it might understand the rhyme

and reason thereof. Again, the small companies should

freely consult with Council staff to avoid the aggravation

and bother they may now experience in meeting EFSC filing

requirements. It is hoped that these three companies in

22



- 5 -

particular will ask the staff's assistance for their next

filing due on April 2, 1979 pursuant to EFSC Administra-

tive Bulletin 78-4.

Energy Facilities Siting Council

by

Unanimously approved by the Energy ~acilities Siti~g

Council at its meeting on December 6, 1978 ..
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In the Matter of Nantucket Electric Company
3 DOMSC (6 Decemper, 1978)

EFSC No. 78-28: Initial Petition for.Approval of
A Long Range Forecast of Electric Demand and

Supply Requirements

-------~-----~~-----~--~~~--~~-~-----------------~-------

Due to problems chiefly with information gathering

and a small staff, the Nantucket Electric Company did not

make its initial filing of a long range forecast with the

Council until March 2, 1978. The Council staff has re-

viewed this forecast and the responses of the company to

information requests prepared by the staff. Given this

review and the size of the company,. the Council will

APPROVE the long range forecast of the Nantucket Electric

Company without need for a formal adjudicatory hearing,*

* Since this is the company's initial filing, the
Chief Counsel required the company to publish a notice
of the adjudicatory proceedings on the filings in the
local newspaper as well as to post the notice in the
Town Hall. Interest and some response from the company's
customers was thus solicited. Only one response was re
ceived from the island and that gentleman's interest was
in the "outrageously high electric rates" being charged.
The Chief Counsel wrote to this customer explaining the
Council's focus and purpose in reviewing the forecast
and suggesting that he had confused the EFSC with the DPU.
After that explanation, that customer did not respond to
the Chief Counsel's further invitation to participate in
these EFSC proceedings. There being no other potential
intervenors or interested persons on the Nantucket hori
zon, the Council sees no need for a formal adjudicatory
hearing.
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subject to four conditions stated below. Attention to

these conditions by the cQmpany in its next filing due

April 2, 1979 will allow the Council to understand the

company's energy projections better without requiring

the more sophisticated techniques described in EFSC

Administrative Bulletin 78-3. The Council thanks the

company for its earnest efforts to comply with the

Council's filing requirements and encourages ·a continu-

ation of these efforts.

In its long range forecast, this small, non-inter-

connected company has predicted that energy sales will

grow at 2.6% per year and that peak load will grow at

4% per year on average over the forecast period. These

projections are judgements based on adjusted extrapola

tions of historical data. The company's judgements are,

in turn, based on its perceptions of the future per-

formance of the island's economy. These perceptions,

then, involve a number of indicators.

For the residential class, the primary variables in

the methodology are the projected number of customers

and the projected average use per customer. The company

"considered" the high and low scenarios of population

growth projected by the Office of State Planning. (See
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Response' to Question 1-6:Ethe June 6, 1978 Inforrna_tion

Request in docket.) The company's forecast of constant

average use per customer apparently reflects continued

conservation. The commercial sector is projected to

grow at a modest 1.5% per year from 1979 through 1987.

Historically, the commercial sector has grown an average

of 2% to 3% per year since 1973. There is no industrial

sector in the Nantucket forecast.

Given the above factors and other aspects of the

staff review, the Council feels that the information

elicited in the following conditions will improve the

forecast by further clarifying the company's energy

projections.

CONDITIONS

1. Because the residential sector accounts for al-

most two-thirds of the company's energy output require-

ments, the company shall review for its upcoming supple-

ment its projection of residential customers. The pre-

sent customer projection closely follows the high scen-

ario population forecast of the Office of State Planning
.

which assumes a continuation of the relatively high rate

of recent inmigration. The company shall monitor its

customer growth in order to evaluate this assumption and

its effects.
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2. The company shall also evaluate the merits

of forecasting its class on a disaggregated basis.

In justifying its evaluation, the company shall make

a good faith effort to present in its next filing five

years of historical data on the number of customers

and average use per customer for the following types

of customers:

a) year-round with electric heating;
b) year-round without electric heating;
c) seasonal.

The Council finds that the forecast of a winter

peak is dependent upon the assumptions made regarding

customer growth and electric heating by new customers.

Thus, a closer look at and explanation of theseassump-

tions are in order.

3. The company ,shall provide and explain projection

of the percentage of new'customers installing electric

heat and the average usage projected for such customers.

4. The company shall earnestly attempt to find and

explicate an indicator(s) which relates Commercial con-

sumption to population and tourism.

Should the company have any questions on or need

some assistance with implementation of these conditions,

the Council encourages its personnel to contact the

. 27
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Council staff. As state4 in other recent decisions, the

Council is willing to assist and attempt to accommodate

the companies under its jurisdiction in pr~viding the

Council with the data necessary for ,the exercise of that

jurisdiction.

Energy Facilities Siting Council

by
Dennis J. L roix,
Chief Counsel

Unanimously approved by the Energy Facilities Siting

Council at its meeting on December 6, 1978.
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In the Matter of Northeast Utilities System
3 DOMSC t6 December, 1978)

EFSC No. 78-17: Petition for Approval of an Annual
Supplement to Long Range Forecast

---------~-~~~~~~---~-~~~-~--~--~------------------------

APPEARANCES: Maurice L. Zilber, Esq.
Peabody, Brown, Rowley & Storey
Boston, Massachusetts 02108
for NORTHEAST UTILITIES SYSTEM

Michael B. Meyer, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General
Utilities Division
for THE MASS. ATTORNEY GENERAL, intervenor

The Energy Facilities Siting Council APPROVES the

Annual Supplement (1978-87) of theNQrtheast utilities

Company, subject to certain conditions. G.L. c. 164, §69J.

THE PROCEEDINGS

The Council's review of and adjudicatory proceedings

on the latest supplement to the long range forecast of

the Northeast Utilities System ("NU" or "company") were

formally initiated on or about May 30, 1978 when the com-

pany was directed to publish and post a notice of a

prehearing conference on July 6, 1978.
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- At the July 6th conference, the company suggested

that completion of the Council review of the previous

NU supplement (1977-86; EFSCNo. 77-17) be waived given

the withdrawal of the company's proposed nuclear power

plant from regulatory review and in light of updated

system-wide data in the latest supplement. This sugges

tion was followed and so ordered in a hearings officer's

ORDER of July 7, 1978 which also granted the Attorney

General's petition. to intervene and set out the discovery

schedule.

At a second prehearing conference held September 8,

1978, the completion of discovery and .a date fo.r a hear

ing were discussed. In an ORDER dated September.ll, 1978,

dates for completion of all discovery and a hearing were

set. The evidentiary hearing took place on October 19,

1978. At that hearing, three witnesses for NU, Messrs.

Burbank, Roncaioli and Blakey, testified and were examined

together in a panel format. Mr. Chernick presented testi

mony for the Attorney General as intervenor. Both the

company and the Attorney General submitted briefs by

November 10, 1978.

THE ANALYSIS

The NU forecast methodology is without question the
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best of its kind currently being applied to a service

area in the Commonwealth. The Council takes particular

note of and appreciates NU's commitment of resources

and expert personnel in the continuing development of

its methodology and database.

NU's methodology consists of three major submodels:

1. Economic/Demographic Forecast

2. Sales Forecasts, by customer classes

3. Peak Load Forecast, by coincident class

loads.

The company's strategy in the development of these models

is to design a consistent, conceptual structure for each

submodel. Each structure defines the appropriate data

requirements which NU then pursues. Where data needs are

not fulfilled by existing company, private sector, or

governmental sources, NU has typically implemented their

own data collection machinery. The Council commends

this approach.

The projected growth rates for energy sales and peak

load in the 1977 Supplement are substantially less than

the levels predicted in the original 1976 Forecast (See

Figure 1.).
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FIGURE 1. COMPARISON OF 1976 FORECAST AND 1977 SUPPLEMENT
GROWTH" RATE PROJECTIONS

Energy Sales

Residential Commercial Industrial Total

1976 Forecast 3.8% 6.5% 4.7% 4.9%

1977 Supple- 3.5% 4.7% 3.5% 3.8%
ment

Peak Growth

1976 Forecast (1975 thru 1985) 4.7%

1977 Supplement (1978 thru 1987) 3.5%

It is inherent in a methodology, or as here, a col

lection of methodologies as large and complex as that

submitted by NU, to entail literally hundreds of assump-

tions and technical specifications. Many of these details

may be irrelevant with respect to the final forecast, i.e.,

the sensitivity of the forecast to a range of values on a

particular variable or set of variables may be negligible.

Obviously, the company cannot exhaustively document sensi-

tivity analyses of each and every assumption and exogenous

specification. However, reviewers and intervenors must

be able to appraise the relative impact or weight of any
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given assumption on the final energy and peak load fore-

castS. The company should take steps to improveth:e--re-

viewability of individual parameters in their models, as

well as to improve the empirical basis for each specifi-

cation.

The "bottom line" of the Council's review of NU's

methodology is to praise the scope and sophistication

of the company's work to date, but also to emphasize that

the conceptual structure of many aspects of the various

submodels are preliminary and in need of more" 'and more

accurate, data. Further,work is required' toward the

complete integration of all submodels into a conceptually

consistent and manageable package. The weakness of the

Commercial class sales forecast, for instance, dilutes

the accuracy of the Peak Load forecast. Other interdepen-

dencies also exist and thus .the potential for smaller

details snowballing into meaningless aggregate forecasts.

The CounciL therefore approves NU's demand forecast

as submitted pursuant to G.L. c. 164, §§69I, 69J, subject

to the following conditions:

1. NU is directed to follow the guidelines for fore-

cast development and documentation as prescribed in EFSC

Rules 69.2 and 69.3 (as amended, December, 1978) and as
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detailed in EFSC·Kdministrative Bulletin 78-3 dated Novem

ber, 1978. In formulating this condition, the Council

acknowledges the concerns raised by the Attorney General:

See Brief of the Attorney General, 10 November 1978, pp.

2-5, Sections A ("Documentation") and B ("Price Effects").

These areas were addressed by the NU witnesses, Mr •. Bur

bank, Mr. Roncaioli, and Mr. Blakey, in their direct

testimony and cross-examination at the 19 October 1978

hearing (Tr. 13-55). From that testimony, the Council

has the impression that the improvements to be made by

the company and implementation of this condition will take

care of these concerns. The Council will direct its

staff to review the next filing to see that this impres

sionis not a mistaken one and to check on the progress

made as to each area.

As part of this condition, the company should also

consider what effect, if any, persistent inflation would

have on customer energy consuming behavior, including

inflation's impact on the values of previously estimated

parameters.

2. Similarly, NU is directed to implement the sub

stantive improvements to its Commercial class submodel

which it acknowledged through its witnesses at the
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hearing as already underway. The extended filing date

(April 2, 1979) should aid the company in this regard.

3. NU should consider the thirteen "Specific Issues"

listed in the Attorney General's brief (See Brief of the

Attorney General, 10 November 1978, pp. 5-6) and should

revise, explain or otherwise· clarify them, as. needed, in

subsequent filings of the demand forecast. Again~ the

council recognizes that NU's on-going approach to the de-

velopment of its methodology and database should resolve

many of these issues.

4. NU should measure the resilience of their fore-

casts to business cycle affects. This directive might

easily be achieved by an additional "scenario" similar

to their high and low growth scenarios (See 1977 Supple-

ment, pp. 262-267).

In its efforts to meet these conditions, the company

should feel free to consult with the Council staff if

any clarification or assistance is needed. The Council

thanks NU for its continuing cooperation which has re-

sulted in an efficient public review and better under-

standing of its forecast.

Energy Facilities Siting Council

by
Dennis J
Hearings
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Unanimously approved by the Energy Facilities Siting

CoUncil at its meeting on December 6, 1978.
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DECISION AND ORDER

In the 'Matter of Cambridge Electric Light Company,
New Bedford Gas and Edison Light Company,

and Canal Electric Company

3 DOMSC

Docket: EFSC 78-4

(December 5, 1978)

PETITION FOR APPROVAL OF DEMAND FORECAS~ SUPPLEMENTS

--------------------------------------------------~--- ----

APPEARANCE: Michael T. Gengler, Esquire of Boston
for the Companies

Michael B. Meyer, Esquire of Boston
Assistant Attorney General for the
Attorney General of the Commonwealth
Francis X. Belotti, Esquire

THE PROCEEDINGS

The NEGEA .Service Corporation has filed the second

annual supplement to its Long Range Electric Forecast,

for the period, 1978-1987 on behalf of the principal

electric utility operating companies of New England Gas

and Electric Association. The operating companies include

Cambridge Electric Light Company, New Bedford Gas and

Edison Light Company, and Canal Electric Company (here-

after referred to as the Companies). Each has petitioned

the Energy Facilities Siting Council for approval of the

demand forecast segment of the second supplement.
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The only intervenor has b~~nthe Attorney General who

has presented testimony with regard to claimed deficiencies

in the supplement and the forecast methodology.

THE SUPPLEMENT

In the second supplement to the Long Range Electric

Forecast, projected retail energy sales and peak load

growth rates have been revised downward (See Figure 1).

FIGURE 1. COMPARISON OF PROJECTED COMPOUND GROWTH RATES OF
ENERGY SALES AND PEAK LOAD FOR NEGEA COMPANIES

Cambridge

Peak growth*

Energy sales

New Bedford

Peak growth*

Energy sales

Combined Companies

Peak growth*

Energy sales

1976 Supplement

2.4%

3.6

6.0

6.1

5.3

5.6

1977 Supplement

2.9%

2.6

5.0

4.7

4.6

4.1

*Since 1971, the coincident annual system peaks have occurred
variously in both winter and summer. The NEGEA forecasts
assume system peaks in the winter over the entire forecast
period. .
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---- ---Tneefe-adj\fstmerits -reflect-recenttrena-s-in demand and con-

sumption from the Commercial and Industrial sectors in

Cambridge and from the Residential sector in the New Bedford

service area. See Staff Analysis of Cambridge Electric

Light Company et al. Forecast Methodology, (2 Nov. 1978),

EFSC#78-4. See also 1977 Supplement, pages 1.1.3, 1.2.1,

and 1.2.2; and 1976 Supplement, tables E-8 and E-ll.

METHODOLOGY

The Companies employ a methodology in which microeco-

nomic data is collected at the town level, town forecasts

are derived, and then aggregated to produce divisional and

service area wide forecasts. This methodology includes a

combination of historical data on population trends, energy

sales and consumption patterns, current information relevant

to new dwelling permits, existing development and government

policies with respect to growth in the service areas, and

interview data on future projections of energy demand by

class. In its process, the Companies interviewed town plan-

ners, financiers, civic leaders, and commercial and industrial

leaders concerning current and future energy needs in their

respective communities or businesses. The Companies maintain

records of all interviews and have made these available for

Council and intervenor inspection. For example, industry

representatives comprising 81% of industrial class sales in

the combined service areas were interviewed regarding their
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anticipated energy needs in each of the next ten years. For

a_fuller discussion of methodology, see_testimony of Richard

K. Byrne, Exhibit N-l and Transcript at 10-28.

ISSUES

The Attorney General has objected to the companies' in

terview technique as an apporach which is fraught with the

potential for bias, distortion, and judgmental adjustment.

See Brief of the Attorney General at 8. This objection

would have merit but for the fact that the companies are

engaged in a straightforward and continuing effort to revise

and refine the interview technique. We expect that the in

dustrial, commercial, and residential sector surveys will

continue to be developed in such a manner that objective,

quantifiable data will be obtained and in such a way that

judgmental adjustments to this data will be clearly specified

and justified.

The Staff analysis of the companies supplemental fore

cast has raised a number of important questions about resi

dential heating consumption and penetration. See Staff

Analysis. Particularly where, as here, there is a forecast

of a significant increase in per customer consumption for

electric heat, we expect a much more substantial and objec

tive analysis of customer use patterns to justify increased

consumption.

The companies have not directly considered the impacts
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of price, time of use rates, and load management on demand,

consumption, and system peak. We recogniz~ the complexity

of these factors; nevertheless, explicit consideration of

these variables should be part of subsequent forecasts.

Finally, we note that the companies are conducting

surveys of major appliance penetration, saturation, and

efficiency. The results of these surveys should be in

cluded in subsequent forecasts.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Energy Facilities Siting Council approves the demand

forecast segment of the Second Supplement, subject to the

conditions set forth below. This approval extends only to

the power sources specifically enumerated .in the supplyseg

ment of the second supplement as filed with the Council at

the date of this decision.

In giving this approval, the Council for the present

accepts the survey-interview techniques which the companies

employ at the town level. However, a more explicit documen

tation of all assumptions and data, particularly those de

rived from the Companies' interview process, will be required.

The concern of the COuncil in stating this requirement is

the preparation and documentation of a methodology that is

reviewable by the Council Staff and intervenors. The

Companies are directed to implement the following conditions:
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------- ------l-)---Eachmajor assumption is-to -be emp-irical:ly -justified

and documented. This includes, but is not limited to,

average anriuaTresidential class customer consumption, with

and without electric heat, and major appliance penetration,

saturation and efficiency.-

2) Major forecast contingencies are to be enumerated and

docume·nted for each town. These contingencies relate to each

town's policies toward growth, all known or assumed constraints

to growth, and population trends.

3) Data derived from interviews or surveys must be sta

tistically summarized and where the trends of these statistics

deviate from the specific forecasts, documentation of all

jUdgmental modifications are required.

4) The aggregation of microeconomic data into town fore

casts and further aggregation into divisional or service area

forecasts are to be systematized in such a manner as to facil

itate replication by reviewers.

with this conditional approval, the Council applauds both

the cooperative spirit of the Companies and the .commitment to

the development and.refinement of the forecasting art. The

Council encourages the Companies to continue to cooperate and

work with the Council Staff toward the implementation of the

above conditions and toward the development of techniques for

explicit consideration of the impact of price effects, time

of-use rates, and load management on future demand,



Energy Facilities Siting Council

by
Esq.

Unanimously approved by the Council at its meeting on December

6, 1978.

.......~~

c ' ~ ~'L~ ~ \""i...... .
EVjelyn ~. u:!Sphy
Acting Chairman
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In the Matter 'of Boston Edison Company
3 DOMSC (December 6, 1978)

EFSC 76-12; 77-12

Petition for Approval of Proposed Walpole to Needham 345 kV
Transmission Line

APPEARANCES:

John J. Desmond, III, Esq. and Gaynelle G. Jones, Esq.
for Boston Edison Company

Scott P. Lewis, Esq. and Turner C. Graybill, Esq. for
the Town of Dover

Thomas B. Arnold, Esq. for the Robert Sever Hale
Camping Reservation

James C. McManus, Esq. for the Attorney General of
the Commonwealth

William A. Cross, Esq. and Roger B. Hunt, Esq. for
the Town of Needham

Robert C. Cabot pro se

AIleen Wenckus for the Southwest Needham Civic
Association

Rep. Robert F. Larkin, Jr. pro se

Daniel. W. Thurler pro se, as a participating person

----------------------------------~------------------------

The Massachusetts Energy Facilities Siting Council

APPROVES the general need and a site for the proposed

Boston Edison Company Walpole to Needham 345 kV trans-

mission line subject to the condition that an in-service

date for the line will not be approved until completion
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of a review of Boston Edison Company's (BECo or "company")

Annual Supplement to be filed on April 2; 1979. The site

approved is the "mirror-image" of the existing 115 kV

line from Walpole to Needham, i.e., overhead from the

company's west WalpoleStati6n447, in a northerly direc-

tion on an existing right-of-way for a distance of 9.4

miles to Westfield Street in Westwood, then underground

to Needham Station 148.

I. History 'of the Proceeding

The Walpole to Needham line was first proposed by

the company in its Long-Range Forecast filed with the

Siting Council April 30, 1976. The first Annual Supple-

ment l-A updated the Long-Range Forecast and was filed

December 31, 1976. The second Annual Supplement l-B was

filed December 31, 1977. Consideration of the line was

separated from the remainder of the Long-Range Forecast

and Annual Supplement l-A, and public adjudicatory hearings

concerning this line, and others*, were held on November

23, 1976, December 14, 1976, July 6, 1977, September 15,

1977, October 19, 1977, February 23, 1978 and November 20

and 21, 1978.

* On December 21, 1977, the Siting Council approved four
other transmission lines proposed by the company with
the condition that revised and updated in-service dates
be submitted. In the Matter of Boston Edison Company,
2 D0MSC (December 21, 1977) dated January 5, 1978
by the Hearings Officer. As to revised and updated in-
service dates, please see Council ORDER, para. infra ..
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Petitions to intervene in opposition to the Walpole

to Needham line were allowed on behalf of the Town of .

Dover, the Town of Needham, Robert C. Cabot, the South

west Needham Civic Association, and the Robert Sever Hale

Camping Reservation. Additional petitions to intervene

were allowed on behalf of Representative Robert F. Larkin,

Jr. and the Attorney General of the Commonwealth. Daniel

W. Thurler took part as a participating person pursuant

to EFSC Rule 15.3.

The record in this proceeding consists of the exhibits

and testimony of company, intervenors, and Council staff

witnesses as well as company responses to extensive infor

mation requests from the Town of Dover and the Council.

The company witnesses included C. Bruce Damrell, Superin

tendent of the Engineering and Construction Department;

Cameron H. Daley, Manager of the Research and Planning

Department; Louis R. Delaplace, Senior Engineer; John J.

Bartley, Principal Right of Way Engineer; Robert H. Little,

Senior Arborist; Gregory R. Sullivan, Senior Engineer;

David A. Silver, Vice President, Pirelli Cable Corporation

of New Jersey; and David L. Cary, President, Leggat, McCall

& Werner Appraisal and Consulting Company, Inc.

Witnesses appearing on behalf of the Town of Dover

were: Dr. Charles W. Eliot, Landsci'l.pe Architect and

Planning Consultant; Dr. Peter Graneau, President, Under-
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ground Power Corporation; Robert C.Cabot (pro se intervenor) ;

John W. Connery, Director of Technical Assistance, Metropoli

tan Area Planning Council (MAPC); and Rita Barron, Executive

Director, Charles River Watershed Association (CRWA) testi

fied for the Town. Other witnesses were James E. Earley for

the Hale Reservation, AIleen Wenckus for the Southwest Needham

Civic Association, and Roger B. Hunt, Esq. and William

Connaughton for the Town of Needham. Daniel Peaco and Philip

Kernan testified for the Council staff.

A Tentative Decision dated December 16, 1977 approved

the proposed Walpole to Needham line. However, the decision

held that there was insufficient evidence in the record to

determine when the proposed line would be needed and that,

as a condition to the decision, a special hearing would be

held to determine the appropriate in-service date for the

line. The hearing was held February 23, 1978 and resulted

in a second tentative decision dated March 8, 1978.

That decision again approved the line but did- not

set an in-service date since hearings on the most recently

filed BECo Annual Supplement (I-B) had not been completed

and, to that point, the company did not have a forecast or

supplement acceptable to justify the construction of any

facilities within Council jurisdiction. See 2 DOMSC 43,

57-58 (December 13, 1977).
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At its March 15, 1978 hearing, the Council voted to

defer any action on the second tentative decision and re-

manded the matter to the hearings officer for further

hearings on issues outlined in its ORDER of March 20, 1978

(paragraph #2). The Council stated as the basis for the

deferral that it was statutorily constrained from reaching

a final decision until the company had received Council

approval af a forecast or supplement sufficient to justify

such construction. .Cf. M.G.L.c. 164, §69I (Para. 1 of

March 20 ORDER). Thus a final decision on the line would

await completion of adjudicatory hearings on BECO's latest

annual supplement (I-B).

Those hearings were completed at the end of August,

1978. After time for submission of briefs, a tentative

decision was presented to the Council at its October, 1978

meeting and approved as final with two minor amendments.

See 2 DOMSC 112 (October 11, 1978). That decision again

approved the company's supplement with the condition that

its projected growth rates "for purposes of justifying

generating capacity expansion or proposed transmission
•

facilities." 2 DOMSC 112, at 119. One of the amendments

·added by the Council was that an exemption for the Walpole

to Needham line from this construction prohibition would

be considered as part of the adjudicatory proceedings on
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the line. See Decision Clarification, 2 DOMSC 132 et Seq.

(November 13, 1978). The Council also asked that the

hearings officer reconvene the Walpole to Needham line

proceedings as soon as possible.

At a November 1, 1978 prehearing conference in these

proceedings; outstanding issues to be heard and hearing·

dates were set. These hearings were held on November 20

and 21, 1978.

II. Legal Standards

By statute, no utility company shall commence con

struction of a facility at a site "unless the facility

is consistent with the most recently approved long-range

forecast or supplement thereto." M.G.L.c. 164, §69I.

At this point, BECo's most recent supplement has been

conditionally approved on the basis of the company's

continuing successful efforts to improve its forecasting

methodology. 2 DOMSC 112 (October 11, 1978). However,

the Council has not approved the forecast for purposes

of justifying facilities such as the Walpole to Needham

line. 2 DOMSC 112, at 119. Thus, while the Council may

approve the site for this line so that the company may

proceed with other required permit procedures, it cannot

approve the line at this time for construction; the setting

of an in-service date must await Council review of the next
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BECo supplement.* As is discussed in detail below, the

Council is not convinced that the need--£br this line is

so independent of the company's toad growth as to require

setting an in-service date at this time. Yet the evi-

dence of need independent of load growth does convince

the Council that this line is indeed needed at some future

date. But at this time, the Council is statutorily con-

strained from setting that date and allowing the start of

construction.

A second statutory obligation of the Council is to

review and. site energy facilities "to provide a necessary

energy supply for the Commonwealth with a minimum impact

on the environment at the lowe!?t possible cost." M.G.L.

c. 164, §69H. The Town of Dover argues that the funda
l

mental responsibility of the Siting Council in implemen-

ting this policy is to give environmental values paramount

importance over economic efficiency. Initial Brief for

Town of Dover at 2.· The Town feels that since the Depart-

ment of Public Utilities tends to give determinative weight

to the relative costs of proposed facilities, the Siting

Council should give more importance to considerations of

* This is also true of the other BECo transmission facili
ties for which sites were approved in 2 DOMSC 58 (January
13, 1978). At page 62 of that decision, the Council
reserved judgement on the in-service dates of the four
lines considered. The proposed dates will also be re
vised after the Council review of the upcoming BECo supple
ment.
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environmental impact and necessary energy supply than to

the criterion of lowest possible cost.

The Council cannot accept this argument. The duty

to provide a necessary energy supply with a minimum

impact on the environment at the lowest possible cost

appears in sections 69H and 69J of the Siting Act; no

'where in the Act does a statutory indication appear that

environmental and necessary power considerations should

take precedence over cost factors. M.G.L.c. 164, §69G

et seq.' The Council has in .the past and will continue

to give balanced consideration to environmental, need,

and cost factors in reviewing proposed facilities.*

III. The Proposed Line and Alternatives

The Walpole to Needham 345 kV line will serve pri-

marily the Boston, Brighton, Brookline, Newton, Needham,

and Dedham area. The company proposed to construct it

from West Walpole Station 447, north on existing Right of

Way #10 for 9.4 miles, on a new right of way for approxi-

mately 1.3 miles, and then on existing Right of Way #3

for .75 miles to the company's Needham Station 148. There

is presently an overhead 115 kV line on the 9.4 mile exist-

ing right of way which goes underground via town streets

* One exception is that environmental impact may be given
special weight in the case of critical areas of environ
mental concern. See The Attorney General's Memorandum
Opinion on the Secretary's 21A Authority, n. 29.
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from Westfield Street, Needham to Needham Station 148

(Exs. BE-lO, BE-13, and BE-42). The company's proposed

new line would be. constructed entirely overhead with an

in-service date of June, 1983 (EX. BE-lOO) at an esti-

mated cost of $5,644,970 in 1977 dollars (Ex. BE-202).

The type of construction proposed for existing Right of

Way #10 is wood H-frame similar to the existing 115 kV

structures. The type of construction proposed for West

field Street to Needham Station right of way is double

circuit, steel pole construction. (BECo response to Staff

Information Request dated 4/27/78).

The following alternatives to the company's main pro

posal for the Walpole to Needham line were considered, to

varying degrees of testimony and evidence, in this pro-

ceeding:

1. construction ofa line entirely underground
along the existing overhead right of way and
public streets;

2. construction of the line overhead from Walpole
to Westfield Street and then underground to
Needham Station ("mirror image" of the existing
115 kV line);

3. construction of the line overhead to the Dover
Station and then underground to the Needham
Station along the existing right of way and
public streets;

4. reconductoring the existing 115 kV overhead line
and strengthening the existing underground por
tion of the line;
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5. utilization of uneconomic generation capacity
to reduce-overloads on the present 115 kV line-
("no-build" alternative); and

6. construction of a 345 kV line along the exist
ing Medway to Framingham to Needham right of
way.

Wherever the possibility of putting the line or any por-

tion of it underground arose, there was much discussion

and evidence as to the appropriate type of cable to be

used, primarily as a part of the cost factor of the line

but also going to its environmental impact.

The normal and emergency ratings of the overhead.

section of the existing 115 kV line are 268 MVA and 315

MVA, respectively. The present capability of the under-

ground section of the line is 260 MVA; however, in 1980,

BEeo will install heat exchangers so that the underground

capability is increased and the overhead ratings will be

limiting. BECo's proposed overhead 345 kV line will have

a normal rating of 1500 MVA and an emergency rating of

2000 MVA.

The chosen "mirror-image" site for this line will

have the same overhead rating with the underground por-

tion rated at 1500 MVA.

The -Council's selection of the "mirror-image" site

for the company's new 345 kV Walpole to Needham line is

consonant with the Council's belief that, in many cases,.

the use of an existing right of way as the site of new
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lines is the most appro~riate way to achieve the proper

statutory balance of the need, environmental and cost

factors mentioned above. M.G.L.c. 164, §69H. See In

the Matter of Eastern Utilities Associates, 1 DOMSC 312,

314 (June 15, 1977). As further discussed below, the

company has demonstrated, and no intervenor has disputed,

the general BECo system need for more transmission capa-

bility in this particular sector of its service area.

In this case, where much attention was given to the en~

vironmental impact of the company's proposed line, the

choice of the "mirror-image" site is quite obviously a

choice of a site having the least environmental impact

given the general need for the line. While the cost of

the line's construction along the existing right of way

is somewhat more than, that along the path of the company

proposal, the Council feels this increment is a small

price to pay for the avoidance of land takings for a new

right of way and other environmental impacts unnecessa~y

to be sustained at this time. Unnecessar'y .since a pri-

mary reason for BECo's opening a new corridor for this

345 kV line is the anticipation of a second 345 kV line

into the Needham Station 148 (Tr. 34-38 [12/14/76]) at

some future date which the Council finds is too remote

to persuade the Council not to utilize the existing right

of way. The Council sees no reason to burden the company
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or the intervenor now with the costs of eminent domain

proceedings and of environmental consequences simply to

provide for a line which will not be needed for almost

15-20 years. (Tr. 37 [12/14/76]). *
In short, the Council finds that its choice of the

existing 115 kV line right of way as the site for a new

345 kV line from Walpole to Needham provides "a necessary

energy supply for the Commonwealth with a minimum impact

on the environment at the lowest possible cost." M.G.L.

c. 164, §69H.

IV. The Need for the Walpole to Needham Line

The Council must consider the need for the proposed

345 kV line from Walpole to Needham within the context

established by the Council's decision on the company's

latest supplement to its long range forecast. 2 DOMSC 112

(October 11, 1978). In that decision, the Council condi-

tionally approved the supplement but held that, given the

conditions imposed, the forecasted electrical consumption

or demand growth rates therein would not be accepted to

* The in-ser)Aice date for this second 345 kV line was es
timated.tO be the early 1990's given load projections
as of DecemJ:3\Jr 1976. (Tr. 37 [12/14/76]). Since load
proje~tions have decreased since that time, it must be
assumed that the need for the second line and its in
service date have been accordingly revised to a later
date. In the matter of this second line, the Council
has also considered the company's arguments on the dif
ference in the ratings due to undergrounding the first
345 kV line as a factor in the timing of the second
line (Tr. 34-38 [12/14/76]).
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justify generating capacity expansion or proposed trans-

mission facilities. Id. at 119. In their deliberation

on the tentative decision, the Council members were mind-

ful of the significant investment of time and interest

in the Walpole-Needham line proceedings to date. Thus,

in announcing their vote on the supplement decision, the

Council members indicated that an exemption to the con-

struction prohibition would be considered for this line

within the context of the hearings on the line. Cf.

Decision Clarification, 2 DOMSC 132 et seq.

Thus, the issue of need for the Walpole to Needham

line must include and address whether that need can be

justified on a basis apart from the forecast so that the

line might avoid coming within the construction prohibi-

tion imposed by the Council after review of the latest

BECo forecast supplement. After examining the company's

evidentiary efforts to do this, (see, inter alia, EX.

BE-lOO, BE-lOl; Tr. 33-36 [7/6/77] Tr. 10-48 [11/20/78]1,

the Council concludes, as stated earlier, that the need

for this line is not so independent of load growth as to

warrant setting an in-service date at this time.*

* It might be noted that this line was originally proposed
for an in-service date of 1980 and was deferred once,
based on decreasing load growth, to the summer of 1982
(Tr. 36 [7/6/77]). For the same, reason, the present in
service date proposed by BECo is the summer of 1983 (Tr.
15 [2/23/78]; EX. BE-lOO).
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The company has argued two main points in support of

the need for the proposed Walpole to Needham 345 kV line.

The first contends that the existing 115 kV Walpole to

Needham line will experience an unacCeptably high risk of

overload in the event that double contingencies occur coin-

cident with peak loads which are anticipated in the early

1980's. The second contends that the reliability of the

transmission/generation system supplying Metropolitan

Boston must be improved. (See, e.g., EX. BE-IOO; BE-lOll.

These points are addressed separately below.

A. Double Contingency Overload Conditions

Load flow analysis was the primary methodology employed

by the company in its study of overload conditions incurred

by double contingencies. (EX. BE-31-C) This analysis uses

a computer simulation of the New England generation and

transmission system to focus on the loading of a,particular

line, given a total system load level and the existence of

certain contingencies. The method used by the company is

consistent with New England Power Pool (NEPOOL) and North-

east Power Coordinating Council (NPCC) planning criteria.

Load flow results show that when the Boston Edison system

load attains a level of 2460 MW, the occurrence of four dif-

ferent double contingencies would overload the existing 115

kV Walpole to Needham line up to 25 MW above its emergency

capacity (EX. BE-31C). The additional capacity proposed is
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to alleviate these overload conditions as well as to allow

for additional load growth and expected generation addi

tions to the south of Boston. (See generally, EX. D-7).

The use of this load flow analysis as support for the

need for this line shows it dependence on load growth.

The company witness has stated: "An important justification

of the proposed 345 kV line lies in circuit overloadings,

for double contingencies, which arise in the early 1980's

due to load growth." (EX. BE-IOl) and confirmed this state

ment under cross-examination (Tr. 11 [11/20/78]). Given

this dependence on load growth, the Council is unwilling

to grant exemption from the construction prohibition dis

cussed above for this line.

B. System Reliability Considerations

The company has also presented several arguments re

lating the need ~or the line to the need to improve the

reliability of the system supplying Metropolitan Boston.

(Cf. e.g., EX. BE-IOO; BE-IOl). Presently, Boston is sup

plied by generation in the downtown area, which is supple

mented via ties to the 345 kV grid surrounding Boston by

generation external to this area. Boston's ties to the

grid are 230 kV and 115 kV lines to the south and 345 kV

and 115 kV lines to the north. The company believes a

345 kV tie to the south is necessary as a significant por

tion of the economic external generation lies to the
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south and southeast of Boston. The company also contends

that the addition of a southerly 345 kV corridor will

allow necessary additional operating flexibility, which,

in turn, would allow full utilization of economic power

available to the south and avoid the "locking in" of this

power. The company has stated that it is desirable to

have more than one 345 kV corridor (the existing one is

the Woburn to Ayer tie to the north) feeding a major

metropolitan area, siting the New York blackout as a prime

example of this desirability.

101) •

(Cf. e.g., EX. BE-100; BE-

The Town of Dover points out (Dover Further Supple-,

mentary Brief; p. 3) that the company has testified that

the power system, at this point in time, is not unreliable

(Tr. 14 [11/20/78]). The Council recognizes that any

transmission addition would improve system reliability

and that as system load increases, reliability decreases.

In the instant case, however, it must be shown that the

reliability of the system under present conditions is un-

acceptable. without an approved forecast, the Council

cannot approve a line on this basis unless the line improves

a system which can presently be termed unreliable. The

company has not shown any specific degree or magnitude of

present system unreliability which would justify setting

an in-service date now for this line.
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The ancillary issue of operational flexibility has

also been discussed in terms of BECo's existing system

constraints and NEPOOL operatipn and. maintenance con

straints. The company has expressed concern over the

occurrence of triple or higher order contingencies.

While higher order contingencies including forced outages

are beyond the standards set by NEPOOL and NPCC (Tr. 16

[2/23/78]), NEPOOL's scheduling of maintenance has and

can contribute to these conditions (Tr. 46-47 [11/20/78]).

In addition, the company has argued that the economic

dispatch of units by NEPOOL may be constrained by the

present transmission system, which has been termed as

"locking in" economic generation. These conditions have

not produced loss of load or uneconomic dispatch (Tr. 44

[11/20/78]). The Council recognizes these conditions as

problems, but the information provided by BECo does not

demonstrate the danger of overloads or of dollar savings

of a magnitude significant enough to justify the need for

the line independent of any load growth.

C. Conclusions

The Council finds that there is insufficient documen

tation of the need for the Walpole to Needham line on a

basis apart from load growth. The Council also finds that

the 345 kV Walpole to Needham line will, at some point in

time, be an appropriate addition to the Boston Edison
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system as lOad growth occurs. The option to reconductor

the existing 115 kV line is not an appropriate solution

as the BECo system would be unduly jeopardized during

construction and the reconductoring would not provide a

long term solution to the problem of bulk transmission

into the Boston area. Thus, while the company has demon-

strated a general future need for this lirie, it has failed

to provide the Council with information sufficient enough

to warrant an exemption from the construction prohibition

for this line. The Council will deter setting an in-

service date for this line at this time.

V. Environmental Impact

AS has been stated, because the selected site utilizes

an existing right of way for the entire length of the new

line, the environmental impact of that line is prima facie

minimal.

Most of the intervenors have claimed that the company's

proposed overhead line will have an adverse environmental

impact. with the exception of the crossing of the Hale

Reservation, primary concern is directed toward the 1. 3

miles of new right of way which would cross residential

sections of Dover and Needham and the Charles River.* It

* The intervenor Southeast Needham Civic Association (SNCA)
is concerned about the environmental effect of a possible
widening of BEeO Right of Way #3 which carries a 115 kV
line from Framingham to Needham. The homes on Richardson
(cont'd)
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has been argued throughout these proceedings that the line

will have a. divisive effect on the character of the communi-

ties involved and that their aesthetic and natural beauty

will be marred. It is also claimed that public enjoyment

of the. Charles River will be impaired. The selected site

obviates these concerns since there will be no new right of

way. to be acquired and the non-impactful crossing of the

Charles River is provided for along the existing right of

way at the Chestnut Street Bridge.

The selected line site will, however, cross the Hale

Reservation on existing Right Of Way #10 which now contains

the 115 kV Walpole to Needham line. Although the Hale

Reservation is a private reservation,it is a major and

unique natural resource for urban and suburban residents

of. the metropolitan Boston area. During the summer it is

the site of the nation's largest day camp, serving 1400

children daily. In its testimony, the Reservation proposed

that the line be placed underground or, in the alternative,

that the new and existing lines be placed on the same

towers (EXS. HR-l, HR-2). Since that testimony was given,

the Hale Reservation entered into negotiations with the

* Drive, Needham (the residents of which comprise SNCA) ad
join the present easement on Right of Way #3. At the
last session in this case, it was made clear that BECo
does not intend to widen that easement. (Tr. 221 .[11/20/
78]). Nor will the "mirror-image" site for the new 345
kV' line.cause any such widening. It is hopedthat.this
allays SNCA' s concerns. .
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company as to an enviro~m~ntally acceptable utilization ot .

the existing right otway through the Reservation by the

345 kV line. The company and. the Reservation reached an

agreement as to the width of the cleared right of way,

type of conductor, pole design and location, and appropriate

tree screening. This agreement is included in the record

as EX. HR-3.

Again, the selected site will comply with the policy

of the Council to employ an existing right of way whenever

possible for. the construction of a new line, ~ In the

Matter of Eastern UtilitiesA.ssociates, 1 DOMSC 312, 314,

and by so doing in this case, will achieve a minimum envi-

ronmental impact.

VI. Cost

The company has provided the following cost estimates,

for its proposed plan and the selected "mirror-image" ·al-

ternative (EX. BE-202):

Costin 1977 Dollars

BECo Proposal (all overhead)

Selected Site (overhead from
Walpole to Westfield Street,
underground from Westfield st.
to Needham Station)

5,644,970

7,737,795

These are the only two alternatives discussed here. Upon

consideration of the other alternatives, the Council finds

that these· routes would incur sUbstantially higher costs*

(* on next page)
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with greater environmental impact than the chosen sites as

well as technicall~-equivalentor inferior design.

The "mirror-'image" line'cost estimate is $2.09 million

more than the company's proposed overhead line. However,

land acquisition costs for the 1.3 miles of new right of

way on the latter iine are not included in the above figure

(EX. BE-202). At the last session in these proceedings,

testimony was presented on the potential costs of such land

acquisition (Tr. 169 et seq. [11/20/78]; Tr. 76et seq.

[11/21/78]). The company contends that these costs would

be around $577,000 (EX. BE-406) which reduces the difference

between its proposal and the selected site to $1.5 million.

The TOwns Of Dover and Needham contend that this BECo esti-'

mate is conservative. See Dover and Needham briefs gener~

ally; also EX. N-2 and Tr. 76 et seq. [11/21/78]. The

Council finds that the additional cost of the "mirror-image"

site, be it $1.5 million or a lesser amount, is a reasonable

expense when balanced with the need for the line and its

environmental impact. It is also a reasonable additional

cost since the selected site will avoid (if only for a

while by the company's planning criteria) the taking of any

new right of way. In this case, the Co~ncil finds that

* For example, costs for other BECo alternatives in 1977
dollars were $24,829,000 for a totally underground route
and-$11,432,OOO for an all overhead route from Medway to
Framingham ,to Needham (EX. BE-35). Figures for alterna
tives presented by Dover were in a similar range, espe
cially as to an all underground route. (EX-D..,8A; D-8B;
D-13) •
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this consideration has practical as well as environmental

benefits. As stated earlier, BECo's present concern for

the future need of a second 345kV line in this area is

actual+y too remote to be a significant factor in this

decision.

The record in this case also contains testimony on

cost differentials given the use of various underground

cable technologies. See EX. D-8A; D-8B; D~13; BE-300;

BE-301; Tr. 14et seq .. [10/19/77) i Tr. 76 et seq. [11/20/

78].. While the primary point !:leing made here went to a

comparison of the costs·of the BECo all underground route

with Dover's costs for the same route, this testimony also

has some relevance to the cost of the underground section

of the selected site. Dover maintains that even for that

section, a different. technology could reduce costs further •

While not denying the truth of that argument, the Council

does not find that any alternative cable technology has

been demonstrated to be clearly superior to that used· by

BECo in terms of both reliability and cost. Giventhe

"mirror-image" site selected, it may also well be that·

the company must use a technology compatible with the cable

already in use for the 115 kV line. with these points in .

mind, the Council feel that further discussion of the de

tails of comparative technologies and their costs is un

necessary.
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"benefit" of such a;·route. This inequity would have mili

tated strongly against the' c~oice of an underground site

versus overhead route; given a·proper balance of environ

mental impact, the Council could never opt for an alterna

tiye to be enjoyed by. few and paid for by ll)any.
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Therefore, it is ORDERED that a'site for a BECo 3'45 kV

line froIn Walpole t6 Needham be APPROVED in accordance with

this decision and the f6liowing provisions:'

I. That the new line be sited along the right of way

for the existirig 115 kV Walpole to Ne'edham lirie '("mirror'-

image" site);

2. That the Council will not determine the appropri-

ate in-service date for the new line until it reviews and

approves the next BECo annual supplement and removes the

construction prohibition presently in effect;

3. That in the further planning and construction of

the new line, the company consider the alternative under-

ground cable technologies discussed in this proceeding

and employ the technology it finds to be most reliable

and cost effective;

4. That the new line be approved at its projected

cost. This cost is, no doubt, subject to reasonable change

from a variety of factors including inflation of wage and

material costs, construction problems encountered in the

field and other causes beyond the control of the company.

The company is directed to notify the Council of all such

changes and of the final cost figure for the line in up-

coming annual supplements. Approval by the Council of a

facility at the preliminary licensing stage should not be

construed as a binding determination upon a rate setting

agency.
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5. That the chemical herbicide 245T not be used in

any fashion without Siting Council approval pending review

by the Environmental Protection Agency pursuant to 40 CFR

162.

6. That the company honor the agreemen~ it reached

with the Hale Reservation as to right of way width, con-

ductor type, pole design and location, and appropriate

tree screening. In this condition the Council wishes to

recognize and approve that agreement included in the record

as EX. HR-3.

Energy Facilities Siting council

by

Unanimously approved by the Energy Facilities Siting

Council on December 6, 1978.

Evely
Acting
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Energy Facilities Siting Council
3 DOMSC

EFSC No. 78-33

)
In the Matter of )

)
Eastern Utilities Associates System )

)

DECISION AND ORDER

On behalf of its operating companies, Brockton, Fall

River, Blackstone r and Montaup, the Eastern Utilities

Associates System (EUA or the System) has petitioned the

Energy Facilities Siting Council for approval of the Second

S~pplement to its 1976 Long Range Forecast of Electric

Power Needs and Requirements. This supplemental forecast

covers the eleven year period from 1978 through 1988 and

includes a projection of electric energy consumption at a

compound growth rate of 4.3% and peak demand at a compound

growth rate of 4%, new facilities are not proposed for

construction.

On 4 December 1978, an adjudicatory hearing was held

to consider the supplemental forecast as required by G.L.

c. 164, §§69I,J. The Attorney General of the Commonwealth

appeared as an intervenor in the proceeding and presented

expert testimony which critiqued the forecast. The hearings
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officer was assTsted by the Council's·chief economist,

Marc G. Hoffman.

Subject to the Order set forth herein, the Siting

Council approves the supplemental forecast of consumption

and peak together with those facilities and capacity which

the System has listed as necessary to meet its projected

requirements with a prudent reserve margin. Specifically,

the Council finds and rules that the forecast complies

with the statutory standard of G.L.c. 164, §69J.

FORECAST APPROACH

The EUA forecast is characterized by simplicity in its

approach and clarity in its presentation. It is the product

of a strong, straightforward, and generally competent effort

by the small staff of a relatively small utility system. It

is superior to the forecasts of several other systems of

similar size and resources.

The forecast essentially consists of two major compo

nents: a residential customer class forecast from which a

commercial customer class forecast is also derived and an

industrial class forecast. The residential forecast has

been developed from population projections made by state/

regional planning agencies, a usage schedule for major
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appliances-(space heating, water heating, cookin~; dryers,

freezers; air conditioning), a projection of base use for

all other appliances (lighting, televisions, stereos,

washers, and the like), and a projection Of use for so

called "unforseen appliances." The commercial forecast

is derived from a judgmentally adjusted historic ratio of

commercial to residential experience on the assumption

that commercial growth and energy use are directly related

to residential customer growth and energy use. Finally,

the industrial forecast is developed from a survey of major

customers together with regression analysis projections of

some of the smaller customers and simple trending of the

energy usage of others.

FORECAST LIMITATIONS

In reviewing the System's forecast, it is important to

recognize that EUA is a relatively small utility. The

System is one sixth of the size of the Northeast Utilities

system which is the largest utility in the New England Power

Pool. Consequently, we cannot and do not expect the same

level of sophistication, level of detail, and expenditure of

resources from EUA as we do from Northeast, New England

Electric System, or the Boston Edison Company. Nevertheless,
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significant liffiitati6hs--inthe present forecast should be

acknowledged and subject to more detailed study as the

System refines its forecasting capability.

1. EUA has not provided an explanation for the sub

stantial difference in projected compound rates of growth

in residential base use. for existing customers .(1%) and

for new customers (3.6%). Given that base use includes

the same appliances for both existing and new customers,

there is no apparent reason for the projected disparity in

their use patterns. Explanatory analysis is necessary to

justify continued reliance upon this disparity.

2.. EUA has not provided an adequate conceptual basis

for its "unforseen appliances" category of residential use.

Indeed, the conflicting testimony presented by the System's

witnesses indicates that no effort has yet been made to

define what appliances or uses - even in a generic sense 

may be included in this category. Yet, it has a significant

impact on the resid.ential and commercial projections because

it consumes 4000 kwh per year/customer at a 19% penetration

rate. (The magnitude of this impact may be illustrated by

recognizing that 4000 kwh is close to 150% of the average

total residential consumption of a typical non heating cus

tomer for 1977.) .

In its present form, "unforseen appliances" is an
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arbitrary inflation factor for consumption. Further defini

tion and explanation are required if we are to accept this

category of use in any subsequent forecast.

3. EUA has not provided a price analysis to support

the high penetration rates which it has projected for

electric heating and hot water uses. The System justifies

the penetration rates on the assumption that electric heat

ing prices will become competitive with alternative fuels.

Given, however, that this assumption and its resulting pene

tration rates are largely responsible for the high consump-

tion levels projected for the later years of the forecast

period, it is imperative that analysis of competing fuel

prices be undertaken. The price advantage of electric heat

ing and hot water must be demonstrated if we are to continue

to accept the projected penetration rates.

4. EUA has not provided an adequate explanation for

its assumption that new electric heating customers will

consume the same average amount of energy as do present

heating customers. The System's claim that present elec-

trically heated homes are as energy efficient as will be

new houses has not been demonstrated in evidence and cannot

serve as a basis for failing to reduce the energy consump-

tion projections for new, more efficient residences.
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5. EUAhas not applied-appliance efficiency standards

to its calculations of replacements of old appliances. This

oversight should be corrected.

6. EUA has not disaggregated its housing stock by

type of residence, and it has projected energy use for all

types of housing from average values for single family

electrically heated homes' alone. Consequently, its average

use values for heating, hot water, and cooling may overstate

the actual values for some types of housing such as apart

ments, row houses, or three family homes. Housing stock

should be disaggregated as customer data becomes available.

7. EUA has not provided sound theoretical or empirical

bases for its commercial and industrial sector forecasts.

These forecasts are deficient in concept, definition, and

commitment of resources. There has been no real effort to

identify and define indicators or variables which may explain

the actual relation between residential growth and commercial

expansion or which may account for industrial activity.

We recognize the difficulty and cost associated with

attempts to forecast these sectors for small service areas,

and we are not proposing an expensive effort which might

fail for lack of sufficient data. At the same time, we ex

pect the System to pursue conceptual approaches, data collec

tion, and analysis of the commercial and industrial classes
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with the same vigor and commitment which it has devoted to

the residential sector. We urge the System to work with

our Staff in this regard.

We note that EUA's survey approach to forecasting

major industrialc~equirementsis an acceptable technique

for a utility of its size. However, the present question

naire is too limited in substance and lacks detailed,

quantified inquiry into expansion, relocation,conservation,

fuel switching, operating efficiencies,and the like. A

more comprehensive questionnaire will enhance the forecast

value of the survey approach.

8. EUA has not employed the standard demographic

technique of predicting household numbers from age specific

population projections. The System should determine the

extent to which these projections are available for its

service area. If age specific projections are available,

household numbers for the 1980 forecast should be developed

from these.

9. Finally, EUA has not discounted the possibility

that consumption and peak requirements for its wholesale

customers are being "double counted." The Town of Middle

borough, for example, is included in both the EUAforecast

and in the forecast filed by the Massachusetts Municipal

Wholesale Electric Company. See EFSC Docket No. 78-1.
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The System must demonstrate that doub1ecolinting of whole'"

sale customers has. been affirmatively avoided in its sub

sequent forecast filings.

ORDER

The Eastern Utilities Associates System is directed

to respond affirmatively in its next supplemental forecast

to the limitations cited above which involve base use dis

parity, unforseen appliances, consumption rates for new

heating customers, efficiency standards for appliance re

placements, and double counting of wholesale customers.

The Bystem is directed also to report to the Siting

Council, as part of its next supplemental forecast, on the

availability of age specific population projections and on

its effort to disaggregate housing stock.

The System is directed also to report to the Siting

Council in its next supplemental forecast on the develop

ment of a more rigorous and comprehensive approach to

commercial and industrial sector forecasting.

Finally, the System is directed to present a fuels

price analysis to the Council on or before 1 June 1979.

This analysis should consider the price impacts of alter

native fuels on the penetration rates of electric heat
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-and hot water.

The Sy tem is urged to meet with the Council's Staff

for assista ce in framing its responses to this Order.

- L .
EOWA~. D ,"': \~ \
Rea ngs Off'cer
Oat : 29 0 cember 1978

This decision was approved by a majority of those members

present and qualified to vote at the meeting of 21 February

1979.

.(,. ~,

FITZPATRICK
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COMMONWEALTH OF ~SSACHUSETTS

Energy Facilities Siting Council

EFSC No. 78-24

et al

In the Matter of
)
)
)

The Massachusetts Electric Company )
)
)
)

DECISION

,The New England Power Company proposes to construct

two overhead 115 kvtransmission circuits from its

Meadowbrook substation No. 16 in Chelmsford to its North

Chelmsford substation No.2, a distance of 4.1 miles.

These circuits will replace two existing 23 kV circuits

which will be removed. The new circuits are to be placed

in service in 1980 and will be constructed at a cost of

$907,000, based on 1978 figures ($1,067,000 in 1980

dollars) .

After Staff review, an adjUdicatory hearing was held

on 11 January 1979 to consider the company's proposal.

Need for the new circuits is premised upon the fact that

the existing 23 kv circuits have experienced overloads of

their normal operating ratings during the summer of 1978.

See company exhibit NEES-2. As load growth continues,

these overloads will lead to transmission failures within
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two to four years. Consequently, the substantially in-

crea-s-ed capaci ty of the new circuits is· required.

Environmental impacts associated with the 115 kV cir-

cuits will be minimal and acceptable since the facilities

will be constructed within an existing right of way. The

company has agreed to minimize visual impact associated

with the circuit by employment of natural screening and

by long spanning of the Middlesex Canal, a national his-

toric site. The company has also agreed to the prohibi-

tion against use of the herbicide 245 T pending completion

of review of its use by the United States·Environmental.

Protection Agency.

The Energy Facilities Siting Council approves the

company's proposal as submitted and specifically finds

that the 115 kV circuits are required "to assure inunedi-

ate, reliable service for the protection of the public."

See the Cou cil's Decision and Order in 2 DOMSC 156 (1978).

EDWA@J.D
Hear'ngs Of
Date· 15_

~~~LEY ~.. .
lcer .
ebruary 1979 ."\

This de ision was unanimously approved by all present

and voting in the affirmative at the Siting Council meeting

of 7 February 1979 .

• AA... ~.~\
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COMMONWEAlliTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Energy Facilities Siting Council

)
Ifr the Matter of Boston Edison )

)
Company Proposed Walpole to )

)
Needham 345 kV Transmission )

)
Line )

)

EFSC Docket No. 76-12,
77-12

DECISION: IN-SERVICE DATE

The. Massachusetts Energy Facilities Siting Council APPROVES

an in-service date of as soon as possible for the proposed

Boston Edison Company (BECo) Walpole to Needham 345 kV transmis-

sion line for reasons set out below. The site of this line is

to be the route discussed and approved by the Council in its

earlier decision on this line. See Section III of 3 DOMSC

(12/6/78) •

I. HISTORY OF THE PROCEEDING

As the parties to this case are aware, the history of this

line and the proceedings thereon date back to BECo's Long Range

Forecast of April 30, 1976 when the line was first proposed.

The relevant course of events in this case up to last December

is adequately chronicled in the earlier Walpole to Needham line

decision and rather than be repeated, is now incorporated by

reference herein. See Section I of 3 DOMSC·
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can begin the present decision with a narrative of relevant

events since-ttre--decision of December 6, 1978.

The Council in that earlier decision approved the general

need, site and construction mode for the Walpole to Needham

345 kV transmission line subject to the condition that an in-

service date for the line would not be approved until comple-

tion of a review of BECo's annual supplement which was filed

on April 2, 1979.

On December 13, 1978, BECo filed a Petition for Rehearing

and Reconsideration of the decision and argued' again that there

was an "immediate need" for permitting the start of construction

of the line to meet system reliability requirements and to alle-

viate overload conditions on its system in the metropolitan

Boston area. The Council in a Memorandum and Order dated December

28, 1978 denied the petition. However, the Council, cognizant

of its statutory duty concerning a necessary energy supply for the

Commonwealth, M.G.L. c. 164, §69H, indicated that Boston Edison

could present to the Council:

indicia of substantially changed circumstances which
might require some modification of the decision at
hand •••. (Memorandum and Order, page 5).

On May 2, 1979, after filing its Annual Supplement l-C, BECo

filed with the Council a Motion for Separate ,Hearing and Approval

of Forecast in Part, again requesting approval of the Walpole to

Needham 345 kV Transmission Line, and stated:

The Company urges approval of the facility's in
service date aside froTI consideration of the
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aggr~gate growth in consumption or demand in order,
-to-saHsfy--appropriate_atan_dard,s_9f__9E§l!"ai:in<;L!,e: _
liability neces~ary for the metropolitan Boston
area service t'erritory. The Company is of the'
opinion that the consequences of a failure of the
electrical system serving the metropolitan Boston
area, frpm insufficient or inadequate transmission
facilities to the area, cduld have a devastating
impact on the safety and welfare of the Public.
The ,metropolitan Boston 'area' s 'crucial electrical
n,eeds if jeopardized, with damage to underground
equipment occurring, would create a presently
avoidable threat of repair delays, injury to public
safety, and area economic loss which could be exten~
sive. For tAese reasons, a delay of review of the
in-service date of the Walpole-Needham 345 kV
Transmission Line by the Council until after Annual
Supplement l-C is considered and approved would re
sultin costly delays in, the commencement of con
struction of this Line and such delays would impose
unnecessary economic penalties upon the Company and
its customers. ' '

The Town of Dover opposed the Company's motion.

On May 21, 1979, the Siting Council issued a Memorandum and

Order which 'allowed the Company's motion and established the

hearing schedule. 'In its order the Council stated:

•..we di.sagree that circumstances since December have
not substantially changed to the extent that another
opportunity should not be afforded the Company to
show that the line ,is essential to BECo's operating
flexibility and system reliability. Recent conditions
such as the headline-making Back Bay blackout and the
claim of a shortfall of fuel oil'for urban generation
leave us with a feeling a necessary power supply for
this urban portiohof the Commonwealth may need some
help, perhaps in the form of this line. (Memorandum

'andbrder,page 2. See also 44 Fed.' Reg. No. 150 at
,45437: DOE/ERA Investigation into Electric Power Out
ages in Boston, Mass.).

Boston Edison Company prefiled the testimony of its witness,

Mr. Andrew F.Corry, on June 5, 1979. On June 14, 1979 the Staff re-

quested the assessment of an independent planning ,expert, Mr. ,John

Casazza, of Random and Casazza, Washington, D.C. to ascertain whether

quantitative analyses could be brought to bear on the company's
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assertion of need.

assist the Staff in the analysis of the remaining issues in this

case.

On June 29, 1979, the Siting Council (over the objection of

the Town of Dover) conducted a conference pursuant to EFSC Rule

•15.8 at which timE:! the Siting Council's consultant, Mr. Casazza,

detailed for the parties the specific questions he had for BECo

in order to obtain certain quantitative information needed for

Staff analysis. The Company furnished the requested information

on JUly 20, 1979 (Ex. HO-2) and July 25, 1979 (Ex. IIO-3). Mr.

Casazza forwarded an analysis to the Siting Council on JUly 27,

1979 (Ex. HO-4).

On July 31, 1979, a pUblic hearing was held. The BECo pre-

sented its direct case through two witnesses: Andrew F. Corry,

Senior Vice ~resident and Gregory R. SUllivan, Senior Engineer

in the Planning Division of the Engineering, Planning and Research

Department. The intervenor Town of Dover offered no witnesses,

but extensively questioned both company witnesses.

II. ISSUE PRESENTED

What remains to be done by the Council in this matter is to

determine an in-service date for this line. The issue here is

whether or not such a determination can be made now on the

basis of presently existing circumstances and the status of the

operating reliability and flexibility of BECo's transmission system.

Council approval of an in-service date on that basis is actually

determined by when the line begins to become a useful and needed

component of BECo's electric supply system.
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.... Asdiscus.se.d_ill detaiLon the_following pages, the Council

finds that the Walpole to Needham 345 kV transmission line be-

comes such a useful component as-soon as it goes in-service.

Thus, the Council approves an "as soon .as possible" in-service

date. In so doing, the Council.is also mindful of the company's

position that the line Cannot practically be in-service until

1985. Tr. 184 et seq. [7/31/79], EX. BE-500. This reiterates

earlier testimony at past hearings in this case of a 67 month

timetable from approval to cO)llpleted construction. See EX •. BE':'

200 and BE-201.

Since the Council, in resolving the issue before it today,

finds that the Walpole to Needham line wi.ll be of immediate use

to the BECo system once in-service, it hopes that its "as soon

as possible" date will encourage expedition in the regulatory

and construction progress of the line.

In arriving at its decision, the Council considered three

factors: BECo system reliability, its operational flexibility

and fuel availability. These considerations are detailed in

the following paragraphs.

III. SYSTEM RELIABILITY

A. The Premise

As a basic premise for its system planning, the company

asserts that a higher level of reliability is called for in the

supply of power to urban areas with the resulting application to

those areas of higher, more stringent standards for such reliability.
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Tr. 10-16; 17 [7/31/79]; EX. BE-SOO [Q/A. 10]. While the NEPOOL

reliability standards are designed to maintain the overall bulk

power supply system, those standards recognize that " ..•more

rigid objectives may be applied in some segments of the pool

because of local considerations.'" Cf. EX. HO:-2 [Q/A. 1].

In its testimony, the company presented several reasons

for requiring more stringent reliability criteria for Metropolitan

Boston. First, the consequences of a power outage in such an

urban area are more severe than in 'other areas given the extent

to which a number of public health and safety systems rely on

a continuous supply of power. EX. BE-SOO [Q/A. 81. Second,

the restoration of power after disruption is a difficult process.

Tr. 15, 162 [7/31/79]. ,Third, the NEPOOL general maintenance

schedule has resulted in several instances where 600 MW plus

of BECo's capacity has been out during the company's summer peak

period. EX. HO-2 [Q/A. 2]. Finally, the use of more stringent

cri-teria is in line with the practices used by companies serving

other major metropolitan areas. Tr. 161,' 174 [7/31/79].

The Town of Dover took no issue with the company's basic

premise calling for more stringent reliability standards for

the supply of power to an urban area such as Boston:

The Council, by dint of its responsibility to provide a

necessary energy supply for the Commonwealth, M.G.L. 164, §69H,

is concerned with the question of sufficient system reliability.

The company has emphasized the importance of a high level of
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reliability for urban areas, and the Council findsrnerit to

this argument based on the informatiorfprovided Je;rein by the

company.

B.· The Higher Level

Assuming the validity of the premise discusledabove,the

next step is to establish what level of reliabi·lltyis appropriate

for planning the supply of power to an urban areL. It is on

this point that the TowIl of Dover takes issue wihthe company.

Although it makes no argument or case against a nq~er level of

reliability for the Boston area, the Town questimsthe contin

gencies used in the company's analyses to expre~'its.'more

~tringent reliability criteria.

To represent the more stringent reliability criteria, BECo

provides in its planning for one contingency be~that called

for in the NEPOOL standards. Cf. EX HO-2 [Q/A. Il;]~ :By so doing,

the company allows for the loss of two major sy!ftellcomponents

during a time of peak load in addition to the u~ilabilityof

600 MW of capacity due to scheduled maintenance nr other opera

tional considerations. This 600 MW is equivaleNlito·the largest

BECo unit or a combination of other units on pa~l 'or full

scheduled maintenance. (The occurence of such alass of capacity

was described during the hearing as a triple co£angency or

triple unavailability. Tr. 27-31; 94-95; 170-Ul [1/31/79] . )

The company' slimited control of NEPOOL maintenlf!'l:escheduling,

Tr. 3get. seq. [7/31/79], and the fact that thiS level (600 MW)
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of maintenance has occurred during BECO's summer peak, Tr. 99

-[-7/31/79], indicates that the company must plan for such an

event.

Thus, the company has argued" that a triple unavailability

criterion should be the higher standard of reliability assumed

in its system planning for the Metropolitan Boston Area; the

Town disputes this standard. The question facing the council

is to what extent should the criteria for urban power planning

be more stringent, i.e., how high a standard of reliability in

this case should we accept?

The Council accepts the company's standard of reliability

for urban areas and finds it appropriate in this case; we believe

it is warranted to rely on the company's experience and judgment

in this. matter· as it is not "plainly unreasonable". See Wanna

comet Water Co. v. DPU, 346 Mass. 453, 457, (1963). Nevertheless,

the Council has observed a lack of an explanation ofNEPOOL's

rationale for scheduling large amounts of maintenance on BECo

units during the summer months, given that BECo's system is a

summer peaking one. While this does not affect the appropriate

ness of the company's reliability standards in this case, the

Council asks the company to use.the above observation to continue

to develop its reliability criteria by including a more detailed

discussion of NEPOOL maintenance procedures. In this way, the.

current state-of-the-art in a company's setting of reliability

standards, especially when part of a power pool, can be more
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easily reviewed and understood.

IV . THE ILLUSTRATION: LOAD FLOW ANALYSIS

In response to a Council information request, EX. HO-l,

BECo provided a series of load flow analysis runs which illus-

trate the worst cqntingency cases for which provision must be

•made under the BECo planning criteria. These load flows were

run at load levels representative of existing system conditions,

both peak and off-peak, and showed those conditions as they

would be with and without the Walpole to Needham transmission

line. EX. HO-2 [Q/A. 2].

The company argues that these load flow cases demonstrate

the need for this line under present system conditions. As

stated by witness Andrew F. Corry, BECo Senior Vice-President,

n ••• [A]s soon as ,the Walpole to Needham 345 kV line goes into

service, it goes to work. All our load flows show that it goes

to work immediately and goes to work pretty hard, right away."

Tr. 25 [7/31/79].

The Town of Dover disputes the company's assessment of the

load flow results for several reasons. First,the company ran

several load flows using the projected 1979 summer peak loads

which are 3% higher than any loads actually experienced at pre

sent. Tr. 53 [7/31/79]. Dover argues that with a 3% reduction

in load, all the load flow runs show that the system is not over-

loaded. Second, the Town points out that the load flows were

run without considering the planned reconductoring of the
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Framingham to Speen street 115 kV line to be done in 1981,

which will increase that line's summer emergency rating from

168 MVA to approximately 240MVA. Tr. 103 [7/31/791. Third,

Dover questions the practice of not dispatching gas jets at New

Boston and Mystic stations to relieve transmission overloads

an~ provide voltage support. Tr. 71 [7/31/791.

Although all of the load flow analyses presented do not

show overloads, they do show a system that is stressed to its

limit for several sets of conditions. Those runs performed at

the projected 1979 summer peak (3% greater than the historic

peak) show some overloads and unacceptable voltage reductions.

Those runs performed at 96% of the projected 1979 summer peak

(99% of historic peak) show the system to be fully loaded with

voltages below normal values. At 85% of the projected 1979

summer peak, (88% of historic peak) which occurs 100-200 hours per

year, the system is heavily loaded and voltages fall below 100%.

When these load flow runs are repeated with the proposed 345 kV

. line in service, all voltages are at normal values, no overloads

appear and that 345 kV line carries 350-450 MVA in addition to

the 150-190 MVA carri·ed by the existing 115 kV line. This indi

cates substantial use of the new line under a variety of exist

ing conditions. It is to be noted that for purposes of its

decision here, the Council's consideration of these analyses is

limited to those which evaluate load flows under historic rather

than projected load conditions.
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The points raised by the Town of Dover, though technically

correct, would n6Esubstantially alter the results indicated

in the load flows. The addition of 70 MVA to the emergency

summer rating of the Framingham to Speen Street line would not

relieve the Walpole-Needham right of way of 200-300 MVA shown

in those runs with the 345 kV line in service. The use of the

historic peak rather than the projected 1979 peak would reduce

the loads by 3% in the projected peak load runs and would bring

the overloaded lines within their capacity. However, this would

not restore voltages to normal values and the system would still

be heavily loaded. Dover's argument that all gas jets should

be dispatched prior to load shedding or brown-outs is made

without consideration of the company's assertion that some of these

units have a very short design life and are in place for the

purpose. of emergency power supply to the major generating units

for start-up after a blackout.. and for other non-load related

conditions. Tr. 71 [7/31/79]. The Council sees no reason to

discount the company's operational considerations on this point.

The load flows presented show that the BECo system is heavily

loaded under the postulated emergency conditions during existing

(historic) peak and shoulder load conditions. The load flows

also show significant flows on the proposed 345 kV Walpole to

Needham line under these same conditions when it is in service.

The Council finds that these results indicate that the installation

of the Walpole to Needham line would alleviate the stress situations,
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and would make the system clearly adequate to perform under

the postulated emergency conditions. Thus would the-reliability

of the bulk power supply system of Metropolitan Boston be improved.

V. OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY

Another factor advanced by the company is support of the

immediate need of the proposed line is the need for improved

operational flexibility. The company is concerned that the

degree of flexibility in the system is limited and should be

increased. EX. BE-SOO. Two recent blackouts in the Boston

area are cited as examples of instances where the flexibility

was limited. Tr. 12,.14 [7/31/79].

Dover argues that operational flexibility is not a support

ing factor since BECo has noted only one instance of uneconomic

dispatch in the past ten years. Cf. Dover Brief at p. 15 [8/8/79].

While uneconomic dispatch may indeed bean infrequent event, it is

not necessarily the only form of operational flexibility. The

load flows performed at 85-90% of peak load show the system

to be heavily stressed. This load level occurs some 100-200

hours per year and indicates that there are many days during the

year when the flexibility for maintenance of system components

is limited. Tr. 164-170 [7/31/79]. The Council finds that the

company's concern for operational flexibility is a legitimate one

because system reliability is impacted. Thus, while not an inde

pendent basis for the immediate need for the line, it is an
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appropriate consideration in this case.

VI. FUEL OIL UNAVAILABILITY

Another factor which BECo has put forth in this case is

the potential for fuel oil unavailability. The company has

stated that, the recent oil supply situation has increased the

uncertainty of the fuel oil supply to their generators. EX.

BE-SOD [Q/A. 12]. Specifically, the company has been informed

by its fuel oil supplier that it can no longer guarantee 50% of

the fuel for the New Boston Generating Station. Tr. 14 [7/31/79].

The company argues that this increases the likelihood of partial

or full cutbacks of inner-city generation and speculates that

the condition will only be worse in future years.

The Town of Dover contends that uncertainty in the oil

supply situation is no reason to build the line. Doverargues

that this oil supply uncertainty is generic to New England, not

specific to Boston, and that more transmission will not alleviate

the problem. In addition, Dover points out that a supply of oil

in storage is available to BECo and that the lead time needed

for the line's construction would obviate its effect on the

current shortfall.

The Council recognizes that the oil supply uncertainty alone

does not establish the need for the proposed line. However, the

fuel situation does underline the point that additional system

flexibility is desirable to provide an adequate electrical supply
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for Metropolitan Boston. An important consideration here is

that all significant generation in downtown Boston is oil

fired, leaving that area particularly sensitive to the oil

supply uncertainty. Based on the continuing pessimistic nation

wide reports concerning oil supply, it is not unreasonable to

consider that the situation may worsen over time.

The Council believes that the oil supply uncertainty is

a factor which must be considered in the evaluation of this line

or any consideration of system reliability. The line cannot

guarantee Boston'selectric supply during an oil supply problem

but it would provide some additional ability to deal with

shortage situations which would be caused by reduced generating

capability in the Boston area. Given the distribution of non

oil-fired generation, additional transmission capability is

particularly helpful to the Metropolitan Boston area. Again,

while this factor is not an independent basis for the immediate

need for the line, it is an appropriate consideration here.

VII. EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS

In its brief (filed 8/3, corrected 8/8), the Town of Dover

suggests that an "off-the-record" conversation between the

Council's consultant, John A. Casazza and BECo personnel con

sti tutes 'an ex parte communication and may be reversible error.

Dover Brief at p. 2. The Council disagrees.

First, reference must be made to the Hearings Officer's
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Memorandum and Order dated July 11, 1979 which set out the

--rationale for retaining the services of Mr. Casazza; that

rationale is reiterated by reference now. The "off-the-record"

conversi'ition also became a part of the record as EX.. HO-3. ~he

Town does not allege that Mr. Sullivan's written summary. (EX. HO-3)

of his conversation with Mr. Casazza is not complete, accurate, or /

true; its only objection is the manner in which the information des

cribed in EX. HO-3 was exchanged.

This does not comprise the reversible error of ex parte

communications described in the cases cited by Dover. Sangamon

Valley Televisio.n Corp.· v,United States, 269 F. 2d 221 (D.C;'

Cir. 1959); Home Box Office Inc. v. FCC, 567 F. 2d 9 (D.C. Cir.

1977). In Sangamon Valley, the fatal ex parte communications

were both oral and written private approaches to FCC members which

did not go into the public record. 269 F. 2d, at 223-224. In

Home Box Office, the same cOl,lrt spoke of "undue industry influence

over Commission proceedings" and "secret" communications undisclosed

by the agency. 567 F. 2d, at 53, 54. In the case before the

Council, there have been no private approaches made to Council

staff or members, no "secret" communications not disclosed by

this agency, and no undue industry influence involved. Certainly,

the complaint of the Town does not raise the issue of ex parte

communications described as an evil by the cases cited in its

brief.

The Town also complains that it was not afforded the
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opportunity "to educate Mr.,Casazza concerning the relevant

considerations which should underlie any assessment" of the

proposed line. Dover Brief at p. 3. As far as the record

reflects, no such opportunity was denied the Town; indeed no

such opportunity was requested by the Town.

In any event, the Town's remedy for these alleged defects

in the procedures herein is to strike Mr. Casazza's analysis

(EX. HO-4l from the record as "tainted". Dover Brief at p. 4.

The Council feels this is unnecessary but does assure the Town

that it has not accepted Mr. 'Casazza's report, however charac-

terized, "as a substitute for the applicant's burden of proof".

ld.

VIII. SUMMARY AND ORDER

Based on the above considerations, the Council approves the

in-service date for the proposed line as soon as possible. A

review of BECo's load flow assessment shows that its system

is heavily stressed furing the postulated emergencies under

existing peak and shoulder load conditions. While it can be

argued that the system had not yet failed under these condi-

tions, it is apparent to the Council that these conditions bring

the system to unacceptable levels of reliability. With the

additional considerations of an uncertain fuel supply and

operational flexibility, the Council finds that it is a prudent

exercise of its discretion to approve the immediate installation

of the line. It is again noted that this decision is premised
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on the Council's acceptance of the more stringent reliability

criteria for the Boston urban areas as presented by the com-

pany. This acceptance was given here while recognizing that

appropriate reliability criteria for urban areas is an issue

still to be studied in the industry and out, and about which

there is much controversy. The Council again recommends that

the company continue its study of this higher standard of re

LL.abili ty and keep the Council informed.

Therefore, it is ORDERED that an immediate in-service date

be APPROVED for the proposed Walpole to Needham 345 kV trans-

mission line in accordance with this decision and with the pro-

visions of paragraphs 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 as set out in the final

two pages of the Council's earlier decision on this line;

3 DOMSC (December 6, 1978).

Energy Facilities Siting Council

Esq.

This decision was approved by a vote of ~~O:~ith one abstention

by those ,members. present il'ttlile·

meeting of September 18, 1979.
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Ener~yFacilities Siting Council

)
In the.Matter of the Petition of the )
Middleborough Gas and Electric Department )
for Approval of a TranSmission Line) EFSC No. 79-32
Extension from Middleborough to Bridgewater )

)
3 DOMSC

THE PROCEEDING

(18 September, 1979)

DECISION AND ORDER

On March 21, 1979, the Middleborough Gas and Electric Com-

pany, through its counsel, Nathan S. Paven,·Esq., filed a peti

tion for approval of an extension of a transmission line from

Middleborough to Bridgewater as im,ore fullydescribed.below.

Although the company is a member of the Massachusetts Municipal

Wholesale Electric Company (MMWEC) , it chose to file a separate

petition for the line outside of the Council proceedings on the

MMWEC forecast supplement (EFSC No. 79-1). This choice was based

on a determination that MMWEC workload and staffing would not permit

MMWEC to devote adequate attention to obtaining Council approval

expeditiously. It was also felt that a review of the proposed

line would be uncomplicated since the Council had already looked

at and approved a portion of this line for Eastern utilities

Associates System (EUA) in 1 DOMSC 312 (June 15, 1977). The

Middleborough portion is a 9,000 foot extension of ~hat line to

be constructed by the company. Thus, in the interest of expedi-

tion, this separate filing was made.
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Notice of an adjudicatory hearing on this line was published

on July 26, August 2 and August 9, 1979 in the Middleborough

Gazette and was posted in the Middleborough Town Hall. The

notice was also sent by certified mail with return receipts

requested to all abutters of the proposed extension, to the

Middleborough Board of Selectmen and to the Middleborough Con-

servation Commission. The return receipts are on file in the

docket.

A hearing was held at Council offices on August 13, 1979;

there were no requests for intervention pursuant to EFSC Rule

15.2 nor participation pursuant to EFSC Rule 15.3.

THE PROPOSED FACILITY

The proposed Middleborough line extension under review is

part of a 6.2 mile 115 kV transmission line to be constructed

by.the company and EUA. The line would connect EUA's Bridgewater

substation with an existing 115 kV line running between EUA's

Mill Street substation and Middleborough's Wareham Street sUb-

station. The EUA portion of the line, approximately 4.4 miles

between-the Bridgewater sUbstation and a point near Titticut

Street in Bridgewater, received Council approval in 1 DOMSC 312,

316-318 (June 15, 1977). The remaining 9,000 feet, from Titticut

Street to the line's connection with the existing 115 kv line at

Summer Street in Middleborough is to be built by the petitioner

and is the subject of this decision.
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------------The-proposed-Middleborough-extensionis--to-be-constructed------

parallel to two 345 kV lines within an existing right of way pre

sentlyocclipred by the New England Gas and Electric-Association

(NEGEA). See EX'. M-4: Line Map. The proposal requires widen-

ing this right of way by 20 feet and the installation of wood poles.

See EX. M-3, para. 1 and 2. The in-service date for this proposed

extension from the Middleborough/Bridgewater line to the Summer

Street tap is April 1, 1980. The estimated cost for acquisition

and construction is $200,000.00 and is based on the petitioner's

and neighboring utilities' experience with similar facilities.

See EX. M-l, p. 3.

NEED FOR THE PROPOSED FACILITY

The entire Bridgewater to Middleborough line is proposed to

increase the reliability of both the EVA and Middleborough systems.

The surrounding service areas are presently served by 'a single

radial feed 115 kV line. This radial feed line taps off EVA's

main Somerset feeder in. West Bridgewater and proceeds to EVA's

East Bridgewater substation, EVA's Mill Street substation and

ends at Middleborough's Wareham Street substation. The EVA

system need for its portion of the line, as stated in 1 DOMSC

312, 316-318, is based on establishing a backup supply to the

two EVA substations mentioned above.

Middleborough argues that the proposed line is needed to

reduce the risk of rolling blackouts and overloads on the 13.8 kV

supply system in the event that the radial-feed 115 kV supply

fails or is out on maintenance. See EX. M-l, p. 2; EX. M-3, para. 6.

That 115 kV line from Mill St. substation to the Wareham St. sub

station is the only 115 kV supply to the Middleborough system.
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The town contends that its only existing back-up line; a 13.8 kV
- ----

line used during maintenance, is overloaded at minimum load

hours and further that the use of this back-up line during a

normal day requires rolling blackouts to sustain service.

Any present loss of the existing 115 kV line at a point between

the Somerset tap and the proposed connection point would now

give rise to the system problem just described.

The proposed line extension would reduce the risk of los-

ing the Town's 115 kV supply by significantly reducing the

amount of the 115 kV supply considered radial feed.

with the proposed line in service, the loss of service in

Middleborough would be averted.

The Council agrees with the company that its inability to

deal with such aqingle contingency is an unacceptable risk for

the Town of Middleborough and indicates the lack of needed

system reliability. The Council finds that the construction

of the proposed line extension would significantly reduce that

risk and would improve Middleborough's system reliability.

SITE OF THE LINE

As noted earlier, Middleborough proposed to construct the

line extension on its own'woodpoles adjacent to two existing

345 kV lines with the NEGEA right of way. Alternatives to this

proposal would be more costly in terms of ,'rental, future installa-

tion and maintenance payments. See EX. M-l, p. 1-2, EX M-3, para. 1.
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--Tile construcElon -6f-tneMiddle15orougn ex"Ee.nsiorfw111-:Uso

require a 20-foot widening of the existing right of way. In

this section of the right of way, the Nemasket River meanders

in and out several times. The Council has advised the petitioner

that while constructing and in maintaining the line, all due

care and caution with respect to the Nemasket River. and its

possible recreational uses should be employed, as consistent

with the Local Conservation Commission's orders. See EX. M-5.

CONCLUSION

Thus, the Council approves the construction of the Middle

borough to Bridgewater 115 kV tra~smi~sion line extension to be

sited as proposed above for an in-service date of April, 1980

at an estimated cost of $200,000.00. The Council finds that the

company's proposal will satisfy the need discussed above with

the least environmental impact and at the least possible cost

based on presently available information.

It should be noted that approval by the Council of a facility

at the preliminary licensing stage should not be construed as

a binding determination upon a rate-setting agency as to whether

the ultimate costs incurred by a company for the facility are

reasonable or are to be allowed for rate-setting purposes. The

Council also recognizes that there may be circumstances whereby

escalation of the cost of a facility could cause a company to

delay or re-evaluate the need for construction. The Council will
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----

expect c6mp~~mTe-stOlnform-Tt-ofallsucncha-nge-s--through----------

Supplemental Forecasts and to inform the Council of the ultimate

cost of each approved facility so that the Council may be aided

through such experience in evaluating cost proposals.

Finally, the Council requires that the company not use

the herbicide 2-4-5 T in maintaining the right of way of the

approved line. The Council bases this condition regarding the

Use of 2~4-5 T on its current status with the Environmental

Protection Agency. 2~4-5 T is under a notice of cancellation

from the EPA because of its mutagenic effect on human fetuses.

Its use is prohibited pending completion of and findings from

these EPA cancellation proceedings.

Energy Facilities Siting Council

By:

This decision was unanimously approved by those members

present and voting at the Energy Facilities Siting Council

meeting of 18 September, 1979~

Fitzpatrick
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Energy Facilities'Siting Council

)
In the Matter of A Petition For Approval )
Of A Joint Long Range Supply Forecast )
Arid Various Transtnission Facilities for )
New England Electric System (NEES) )

)

AMENDtffiNT TO FINAL DECISION

EFSC No. 76-24

This amendment concerns that part of the final decision

in the above entitled matter which pertains to the Massachusetts

Electric Company's (tillC) 115 KV transmission line and

substation already approved in the Council's deliberations

in said matter. 2 DOMSC 1, 12 - 13 (June 15, 1977).

The line will run from the Pleasant Street substation in

Lee, Hassachusetts to the Risingdale substation in Great

Barrington, Massachusetts and includes a 1.1 mile segment

that was originally to be owned by Western Massachusetts

Electric Company (WMEC), a part of the Northeast utilities

(NU) system. It is that 1.1 mile segment that is the

subject of this amendment.

When originally proposed, this segment was going

to be the responsibility of WMEC and thus evidence concerning

the design location and cost thereof was submitted by NU

in the course of hearings on its forecast in November, 1976.

It was understood, however, that this line would not serve

any vnlEC load but was being built for MEC supply purposes.

Cf. NU Long Range Forecast (1976 - 1985) at pp. 314 and 318

and prepared testimony of L. E. Mentor at p. 3 in EFSC No. 76-17.
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In its decision on this and other NU facility proposals,

tbE: Council Cl]),owed_ NU__to I2roceed vl,i th_i:~,is _se'3"i!lent. _

1 DOMSC 227 (June 15, 1977). As already· stated, the

-Gouncil had approved the larger (8.3 miles) portion of this

line in EFSC No. 76-24. 2 DOMSC 1, 12 - 13.

It now appears that MEC has agreed to construct the

entire 9.4 miles of the Pleasant Street to Risingdale

115 KV line, th~reby relieving NU/WMEC of its responsibility

for the 1.1 segment. MEC has asked that the Council amend

its earlier approval of this line so that it reflects that

MEC is permitted to build and own the complete line.

Since this 1.1 mile segment is an essential part of the

line approved earlier (2 DOMSC, at 12 - 13), logic dictates

that the Council amend that approval as requested.

Therefore, it is now ORDERED that the June 15, 1977

decision of the Council with respect to the Pleasant Street

to Risingdale 115 KV transmission line be, and hereby is,

AMENDED to include approval for the construction of a 1.1 mile

segment thereof (Pleasant Street, Lee to Fairview Street, Lee)

by Massachusetts Electric Company. This company now has

EFSC approval to construct the entire 9.4 miles of the line

approved as needed by the company in 2 DOMSC, at 12 - 13; the

conditions concerning this line set out at p. 13 of that

decision are still applicable.

by
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~--~----------

This decision was unanimously approved by those members present

and voting at the Energy Facilities Siting Council meeting of

October 22, 1979.
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In making these findings, the hearings officer

has distinguished the various individual petitioners

-according 'E6tfie--following-ciitegbiies: "custbmer,'fiser;'------'

resident. He found these distinctions helpful in this

matter in determining whether an individual was "sub--

stantially and specifically affected by this proceeding."

G.L. c. 3bA,§10(4).

For purposes of this decision, it is important

to note that a BECo. "cus"tomer" is one whose name appears on

the bills for services' sent out by the company. The

BECo. customer has literally signed up for electric service

from the company; that signature memorializes a bilateral

agreement that BECo.will provide and the customer will

pay for that electric service. In effect, the customer

and the company are obligated to each other and are re

sponsible for fulfilling their obligations.

with one whose name does not appear on a monthly

bill from the company, there exists no such obligation.

Such'a person is simply a "user" of electric service.

The obligation of that person to pay goes not to the company,

but to another indivudual whose name does appear on the bill.

The important factor here is the relationship each person,

customer or user, has to the company and the attendant

responsibilities of that relationship.

For example, in the matter at hand, petitioner

Breneman's name is said to appear on a monthly BECo. bill;

petitioner Albert is said to pay a portion of such a bill

which is not in his name. Let us suppose, for the sake
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of illustration, that Ms. Albert is Mr. Breneman's roommate

and pays a portion of the bill that is in Mr. Breneman's

name. The company knows only that it can look to

Mr. Breneman for p_ayment for the electric services rend~r~d;

it knows nothing of the payment arrangements between the

roommates. Should Ms. Albert not pay her share of the

monthly bill, it is a matter to be straightened out between

Ms. Albert and'Mr. Breneman; Mr. Breneman is still obligated

to the company in the amount of the monthly bill. In

this sense, Mr. Breneman, the customer, has a direct

relationship and responsibility'to the company whereas

M.s. Albert, as merely a user, has no such relationship

or responsibility.

Thus, Paul Breneman, Lucille Raimondo and Jenny

Silverman are customers of BECo., with all the rights and

obligations that relationship implies. Since their names

appear on monthly BECo. bills, they can be said to have

tangibly assumed the responsibilities of that relationship.

As customers, these three individuals are sub-

stantially and specifically affected by the instant proceeding

on the BECo. annual supplement. In the present case, their

interest is basically economic and is affected by the

BECo. figures and projections of supply and demand as

contained in the supplement. What BECo. customers pay

for electric service now and in the future will be affected

by these figures and projections; to say that customers

do not have a substantial and specific interest in that

cost is illogical. Given that logic and the direct rela-

tionship of the customer to the company, the three customers

no
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o~ ~~Co. named in the petition (Breneman, Raimondo,

Silvermanl should' be, and are, allowed to intervene herein.
-- ----

That logic and direct relationship does not

exteridto a user of BECo. electric service as discussed

above for purposes of intervention. In this case, Ms. Albert

and Mr. Slesinger have no tangible, direct relationship

to the company. While it is true they are economically

affected by the cost of electric service, their economic

interest' is once removed; their agreement is with a

BECo. customer rather that the company itself. That

customer to whom they pay a share of the electric bill

is the appropriate party in interest. Thus, Ms. Albert

and Mr. Slesinger cannot be allowed to intervene in this

proceeding.

The third category of "resident" helps neither

the customer nor the user in achieving standing. Were

there any construction activity being considered in this

proceeding, residence within the BECo. service area may

have some bearing on standing as a party, as a· resident

could show some sUbstantial and specific interest of an

environmental nature arising out of a proposed facility.

However in this case, simply being a resident of the BECo.

service area is not enough for standing to intervene;

the pivotal distinction here is between customer and user.

Finally, the hearings officer's finding that

Boston Clamshell is an unincorporated association was a

fact agreed to by the individual petitioners and thus is

uncontroverted.
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III. Legal Principles

In conducting its adjudicatory proceedings" the

Council is mandated "to afford all parties an opportunity

for a full and fair hearing." G.L. c. 30A, § 10.. The

threshold question which has arisen in this case goes to

a determination of standing as a party. Section 1(3) of

G.L. c. 30A defines "party" to an adjudicatory proceeding,

a definition which is supplemented by section 10(4) of

the same chapter. From this definition it can be seen

that an agency such as the Council is vested with a certain

discretion as to whom it will allow to .intervene in its

proceedings. As the company states, however, this

discretion is not unlimited. See Newton .v. Department of

Public Utilities, 339 Mass. 535, 543, fn. 1 (1959). A

guideline for the exercise of this discretion can be

gleaned from the statutory sources ~ited above: a person

seeking to intervene in agency proceedings should show

that he or she may be "substantially and specifically

affected by the proceeding." G.L. c. 30A, ~10(4). As

discussed in the previous section, the hearings officer

has found in the instant case that a BECo. customer has

standing to intervene under that guideline.

For the sake of an efficient and orderly admini-

strative process, lines must be drawn as to interventions

therein; to preserve such a process, "a party must meet

the legal requirements necessary to confer standing."
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SaVe The Bay, Inc. v. Department of Public Utilities,

366 Mass. 667, 672 (1975). The question of intervention
-~._----~----_.---- - --- - ---------

and orderly process arose~again1n--:BOs-tonEa;[son~Company v.

Department of Public utilities, 1978 Mass. Adv. Sh. 932,

984-987 where BECo. challenged a DPU ruling which allowed

two individuals to intervene in a rate case, one in a

limited way, the other in an extensive .way. The Supreme

Judicial Court, in upholding both interventions, cautioned

that such extensive participation as allowed by the DPU

should be permitted "only if careful consideration discloses

special circumstances in justification." ~, at 986-987.

The hearings officer feels that the intervention allowed

in the present proceeding does not violate that caution.

In the present proceeding, the intervenors are

represented by counsel whereas the DPU intervenor mentioned

above represented himself. Id., at 986. In fact, it is

the presence of the intervenors' counsel in our case that

convinces the hearings officer that an orderly administrative

process will be maintained. He is familar with Mr. Salgo

and his work from other Council proceedings and feels sure

chat, with Mr. Salgo as counsel, the intervening customers

will be of assistance "in fUlly elucidating the issues,"

and that this intervention may serve to "expedite the case."

Id., at 986.

Though it might be said that the Attorney General

as intervenor represents all interested consumers pursuant

to G.L. c. 12, illE, this is certainly no obstacle to
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intervention by individual BECo. customers. l Indeed, as

-------was- pointed_ out by_the_ Assistant AttorneY'_Gene:talworking_

on the case at hand, his office welcomes the opportunity

to-benefit from any expertise available and that intervenor

efforts often supplement the Attorney General's resources

and efforts which, practically speaking, cannot be all

inclusive nor exhaustive of possible issues. While not

wishing to burden intervenors' counsel herein with the

weight of Dickensian great expectations, the hearings

officer will again note that, given his past performances,

the intervention of his clients will aide that of the

Attorney General in dealing with the issues in this case.

Finally and briefly, suffice it to say that for

this caSe, the question of affording any status to Boston

Clamshell is foreclosed herein by the fact that Boston

Clamshell is an unincorporated association and by agree-

ment at oral argument that such associations can have no

standing in this proceeding. See Save The Bay, Inc. v.

Department of Public utilities, supra., at 675. The

request of the intervening customers to have their partici-

pation recorded in the name of Boston Clamshell must be

denied. Allowing their intervention as customers recognizes

their own particular individual interest, not that of

their association.

A similar argument by BECo. concerning an omnibus
representation by the Massachusetts Consumers Council
posed no difficulty for the Supreme Judicial Court;
the argument went unanswered, if not simply ignored
by the high court. Boston Edison v. Department of
Public utilities, supra. at 985.
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IV. Conclusion

In deciding tne intervention question in this

proceeding, the hearings officer has drawn distinctions

between BECb. customers, users of BECo. services and

residents of the BECo. service area. This was done to

address the petitions to intervene in this particular

matter and cannot be considered to have exhausted the

categories of intervenors who may have a substantial and

specific interest in such cases. Each petition must be

evaluated according to the interest expressed as balanced

with the need to conduct an orderly and efficacious,

full and fair administrative process. See Save The Bay, Inc.

v. Department of Public Utilities, supra., at 672. Such

was the evaluation made in the instant case which, it is

hoped, will provide some guide for the future.

Energy Facilities Siting Council

by &vWJ if, (~&uY=
Dennis J. LaCroix; Esq.
Hearings Officer and
Chief Counsel

Dated at Boston this 30th day of October, 1979.
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In the Matter of the Groveland Electric Light Department

3 DOMSC (Februar~_29, 1980)

---------- ---Pe-&i-&ion-o~ the Groveland-Eleccr-ic-r:,-ight Department for -approval-
of the Third Annual Supplement to its Long Ran~e Forecast

This-decisioncoricerns the Grovelarid Electric Light Department's

third annual supplement to its forecast submitted pursuant to

!1.G.L. c. 164 § 691 and Chapter G of the EFSC Regulations. The

supplement was reviewed by the Council staff.

It was suggested that no adjudicatory hearing be held unless

so requested by the Department or an interested party as no new

facilities within Council jurisdiction were proposed by this

company and no significant change from the ~ong-range forecast

was noted. The Department was so advised and was asked to publish

notice of tentative APPROVAL and of the right to a public hearing

in local newspapers.

The decision is as follows:

I. Introduction

Groveland's methodology, assumptions, demand and energy

requirements, supply and conservation efforts will be discussed

in this decision. The Council finds that the Department's pro-

jeetions in this supplement are based on reasonable statistical

methods. Factors which may contribute a degree of uncertainty

to these projections are rioted in the discussion along with

recommendations for continued review.

II. Methodology & Assumptions

The Department forecasts energy consumption and peak demand

by developing judgements as to the rate at which each class's

consumption will increase or decrease during the forecast period.

These judgements are based on both an examination of the his-

torical data and assumptions about local factors.
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Grovelaridhas identified the following assumptions concerning
---- -

local factors: 1) a slower or flat growth in the nation's economy;

2) energy conservation by consumers; -3) reduction in system demand

and overall energy requirements during 1977 and 1978; and 4)

the uncertainty surrounding the completion of Groveland's sewage

treatment system.

The Energy Facilities Siting Council bases its approval

of forecasts on the reasonableness of the statistical methods

used to make projections. RUle 62.9 (2) (b). This rule is applied

on a case-by-case basis. The case at hand involves a small,

stable community that does not expect dtamatic change from recent

experience. The community has also experienced a decline in

the growth rate of consumption during the post embargo period.

The judgements reflect these circumstances as accurately as possible

given the state of the art of forecasting. Thus, the record

supports a finding that a forecast based primarily on these

judgements is a reasonable statistical method in this case.

III. Demand & Energy Requirements

A. Total Requirements
-

Total energy output requirements (table E-8) are based on

the sum of the component classes (tables E-l through E-7) .

In table E-8 the Department projects an average annual growth

rate of .5% in total energy output requirements during the

forecast period. The average annual growth rate for the system

was -.04% during the period 1974 - 78. This is a considerably

lower annual growth rate than the 20.6% experienced during

the 1970 - 73 period. The projected and historical data

pertaining to peak growth rates, as seen in table E-ll,
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mirror the data for total energy output requirements in
------ --

this summer peaking system~----Thus, Groveland-has wi tne-ssed-

a significant decrease in the growth of its energy requirements,

since the 1973 oil embargo.

B. Residential

There are two classes of residential users: residential

with el.ectric heating (table E-l) and ,residential without

electric heating (table E-2). While the total consumption of

each residential class is important, the data on the number of

customers. and the average use per customer. also warrants

examination.

1. Res~dential Class with Electric Heating

The Department projects the following average

annual growth rates for the residential class with

electric heating during the forecast period:

1) number of customers

2) average use per customer

3) total consumption

1.1%

0.0%

1.1%

These projections are based on the assumption that

electric heat will not be installed in most new homes.

However, the Department informed the Council since

the filing of the Third Supplement that electric heating

was installed in two-thirds of the new homes built in

Groveland during the 1979 fiscal year. There were no

new customers in this class during 1978, however, the

number of customers grew at an average annual rate

of 15% during ,the 1974 - 1978 period. The historical

data and the information concerning the numbe~ of new
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homes choosing electric heating indicates that the

Department's projections for this class may have

underestimated the number of new electric heating

customers. In the face of the tlncer~ain relative

prices and availabilities of gas, heating oil and

electricity it is difficult to accurately forecast

how consumers will behave when choosing a new heating

system.

The Department projects no increase in the average

use per electric heating customer. The average use

per customer may level off or decline depending upon

how new building standards, conservation measures,

and the rising cost of energy combine to affect con-

sumption.

Given the uncertainty surrounding the factors

affecting projections for.this class, the Council finds

the Department's judgements to be reasonable.

2. Residential Class without Electric Heating

The Department projects the following av~rage

annual growth rate for the residential class without

electric heating during the forecast period:

l} number of customers

2} average use per customer

3) total consumption

0.5%

0.0%

0.5%

The.se projections are based on judgements about consumer

conservation and the historically low or negative

growth rate experienced by this class. The number of

customers in this class grew at a rate of .3% from
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~ 
-----

1970 - 73 and'.'.5% from 1974 - 78. The average use

-peX'-customer-~grew-atan ~annual~rate--o:E-7-%-from~-1910~--=~~

73 and 2% from 1974 - 78. Total consumption for this

class grew at-a-rateof 7% from 1970 ~ 73 and 2%

from 1974 - 78. This historical data indicates

that the residential class without electric heating

has experienced a significant decline in growth rate

during the post embargo period. Given the historical

experience of this class, and the uncertainty of

projecting with more accuracy, the Council finds

the Department's judgements to be reasonable.

C. Commercial & Industrial

Grovelariddoes not have an industrial rate. The com-

mercial class includes commercial uses, municipal uses (minus

street lighting-and the department's internal use) and light

industrial uses (i.e., less than 1000kw). The Department

projects an average annual growth rate of .4% during the fore-

cast period. The commercial class grew at an average annual

rate of -5.7% during the 1974 - 78 period. On one hand, the

historical data combined with any prospective conservation

measures may cause further decline in this class's consumption;

on the other, a- decision to construct Phase III of Groveland's

sewer project may spur commercial development as this phase

would run through a commercially zoned area. The net impact

of these conflicting forces is uncertain. The Council finds

the judgements to be reasonable, and recommends that the Depart-

ment-111onitor- the effects that conservation measures and the

sewer project have on this class.
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D. stre~t Lighting & Railroad

cury' a11.d h;l,gh ·.p;J;"esE\ure sodium street lights. .,'rhe sodium Jamps
-' -'. . ' .. , , . .

are. the. most 'energy ef,Hcient, the. ,meHu):y are, ne~tbeE\1:~Ilcl ,

the' incandescent, are the 1ea.st energy effic;i.en.:t '", The /lIajori ty

of the lights are me~cury. 'rhe Department projects an av,erage
,"" '. '." . ,c

annual. i11.cx-ease ·of ,.5,% ,i,11.thiE\ class, during .the ,for,ecast period.

The growth rate, d\lring the. 1,9'74' ... }8pedod, WaE\ -.2.%. W):'li.1e

new s\lbdivisionSl1\ay require.adclitiona1street 1igllts, th~

Departme11.t e:l\'pec::tE\ any i11.creaE\e in .c011.sUlllpticm to be .partia;I.1y

mitigated by. the conversion ,of existing street lights to the

more ·energy ,ef:!;icientsod;i.um . lamps "

ceed as the fund% are made available.

judgements reasonable .

The conve~sionwi11pro-

The Cou11.Ril ,find,s, these

. The railroad· cli'!s,s in tab;LeE"'Q, has been relabeled, "Other"

beca\lse it is comp):;i.,sed of pri'll'ate area lig1:lt;i.ng" in:tepna,l \lSe

and use bypublioauthoritiesother ,t1:lant,heT9wn. /I~he DeRartment
" " ".,. ,.,! .

. projec.ts an average a,nnual,.growth:rate; of 0% fo~>this ~lass.

during the forecast period. The growth.rate was 11% d\lri11.g the
- ... " ..'.....' , .,~,

1974·..,. 78 period. The annual data for that periodiSc::1:laracterized

by significant.fluctuations, the most. J;"ece11.t.be~p'-g a.-;-2.D.1%
;" .

from 1977, to 1978 a11.d an 89.·1%.increasefrom 1976 to 1977.
-; , ',',: ' ..

The Departmentinfo):medthe CounS'i1 tha,t the latter fluctuation
.•- •. ,' . :,1,

was caused when Groveland I s' second water. w.e11 .came on ,line;

adding approximately 500 Mwh in1977. T.he decrease. from ..1977

to 1978 was explained by a cut back in use"by the Haverhill Water

Department. 'The Council ,finds ,the judgeJ;l\ents .about, ,this class

12.1
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E. ' Losses

COIl\l!lencing with the 1978 supplement'" the Department'

began to list "Losses" only in the "Losses and 'Internal Use".

column of tableE'-7.Thisaccounting change was first reflected

in the 1977 historical data. Losses dropped 870 Mwh to 401 Mwh

in 1977. In 1978 losses rose 691Mwh to 1,092 Mwh. 'The

decrease in 1977 was attributed to the accounting change.

The Department was unable to explain 'the lar~e increase in

1978 except to suggest that it maybe the result of an anomaly

in the reporting process which the company cannot explain.

The Department also suggests that the figure ofl, 092, Mwh,.

which is 6.1% of the Department's total energy requirements,

is a realistic value, for a system'the size of Groveland.

IV. Supply

Groveland is an "all requirements customer" of the New

England POwer company (table E-24). The contract is a

standard "wholesale'for resale" customer contract, effective

September 1, 1961. Seven years notice isrequi;red for can

cellation by either party.

Groveland has experienced minimal load growth since the

oil embargo, see Total Requirements section above. The

Department has also shown an interest in peak management

devices, see Conservation section followin~. The community's

minimal load growth and the Department's willingness to, use

peak management devices may reduce the variability in future'

demand. If the variability in future demand is reduced, a

question arises as to whether the Department can cut costs

by purchasing energy at a "contract demand" rate as opposed'

..........
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---~_·-·~---to the_preaenL"-<tl,),. rE~quirements'~ rate.. The Council

requests that the Department discuss the advantages and

disadvantages of purchasing energy at a "contract demand"

rate in its next filing.

V. conservation

The Department informed the Council that it has been

practicing.a form of peak pricing for those customers with

electric hot water and ranges (approximately 4.3% of those

customers without electric heat} for the last 20 years.

This is accomplished by installing meters that are capable

of registering the flow of electricity for two different

pricing periods. The Dff-peak rate is in effect from 11:00

pm through 7:00 am and the on-peak rate is in effect from

7:00 am through 11:00 pm.~ The Department manager expressed

concern over the continued availability of the aforementioned

meters as it is becoming difficult to obtain them.

AS another conservation practice, the Department installed,

capacitors on its lines during the second half of 1978 to

improve the power factor.
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The Council applauds the Department's willingness to take

initiatives and will be interestedln any- effec-ts tnese-ineasu:r:es----'--------

have on demand. The Council encourages further efforts by the

Department to expand conservation through its pricing structure.

Expansion may involve: adjusting the hour at which the off-peak

rate takes effect, offering commercial customers a peak

pricing system and offering electric heating customers a peak

pricing system in order to encourage them to investigate load

management devices such as off-peak storage heating. The

Council requests that it be informed, in future filings, of

any action that the Department takes to expand its peak

pricing system.

VI. Order

The Council h~s reviewed Groveland's third supplement.

The Council finds that the supplement is,based on reasonable

judgements and historical data whose accuracy has not been

contested. Given the state of the art of forecasting small'

communities and the Department's expectation that future

conditions will be simil{ar to the recent past, a methodology

based on judgements which, to the extent possible, accurately
'.0

refl~ct these conditions are a reasonable statistical method

under Rule 62.9.

In reviewing the Groveland filing, the Council realizes

that it is difficult to achieve much more accuracy from such

small systems because growth therein is often uneven. A

concomitant effect of this uneven growth is the generation

of statistical data that results in large percentage increases

or decreases from small absolute changes in the raw data.

1:;>4
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The Council is also aware that Groveland, asa relatively

small municipal department with other responsibilities,

has .limited resources and a small staff. Nevertheless, the

Department was scrupulous in providing the Council's staff

with the information needed to review this supplement and

this has been most helpful. The Council makes the following

requests for the next filing:

The Council requests that the Department continue to

monitor the number of new homes being equipped with electric

heat and the progress of the Town's sewer project. In

subsequent filings, the Department should discuss how these

two factors effect the formulation of the assumptions used

for its projections.

The Council requests that any substantial fluctuations

in the losses be more thoroughly explained in subsequent

filings.

The Council requests that the Department discuss the

costs and benefits of purchasing energy on a "contract

demand rate" in its next filing.

The Council requests that it be informed in future

filings of any action that the Department takes to expand

its peak pricing system.

The Council requests two (2) copies each of each of the

following documents being prepared for the Department by

its consultant, Venderweil Engineering, Inc.: 1) the tech-

nical memorandum on rate design and 2) the letter on Groveland's

rate revisions.
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availability of rates for the purchase of power from customers

i.e.., "Buy BACk" or "Purchase Power Rates".

Finally, as the Department is without the means to and does

not normally collect the information necessary to develop the

load profiles required for tables E-26 through E-29, the Council

grants the Department's request for a waiver of these tables.

The Council APPROVES the Groveland Electric Light Department's

third supplement subject to the afore mentioned" requests. The

Council thanks the Department, especially Mr. Hill, and its con-

sultants, Venderweil Engineering, Inc., for their cooperation.

Energy Facilities Siting Council

Robert Wilmot
Hearing Officer

~his decision was unanimously approved by those members present

and votinq at the Enerqy Facilities Sitinq Council meeting

of 29 February, 1980.
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Energy Facilities Siting Council

)
In the Matter of the Approval )

- )
of the Taunton Municipal Lighting) EFSC No. 79-51

)
Plant Third Annual Supplement )

)

APPEARANCES: Kenneth M. Barna, Esq. and EdwardA. Roster, Esq.
for the Taunton Municipal Lighting Plant

Wil.liam C. Osborn, Esq. for the intervenor,
On the Corner, Inc. d/b/a Taunton Consumer
Protection Program

The Massachusetts Energy Facilities Siting Council

hereby conditionally APPROVES the third annual forecast supple-

ment submitted by the Taunton Municipal Lighting Plant (nTMLp n).

The conditions attached to this approval are set out at the

conclusion of this decision.

I. HISTORY OF THE PROCEEDINGS

TMLP filed its third annual supplement with the Council

on April 17, 1979. Notice of Council adjudicatory proceedings

on this supplement was published and posted at the hearing

officer's direction and a prehearing conference was held on

July 30, 1979. On August 3, 1980, the hearing officer received

a petition to intervene from On The Corner, Inc. d/b/a Taunton

Consumer Protection Program (nTCpp n) which was essentially a

petition to renew this association's earlier intervention in

last year's TMLP proceedings (Cf. EFSC No. 76-51; 78-51 and
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2 DO~1SC 75 (September 6, 1978». This petition was allowed. 1

On August 17, 1979, the intervenor filed a motion which_~~quested

certain changes in the schedule set herein by the hearing officer

on August 2, 1979. TMLP, through its counsel, stated its

objections to this request in the form of four motions which,

among other matters, objected to the intervention in whole and

in part. On August 27, 1979, a hearing on all motions was held

at Council offices and was transcribed by a stenographer.

The hearing officer issued a written Decision and Order on these

motions dated August 29, 1979; T~1LP's motions were denied and

certain schedule changes were made which had the adjudicatory

hearings beginning on October 5, 1979,after completion of

discovery herein. Those changes were negated by other alterations

made by agreement of counsel for TMLP and the intervenor so that

hearings on the supplement finally began on October 25, 1979.

These hearings took place at Council offices over the course

of seven days between October 25 and November 8, 1979, and

were transcribed by a stenographer2 . The intervenor's brief

was filed on January 8, 1980; TMLP's was redeived on February 14,

1980.

The intervenor is referred to variously throughout the record
as "On The Corner, Inc.," "TCPP" and, of course, "the intervenor."
For clarity's sake, let it be recorded that there was only one
intervenor in this case, no matter what or how many appellations
have been used in the record.

Transcript references throughout this decision are by
volume and page; e.g. (TRI-3) refers to volume one, page three
of the transcript.
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_______U. THE DEMAND FORECAST METHODOLOGY

The' Council's conditional approva~ of TMLP's demand

-------foretasting methodology this year ..should not obsCure the efforts

made'by this company' since last year's.review.Cf. 2 DOMSC 75

(September 6,.1978-). Last year the focus ofthe.conditiSrlal

approval was the"distinct lack of documentation ..for the method

ology in general. Given this lack, neither heads nor tails

could be made of last year's filings to the extent that the

conditions were really suggestions for improvements needed to

make the filing -reviewable.' This year, the supplement has

improved; to the' point where a more detailed cri.tique. can. be,

and· is, offered and where the focus at that 'critique has

changed. from documentation difficulties to difficulties·with·

the statistical method employed.

The .recorddevelopedin the instant· proceeding shows

that TMLP's methodology is based primarily. on' subjective judge

ments about future growth rather than r.easohable statisticaL

methods. The most serious problem. here is that these judgements

were.not·developed in a systematic way which could be.reviewed;

i.e., the results ;could not be duplicated by another p~rty

given thesameinformatioh. The historical trend approach

. as used by TMLP is not a statistical method, but merely a

graphic representa.tionot, the forecaster~s judgement as to

what the future growth should be. 'The "checks and cross-checks"

(EX. T-4 (QrA 8-B)} were not systematically incorporated in the

development of the forecast, but served only to rationalize

after the fact the initial judgement about future growth in
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~imply a qualitative_w'=-l'"--_':l'heClt:tempt;!o__pl;'9vi1e !ltat:istical~ _

measures of a linear regression on the historic data failed to

use accurate historic data_and lacked statistically significant

results. ·A detailed discussion of each of these points follows

a surnmarydescription of the TMLPmethodology which is based

primarily on the testimony of TMLP's forecaster,· Michael

Horrigan (EX. T~4).

A. TMLP's Demand Forecast

TMLP has forecast total electrical output requirements

for its system to grow from 354.9 thousand Mwh (megawatthours)

in 1978 to 626,2.,thousand Mwh in 1989 or at a 5.3% equivalent

annual compound growth rate. For the same eleven year period,

the winter peak is forecast to grow at a 5% annual compound

rate from 69.6 Mw (megawatts) to 1'18.9 Mw.

TMLP states their methodology is based primarily on

a historical trend approach and analysis.which was performed

on each customer class. The results of this analysis on each

customer class were then compared to known and expected growth

rates to verify the accuracy and feasibility of the historical

trend approach. Cf. Third Annual, Supplement, p_. 3.

After the supplement was filed, documentation was

compiled for purposes of verification ·(TR. II-39) .TMLP refers

to these as "cheC.ks and cross-checks" .(EX. T-4 (Q/A 8B)) •

The verification sources used after the initial "load trend

analysis" 'were given as:
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1. internal sources;
--------------- -----2. external sources; ------ --

3. load forecast comparison with major electric
utilities; and

4. linear regression analysis. (EX. T-4 (Q/A BB))

According to Mr. Horrigan, load trend analysis was

conducted by plotting historical data on semi-log graph paper,

examining the historical points, and plotting a best fit

curve based on judgement. (EX. T-4 (Q/A BD & G)). This method

was followed for projecting 1) the number of electric heating

residential customers; 2) the number of non-electric heat~ng

residential customers; 3) the total commercial class sales;

4) the total industrial class sales; 5) load factor; and

61 demand. Residential sales figures (with and without

electric heating) were obtained from the product of the trend

in number of customers and the trend in average use per customer.

However, in the historical data as to average use for these two

types of customers, Mr. Horrigan found "no apparent trend."

For the average use for each of these two types of customers

Mr. Horrigan "plotted a conservative trend based on the lowest

historical points." (EX. T-4 (Q/A BG(2))). The load trend

analyses are presented in Attachments MH-3 through MH-B to

EX. T-4 and are said to be based on the period since the Arab

oil Embargo. (EX. T-4 CQ/A BE)) .

1) Verification Sources: Internal

TMLP next identified and calculated expected load

additions for the three customer classes based on applications

received by T~~LP for new and expanded electrical service. This
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comprised the internal source check which -f'orecasted-growt.h-------

in peak of 16.2 Mw over 1978 for ,the first three years of the

forecast; (EX. T-4, Attachment MH-15). Based on this internal

source analysis, TMLP found its projections for the next three

years conservative (EX. T-4 (Q/A 8I)).

2) Verification Sources: External

The external sources check has two components:

discussions and documentation. The discussions involved con

tacting the local planning boards, industrial and development

commissions, and banks. TMLP claims that these discussions

indicated that the Tuanton area had great possibilities for

growth (EX. T-4 (Q/A 8J)).

The documentation method included reviewing reports

on population, building permits, dwelling units and a local in

dustrial park to check the reasonableness of TMLP's load

trend projections. TMLP found that population projections

from the South Eastern Regional Planning and Economic Develop

ment District Report (SERPEDD) showed a projected population

growth rate for the TMLP service territory greater than that

of other areas, specifically, those of Eastern Utilities

Associates (EUA) and New England (NEPOOL model projections) •

TMLP interpreted this as verification of its expectations of

relatively faster growth. Review of historical residential

building permit data for Taunton led to the following conclusion:

"Based on historical data from 1974 - 78, it is expected

that the number of permits issued in for residential units will

be approximately 80 per year. However, with the proposed impact

11?
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of the My~es Standish Industrial Park and Compugraphic Co.

coming .into TMLP's service area, it is expectJ~9_:tha_t the number

of new home starts in Taunton will increase above the 80 per year

figure." (EX. T-4, Attachment MH-18). It is noted that no

statement regarding the historical building permit data for

Raynham was offered. This information may have been used in

conjunction with another external forecast of dwelling units

prepared by SERPEDD on projected dwelling units and was examined

and presented in Attachments MH-20 and ~~H-21 to Ex. T-4.

T~ILP contends that, "These exhibits sho\-] that there will be

more dwelling units built in the TMLP service area in the

future than in the past It shows we will have more

development than in the past few years 74 - 78 while our demand

was growing at a 5.73%/yr. clip." (EX. T-4 (Q/A 8M)).

The external documentation reviewed to check the

projected industrial .growth was a report on the Myles Standish

Industrial Park. TMLP took assumptions of building coverage

and rate of development from the Taunton Industrial Development

Commission's estimates of Potential Economic Benefits, combined

them with an estimate of power requirements per square foot and

obtained an estimate of 1.6 l~w of demand growth per year for

the next twenty years. (EX. Y-4 (Q/A 8N)). How this estimate

was used is not stated nor clear from the record, but another

report on transportation attributes of the planned industrial

par-k was found to "seem to assure the development of the park."

(EX. T-4, (Q/A 8N)).
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--3-)- Ver :i£ica.tIOi1-Sources,- .Foreca:st-Compa:r isons

TMLP next compared its forecast to tha.t of EUA and
-

NEPOOtto assure that TMLP's projections were reasonable {EX.

T-4 (Q!A 80)). Based on the conclusion that one of the most

significant factors of load growth is population growth, TMLP

developed comparative measures of class load growth rates to

projected population growth rates. TMLP found that its projection

of residential electrical growth was very conservative since

TMLP was projecting less electrical growth relative to projected

population growth than either EUA or NEPOOL. Ibid.

Mr. Horrigan states that after all of the above sources

were reviewed, "(I) then used my judgement on growth in Taunton."

(EX. T-4 (Q!A 8P)). Seven judgemental factors were presented

in his testimony, yet how these jUdgement factors were used is

not directly nor clearly discussed. His net result was the

submittal of the projected growth rates in TMLP's filing. Ibid.

One of Mr. Horrigan's jUdgements on growth in Taunton

concerns conservation and is mentioned here as it is commented

on below in the Council's critique of the overall methodology.

How TMLP included conservation in its supplement can best be

seen from the words of forecaster Horrigan himself:

I also considered conservation in the growth projection.

TMLP's growth projection for the next 10 years is 5%

while for the last 5 years it is 5.7% and for the last

year it was 5.4%. TMLP included conservation by using

a growth rate lower than the past. TMLP also included

load growth by projecting improved load factors for the

future. In addition by using the past five years to
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___p_l:"Qje~t_qro'W'!h-,_1'!,!LP--'-:;_!luml:l~rs inclUd~=o~~erva t ion

and elasticity caused by the great increase in electric,

energ-y-and oil prices. In additiOn for c()llIIl\ergial and

industrial growth the last five years includes the

severe recession of 1974-and 1975. In addition, as

shown in my testimony, TMLP used conservative pro-

-jections compared to other utilities and TMLP's

project data shows that the growth rate for at least

the next three years will be greater than projected.

(EX. T-4 (Q!A 80) )

4) Verification Sources: Linear Regression Analysis

TMLPthen employed a computer program of R.W. Beck and

Associates, Engineers and Consultants ("Beck") to test statis-

tically the trend-line projections fitted on semi-log graph paper

by TMLP. TMLP found.the results supportive of its graphical trend

approach because the lower constant growth rate of 4% per year

obtained by fitting a_straight line to the data with this computer

program was consistent with a higher compound growth rate of 5%

per year obtained by the hand-drawn logarithmic curve (EX. T-4

(Q!A 8Qll .3

It is Mr. Horrigan's claim in his testimony that the Beck
computer program arrived at these energy and demand projections
of 4% annually for the forecasted years. (EX. T-4 (Q!A 8».
However, the record as to this figure is undeveloped and unclear.
While John George of Beck described the program used by TMLP,
defined the statistical tests applied to historical data to
produce linear regression trend lines and commented on, to a
certain extent, the validity of those lines, the 4% figure
is not mentioned. Cf. EX. T-5, sec. II.
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.___________ Th~!3.. pro5tram_isCl.escr_ibeCl. in_tl1..el:e~timollY ()f:.Joh,n_K.. _

George, Jr. of Beck. Cf. EX. T-5, sec. II. Based on historical

data, the program projects the number of customers and the

average energy use per customer using linear regression tech-

niques. The product of these projections for each customer

class yields projected class consumption. These are summed and

losses added to give total system energy requirements. Applying

a projection of system load factor to total energy requirements

produces a projection of peak demands. (EX. T-5, 11-2). The

program also produces statistical tests which TMLP states are

required by Rule No. 63.5 (al (V). (EX. T-5, 11-4). Trend line

parameters and statistical tests are presented in Attachment

JKG-2 to Ex. T-5. Mr. George finds, "Gene:ra11y, the statistics

show acceptable trend line representations for the number of cus

tomers in each class (except for the industrial which is explainable)

and unsatisfactory trend line representations for the use per

customer for each customer class." (EX. T-5, 11-5). Mr. George's

testimony also included comments on the choice of historical

period, suitability of linear regression for TMLP, and the

difference between linear trends and trends drawn on semi-log paper.

Having thus verified its judgements, TMLP seeks

approval of its forecast supplement.

5) critique

TMLP argues for Council approval of its demand forecast

because it has presented a reasonable and even conservative load

forecast (TMLP Brief, 11-12). The Council, however, must base

its decision on EFSC Rule 62.9 which requires, in part,
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"re<;lsonable statistical projection methods." EFSC Rule 62.9(2) (b).

The reasonableness of the forecasted growth rate is not at issue.

It is not. that the rate of forecasted growth is irrelevant but

rather that the Council, in reviewing a forecast, looks to the

reasonableness of the statistical method used to obtain the

growth rate in order to evaluate the filing. Rule 62.9(2) (b)

further states that, "what constitutes a reasonable statistical

projection method may depend upon the size of the company, the

state of the <;lrt of forecasting, and the extent to which the

requirements of this Chapter are met." These factors, rather than

the results themselves, provide the basis for a Council decision.

It i§~orth repeating that the record in this matter

shows TMLP's methodology to be based primarily on subjective

judgements about future growth rather than on a reasonable

statistical method in which these judgements are developed in

a systematic .way which can be reviewed. The most serious problem

of th.e T~1LP methodology is that the results could not be dupli-

cated by another party given the same information. The historical

trend approach as used by TMLP is not a statistical method,

but simply a graphic representation of the forecaster's judgement

as to what the future growth should be. The "checks and cross

checks'''. we;!:e not systematically incorporated in the development

of the forecast, but served only to rationalize after the fact

the initial judgement about future growth in just a qualitative

way., The attempt to provide statistical measures of a linear

regression on the historic data failed to use accurate historic

data and lacked statistically significant results. The promised

detailed decision now follows.
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---__The_record in this__ca_se _c:],e13.xJ,'LJll!~ws th~t,_the --'J:'JI!LP

load trend analysis consisted primarily of jud~ements and did

not amount to a reasonable statistical method. The accepted-

state of the art of time trend analysis is to estimate the

relationship between a variable and time by minimizing the sum

of squared deviations of the data from lines passing through

the mean of the data. These calculations can be performed by

hand or by computer programs. What makes the "least squares"

techniqu~ a statistical method is that it can be reproduced

and evaluated as to statistical significance by standard statis-

tical tests. TMLP's use of the technique to forecast the

components of or total of customer class consumption fails

on three grounds.

The first problem with TMLP's method of load trending

is its reliance on curve-fitting by eye and the hand drawing

of the curve. While it may be possible to obtain an equally

good "fit" by eye as by statistical estimation, the curve fit

attempt to provide these measures from the Beck computer program

testified to by Mr. George unfortunately fails to do so for

technical reasons to be discussed separately below. When

TMLP was asked if it was able to use any of the statistical

measures from the Beck trend line regression program to evaluate

the statistical fit of trend lines drawn by eye, the TMLP

forecaster did not know how to answer. (Tr. 1-152).

Whether or not the hand drawn curves used for the

projections are accurate or reviewable is overshadowed by the

dominant role of judgement in drawing the curves. This pre~

dominance of judgement is the second problem. The TMLP brief
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..
acknowledges that, "The trending reflected judgements

(TMLP Brief, 11-16). ~k. Horrigan testified extensively that

the choiceQf histQrica.:J. ~ p~:t":bCld for each of his curves was

determined by the criteria of obtaining a curve with a reasonable

projection (Tr. 1-154-165).' The argument that these judgements

were conservative as stated by TMLP throughout the hearing is

irrelevant to the reasonableness of the statistical method.

On cross-examination, Mr. Horrigan explained the basis of the

load trend method: n ••• (T)he use of this method is based,

is not based just on the eyeball fit. It is also based on the

eminent knowledge of the system engineer, who was conducting this

type of estimate, as far as what he knows, and his coming on

line, and what he projects from his field of territory."

(Tr. 1-159). Asked what the benefit was of the fitting exercise

given the extent it is influenced by such neminentnknowledge,

the witness could only answer that it provided a record and

means to project within a short period of time. (Tr. I~159-160).

However laudable these characteristics, the role of judgement

in doing the load trending undercuts any value a systematic

use of a trend of historic data may have. There is no trend

to evaluate when the data and the curve are chosen on the

basis of obtaining a preconceived result. The load trending

by TMLP cannot be considered a reasonable statistical method.

Thirdly, even if TMLPhad conducted the load trending

according to standard statistical practice, there would remain

the issue of appropriateness of forecasting on the basis of

time trend analysis. Time trend analysis substitutes the

march of time for causal factors to explain the past behavior
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of the variable, electricitY_ll_se. To _~o_:t'ecclstfuture electricity _

demand solely as a function of time requires the presumption

that the causal factors relating to electricity use in the past-

will have the same relationship to electricity use in the

future. A demonstration of the reasonableness of analysis for

forecasting•. See 2 DOMSC 42 (December 13, 1977) for discussion

of and conditions on the use of time trend analysis. Selective

use of the post-embargo period is not, in and of itself, such

a showing.

The additional verification checks used by TMLP

(internal sources, external sources, and comparisons to other

forecasts) do not. comprise a :I:'easonable statistical method

unless some system exists whereby results of these checks can

be incorporated into the forecast. criteria must be established

which determine how these additional analyses would confirm,

if not modify, the results of the primary method·. These sources

could, of courSe, form the basis of a methodology, but the record

does not show this to be the case. The record shows that these

sourceS were used as an after the fact confirmation of an initial

judgemental forecast in a non-quantitative unsystematic way.

Some sources indicated that economic growth was likely, yet

how this confirmed a specific growth rate for electricity was

not developed (EX. T-4 (Q!A 8J»). Some sources indicated greater

electrical growth than that forecasted. However, these analyses

were not used to modify the initial forecast, but were used

rather to sanctify it as "conservative." (Tr. I-178). Sources

which could be interpreted as showing less customer growth
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----than already-forecastxere interpl'_~1:eCl~i3indi~atingtha!- _. _

greater electrical growth would occur than had in the past

-(EX. T.,..4 (O/A 8M». This is not a l:'easonable statistical method.

The record does indicate the great amount of effort

which TMLP put into gathering this information. This informa-

tion, most of which had not previously been considered byTMLP,

does indicate dynamic changes in the determinants of future

electrical use in the TMLP service area. The need for a reason-

able statistical method toaGcount for the complex and numerous

factors affecting future electrical requirements is all the

more telling, given the record's reflection of an absence"of a

systematic approach to incorporating diverse sources of information

The use of a linear regression analysis as calculated

with the Beck program was described by Mr. George as perhaps not

the most technically appropriate model to evaluate the rela-

tionships involved. ('rr. I-134). The Council agrees and notes

that linear regressions cannot produce statistical measures of

logarithmic curves. In addition, the record shows that in some

instances inaccurate historical data was used and that critical

parts of the analysis were statistically insignificant. Further-

more, the program's alleged 4% growth rate used by Mr. Horrigan to

verify his work was not substantiated in the record. The Council

must discount this attempt, however well intended. An ap-

propriate use of trend line analysis with statistic measures

as identified in Rule 69.2 might have been the intention of the

initial load trend analysis, but this post hoc effort does not

succeed in rescuing Mr. Horrigan's judgements.
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Based on the lack of reviewability due to the absence
------------------- - - --- -------~----_..'.- - -- - ------------- ---------,--.,- ----,------..

of both statistically measurable trends and evaluative measures

of statistical .. significance and the lack of any demonstrable

appropriateness of time trend analysis for forecasting future

demand, the Council finds that TMLP' s load tr.end analysis as

used in the preparation of this supplement is not a reasonable

statistical method. The additional sources, the "checks and.

cross-checks," were not systematically integrated with the

forecast and cannot for that reason alone be considered reasonable

statistical methods. While the record shows great effort to

collect evidence which supports load additions, very little

effort was expended to understand and incorporate conservation

in the forecast. Greater consideration must be shown to

forces affecting all forms of load reduction (e.g., conservation,

load management, and co-generation) if. a ten-year forecasting

methodology is to be found reasonable given the potential

of an econbmically growing area such as the TMLP service area.

It matter.s not how many times Mr. Horrigan chose

"conservative" numbers as part of his judgements, but that he

was merely choosing. Whatever the wisdom of any forecaster's

judgement, if those judgements are not part of a~systematic

, , ," I

approach which can clearly be examined, reviewed, eve,tl,\duplicated,

they cannot be found to constitute a reasonable st~tis~ical

method under the Siting council's statute .and RUles-~nd Regulations •.

It may indeed be that Mr. Horrigan has too many

other responsibilities within TMLP to expect from him the work

required for an adequate forecast. See EX. T-~ (d/A 4). Ye~

that does not mean that an adequate forecast should not be
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----------L'equired. -Certainly TMLP is not__a_ util,ity of th~_Il\Clg_~it-':lde

of Boston Edison and what is expected of TMLP is relative to

its size-in keeping with a long-standing Council policy.

However, it is important to note that its service area is growing

at a rate beyond that of this state's or the New England average

and has potential for even more. The Council thinks it worthwhile

for the utility serving this area and facing this growth potential

to have an understanding of the growth forces in the area,

how they are developing and what might affect them. It is

suggested that the area's growth should be reflected in the

growth of TMLP's ability to forecast that area's energy needs

as accurately as possible.

III. THETMLP SUPPLY PLAN

Pursuant to its statutory obligation, G.L. c. 164,

§691 01, the Council has reviewed TMLP' s supply plan as submitted

in the present sUPPlement. This supply plan contains changes in

nuclear unit purchases from TMLP's previously submitted yet

uncommented upon plans. TMLP has eliminated its proposed 11.5

Mw ownership in the cancelled NEPCO units and is concerned that

its proposed 6.9 Mw share of Pilgrim II will not be available

until after 1988. TMLP has now proposed taking an additional

3 Mw share in Seabrook I and II as well as an 11.5 Mw share of

Millstone III. As seen in the discussion to follow, the Council

approves the TMLP supply plan with certain conditions as to

future supply considerations. This approval is based on con-

siderations of reducing TMLP's oil dependence (fuel mix) and

of unit diversity for the TMLP system. Also noted below are

the limitations of the economic analyses 6Lthe TMLP supply program.
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To formulate the bases for its approval, the Council

deliberated over the. a:r9'uments presented by the parties. TMLP

has arg~~d for approval of its supply pla~_on_~~veral grounds.

with respect to the proposeq additional purchases of Seabrook

and Millstone III capacity, TMLP claims that 11.5 Mw of the

14.5 Mw would displace 11.5 Mw of their Cleary No.9 unit

under TMLP' s agreement with ~~ontaup Electric Company ("Montaup

Agreement"). TMLP also argues that the purchases are justified

on the basis of economics, oil displacement, reduction on oil

dependence, unit diversity, fuel diversity, improvement of

generation mix, reliability, availability and governmental

policy grounds . (TMLP Brief, I-5).

The Intervenor, On the Corner, Inc., contends 1) that

TMLP has overstated its need for capacity for load growth;

2). THLP has understate.d the costs of nuclear power- with the result

that its proDosed nuclear purchases may cost more than-staying

with the present generation mix or developing alternative

capacities; and 3) the n~LP has inadequately explored the con-

tribution of other alternatives, including conservation, as a

means of economically supplying its customers with electricity

at the lowest possible cost. (Intervenor Brief, p. 1).

A. J?ackground

TMLP presently owns 6.9 Mw in the Vermont and Maine

Yankee nuclear units, Cleary No. 9 - a combined cycle, oil-fired,

110 }1w intermediate unit, anq Cleary No.8 - an oil-fired,

2S·Mw peaking unit for a total owned-capacity of 141.9 Mw.
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The record shows that TMLP's present capacity ownership is

highly concentrated in one unit (~learyNo, 9), heavil~ dependent

on oil, and composed predominately of intermediate and peaking

rather than base load capacity.

The Montaup Agreement represents a valiant attempt to

rectify the overabundance of both intermediate capacity and

reserve capacity (TMLP's present NEPOOL capability responsibility

is less than 90 Mw. (EX. T-1, Attachment SW-5)) and the insuf

ficiency of base load capacity. TMLP buys 20 Mw of oil-fired

base load capacity from Montaup (10 Mw of Canal No.2 until

October 31,1982 and 10 Mwof Somerset No.6 until October 31,

1984), and Montaup buys all capacity from Cleary No.9 not

needed by TMLP for its capability responsibilities. TMLP can

only sell up to 25% of the expected lifetime capacity of the

unit to the non-tax-exempt Montaup. According to Attachment SW-5

to EX. T-1, at 5% peak growth r10ntaup would have purchased

24% of Cleary No. 9's lifetime megawatt years through the winter

of 1988 - 89. At the lower peak growth rate of 4% per year

Montaup's maximum purchase limit would be reached during the

winter of 1988 - 89.

with these characteristics of the TMLP power supply

system in mind, the Council found arguments on fuel mix and

unit diversity persuasive.

B. Fuel Mix: Reduced oil Dependence

with respect to fuel mix, the Council finds that the

record supports diversifying TMLP's fuel mix for purposes of

reducing its oil dependence. As Mr. Whittemore testified,
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__ 92% of TMLP' s capacity was from oil. (Tr. 1-68); (EX. T-2
----,--- .._------_. , .._-------------- .. ---- ------- ._--

(Q/A 10 (D) ». The risk exposure to higher oil costs or inter-

ruptions of supply of TMLR is so great in a, systeJ:lLSo_oil:-,

dependent that the reduction of this oil dependence is a need

that the Council finds can be met by the proposed supply plan

in this particular case. Even with no load grow~h, the maximum

non-oil capacity available to TMLP under the proposed plan

would be only 44% of the 1978 peak (30.56 Mw of nuclear to

69.9 Mw peak). Without the additional proposed nuclear purchases,

the TMLP maximum non-oil resources would be only 16.06 Mw of

nuclear or 23% of the 1978 peak. With any load growth in the

TtlLP service area, the exp9sure to the hazards of oil dependence

increases, thereby justifying the non-oil purchases proposed

by this supply plan.

C. Unit Diversity

The record shows that TMLP presently has life of

unit ownership in only four units. By 1988/89 TMLP, under the

Montaup Agreement, will have 95.9 Mwor 75% of 127.8Mw of

present total capacity in one unit, Cleary No.9. If Seabrook

and Pilgrim are completed by then, 2.3 Mw and 6.9 Mw will be

added respectively (and 'possibly 3 Mw more) at Seat,J:'ook and 11.5

Mw at Millstone III if these present contracts are fulfilled.

with the Seabrook, Pilgrim, and Millstone shares, total capacity

would be 151.5 Mw. Yet Cleary No.9 is still the dominant unit

and its dominance will increase upon expiration of the Montaup

Agreement: 110 Mw out of 165.6 Mwor 66% of TMLP's capacity

would be in one unit. Logic dictates that should this unit ~o out
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of service, TMLP would be in a veryvuinerabl-e-sitilatron; sucfi---

vulnerability would only increase with any growth. See also, -

EX. T-6, p. 12 et seq. Consequently, the Council finds that

TMLP's supply plan can be approved on the basis of improving

unit diversity.

D. Supply Plan Economics

Much time and attention was given during the proceedings

to the economics of the TMLP supply plan. While not a basis for

Council approval herein, the Council feels that it should comment

on this point to offer guidance for future proceedings in which

such economic arguments may arise.

TMLP's economic arguments compare power supply program

costs with and without the proposed purchases for the years of

the forecast. TMLP chose not to take the capacity credit for

replacing Cleary No. 9 capacity under the Montaup Agreement
.-

assuming the 5% forecasted annual peak growth rate. TMLP's

economic analyses reflect the annual savings projected from

replacing oil-fired generation with nuclear powered generation.

of course,. many cost and operating assumptions are made, some of

which were challenged by the intervenor. However, even assuming

that the company's assumptions are reasonable, the analyses fail

to consider properly all the costs of the proposed nuclear

purchases and thus cannot ae a basis for approval of the supply

plan.

The difficulty with the TMLP supply cost analysis is

in its handling of the capital costs of the nuclear investments.

In its analysis of the costs of Seabrook I and II as shown in

, A.,
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_____________Attachment_RMC,..,2 __to__ EX._T.,6 ,TMLP_does not_ include the__capitaL _

costs of ,the Seabrook plant. (Tr. 1II-63-65). TMLP argues that

no capital costs will-be-incurred during those years as TMLP-will

be paying for the capital costs with internally generated cash

prior to the years for which the analysis was conducted. The

Council does not dispute that TMLP may pay for the plant in a

manner of its own choosing. However, for the Council to base an

approval of a supply plan on the analysis presented by TMLP would

be tantamount to finding that there was no cost for the plant

itself. Such an approval would be ill-founded.

On the other hand, TMLP's analyses of the savings from

the Millstone III purchase do account in some way for capital

costs because the annualized debt service on the fully externally

financed purchase is included in the costs associated with the

purchase. See EX. T-6, Attachments RMC-3 and RMC-4. However,

the difficulty here is that the analysis does not go far enough.

The cost analysis is for only three years and savings for just

three years are not enough to justify the purchase. The pre

sumption of the TMLP argument is that, if a purchase shows a

savings over the supply plan without the purchase, then the

purchase is justified. The Council agrees with this in principle,

but the application must be consistent. TMLP's comparison

spread the capital costs of the Millstone III over thirty years

while only analyzing three years of costs with and without the

purchase. From this, TMLP would have the Council conclude that

T~~LP's assumptions of nuclear fuel escalation, oil price escala

tion, no additional capital costs for Millstone III after completion,
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and a thirty year life for Millstoneiii-snow-i;avings -wnicli--justify

the purchase of Millstone lIt as replacement capacity. Yet

such a conslusion would be unfounded. This analysis shows

economic benefit for three years of a unit with an assumed

thrity year life. For the analysis to be complete and provide

a basis for a decision, TMLP must demonstrate economic benefits

for the same number of years over which the capital costs are

spread.

At the request of the Council staff, TMLP did prepare

life of purchase analyses which compared all costs in constant

dollars. These present worth analyses show that, given the TMLP

cost assumptions, the Seabrook purchase, with a discount rate of

7.5%, had a lower cost than the oil needed to generate a comparable

amount of electricity from Cleary No.9. While this analysis

is preferable, it still leaves unaddressed the possibility

that the assumptions may not hold true, thus risking an ill-

founded decision. Because of the limited resources and record

available in the instant case, the Council will not base this

decision on the economics of replacement power. Of concern

to the Council is the assumption of a thirty-year economic life

for the nuclear purchases. Many factors such as regulatory

policies, future nuclear costs (capital, operating, and fule),

changes in available technologies could render these nuclear

purchases economically obsolete before the completion of their

assumed life. Mr. cotte, TMLP's supply planning expert, did

agree that there were risks associated with nuclear power

(~r. 1II-69-70) and that the cost estimates were developed for

, A ~
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comparative purposes as engineering estimates. (Tr. VI-58-59).

The record in this case is understandably insufficient to resolve

all the arguments about the assumptions as to the absolute

magnitudes of the cost projections and as to associated risks.

E. Supply Plan Alternatives

The Intervenor's contention that conservation among

other alternatives, should be considered a supply option is

noted by the Council. Indeed, the Council can find no reason

in the record why conservation should not be considered a supply

option. TMLP should take notice that the Council expects

future supply plans to consider conservation asa supply option.

However, given the problem of unit diversity and dependence on

oil, the supply plan can be approved even if conservation were

to maintain future loads at present levels. Consequently, the

Council finds that the Intervenor's contention does not, based on

the record, significantly change the basis for this approval.

With respect to the Intervenor's contention that

alternatives to the nuclear purchases were not adequately considered

by TMLP, the record does show that some consideration has been

given to hydro and wind power by TMLP. The Intervenor, for its

part, has not demonstrated that suffiCient alternative capacity

is feasible and available enough to alter the basis for this
,

decision. The Council would note, however, that further capacity

additions by TMLP will likely have to meet harder tests as to

alternatives considered than the additions being approved in

this sUPPly plan. Consequently, TMLP should continue to look

into and pursue all alternatives to oil-fired generation. In
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~~--~-----:Eact-,- tohe-17ecord -indicates that_J:e£J.1se-JiJ:'ed _g§!lleration may be
----

the most feasible alternative for TMLP to develop. (Tr. 11-125).

- ~. -The counbilexpects TMLP to· report on-the status of refuse-

fired generation in its next forecast.

IV. KPPROVAL AND CONDITIONS

Therefore, based on the discussion above, the Council

APPROVES the third annual supplement of the Taunton Municipal

Lighting Plant, subject to the following conditions.

1. Should TMLP choose to base future forecasts on some

sort of trend line analysis, such analysis shall be supported

by reviewable and appropriate quantitative measures.

2. To the extent that jUdgements modify the trend line

analysis, such modifications must be quantified ahd the basis

for the judgements discussed.

3. The company shall comply with Rule 63.5, Methodology

for Forecasting Demand, to the fullest extent possible. Specific

attention shall be given to dopumenting and discussing the

"determinants of future demand" listed in Rule 63.5 (b), This

shall include a discussion of what source materials were used,

any analyses that were performed, any judgements made, and how

all of the above considerations for each of the determinants

entered into the forecast.

4. Each use of time trend line analysis shall be

justified and include therein:

a. Identification of causal factors.

b. A discussion of the relationship of causal factors

in historical and projection periods relative to

the forecasted variable.
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c. A discussioh of the suitability of trend analysis

relative to other statistical methods.

d. Discussion of the suitability of the functional

form used.

5. The extent of customer conservation over the forecast

period shall be quantified and include programs and policies

of the Commonwealth and Federal government such as the Residential

Conservation Service, Schools and Hospitals Program, and Power

Plant and Industrial Fuel Use Act.

6. TMLP shall continue to pursue all alternatives including

conservation, load management, and industrial co-generation as

supply optiQns to oil-fired generation. TMLP will submit a

report to the Council no later than August 1, 1980, on the

potential for shared co-generation at the planned Myles Standish

Industrial Park. Also, as the record indicates, the City of

Taunton and nearby communities are now deliberating options

for the use of municipal solid waste for energy. Since energy

from solid waste is a viable supply option, the Council expects

the TMLP to actively pursue this alternative and report on its

status in the next forecast proceedings.

Energy Facilities Siting Council

by
,/

Dennis J. LaCroix, Esq.
Hearing Officer

This decision was approved by a unanimous vote of the members

present and voting at the Energy Facilities Siting Council

meeting of February 29, 1980.

Jose
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Energy Facilities .Siting council

In the Matter of Boston Edison
Company Occassional Supplement 
Third Mystic Oil Storage Tank
3 DOMSC April 3, 1980

)
)
)
)
)
)

EFSC No. 79-12A

1

FINAL DECISION

The Massachusetts Energy Facilities Siting Council

hereby APPROVES the proposal of the Boston Edison Company to

construct an additional fuel oil storage fadility at its Mystid

Station in Everett. The bases for this approval are more fully

described below.

I. HISTORY OF THE PROCEEDINGS

On September 21, 1979, Boston Edison Company ("company")

filed an occasional supplement to its Annual Supplement1-C

. 1
pursuant to EFSC Rules 3.1 and 65.3. This occasional supple-

ment and the accompanying petition for its approval concerned

the proposed expansion of the existing oil storage capacity at

Mystic Station by adding a third 250,000 barrel oil storage

tank (the "facility"). The company asked that construction be

allowed to commence as soon as practicable in hopes of having

the tank ready by the Spring of 1981.

A.waiver (Rule 3.1) was requested since Rule 65.3 (occasional
supplement) could be read as limited to transmission lines and
associated facilities. The vehicle of an occasional supplement
seemed·appropriate in this case and the waiver was granted.
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scheduled for October 5, 1979. At this session, the EFSC Staff

met with certain company personnel to discuss the di~ensions of

the proceeding including scheduling a public informational

hearing in the City of Everett.

On October 10, 1979, the company was asked to publish

and post a public notice which set two dates: first, a public

informational hearing was scheduled for October 29,1979 at

7:00 pm in Everett City Hall; second, a pre-hearing conference

was scheduled for November 8, 1979 at 10:00 am in the Council

offices.

The Everett public hearing was well-attended by city

officials and citizens; a transcript of this hearing is in

the docket. At the pre-hearing conference no intervenors appeared

although the Attorney General's petition to intervene was

received a day later on November 9; it was allowed, there being

no objection from the company. At this conference, it was

agreed that technical sessions may (and did) resolve the need

for any formal information requests so that the proceedings

could move efficiently. One technical session was held on

November 16, 1979 and certain information on the facility

proposed was requested and exchanged~ This information exchange

was completed by materials enclosed in a letter from company's

counsel to the Staff and the Attorney General dated January 25,

1980. (EX. BE-105). A second prehearing conference was then

scheduled for February 8, 1980.
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were tie<1 up and the company set Qut to prepare its direct

testimony which waS-filed in written form on March 11, 1-980.

(EX. BE-1). A final prehearing conference was held on March 28,

·1980, At this conference, the feasibility of a hearing and

tentative decision in time for the April 7, 1980 Siting Council

meeting was discussed and agreed to. 2 The hearing was held on

March 31, 1980 .at council offices. The decision approving

construction of the facility follows.

II. . FACILITY DESCRIPTION

As stated, Boston Edison Company proposes the installation

of an additional .fuel oil storage tank at Mystic Station in

Everett. The current estimated cost for the project is $4,080,000.

The proposed facility would increase the present on site oil

storage capacity by 250,000 barrels or from 590,000 barrels

to 840,000 .barrels. According to the company, this capacity

increase would improve the average number of days of maximum

on site storage from 29 days to 41 days.

This increased inventory is intended to assist in

mitigating problems the company has experienced resulting from

tanker delivery delays. It will also provide additional protection

against exhausting the supply of fuel at Mystic Station. In

the unfortunate event of a station shutdown due to exhaustion

of. fuel supply, replacement power costs could be encountered.

2

but
and

The Assistant Attorney General involved was unable to attend,
telephoned the hearing officer to give his assent to the waiver
immediate hearing date.
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Tneproject--is also proposed----a6insurailce against the

fuel supply and delivery schedule uncertainties of the immediate

and foreseeable future. In addition, it can provide the op·

portunity to improve the dollar averag~ cost of fuel oil since

additional storage capacity will be available for spot purchases.

The proposed third oil storage tank would be located

in an area east of the existing 345 kV switchyard. Thetank

will be a standard API welded steel above ground tank with a

steel dike. Tank size will be 178 feet diameter and 56 feet

high. Tank dike will be 252 feet diameter by 28 feet high •

. See EX. BE-101. The installation will include tank and dike

foundations, steam and oil piping, fire protection systems,

lighting and power supply•. Fuel oil tanks and associated piping

will be suitably insulated. The fuel oil tank will be equipped

with remote reading tank level and temperature instruments

similar to the existing tanks. A 24" oil delivery line will be

extended from the existing tank farm to the new tank. The new

storage tank will be interconnected with the existing fu~l oil

storage tanks by piping.

III. DECISION

The Council has reviewed the ~ossib1e alternatives

to this proposed facility. See EX. BE-105, No; 1•. The record

in this case shows that an alternative site is not feasible

(EX. BE-105, No.1-A) and that the only viable alternative to the

tank as to oil. supply is to rely upon the existing means of

supply without constructing the tank. As discussed further

below, this in not an appropriate solution to the company's
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supply uncertainty." 3 DOMSC ___ (9/18/79) at· Section VI. 0 The

proposed tank will go far to ensure an oil supply sufficient to

mai!ltain an_adequate supply of electricity to Metropolitan Boston.

The Council agrees with the company on this point and will not

require the occurence of a black-out in the city to prove the point.

Once the Walpole to Needham line is in-service, the focus

on the need for the third tank shifts to the second aspect, an

eConomical supply of electricity. This aspect, a consideration

from the outset, continues to remain a concern even when the
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_______NalRole_t:.o~eedha!lllineeases. :the. a.ct§q!1a1;e .sJJ.pply_~concer_11.. .

Consideration of the economics underlying the tank

proposal. must begin with recognition ofa company operational

problem in .the. scheduling of tanker shipments. With the presen.t

limited storage capacity of only 500,000 barrels, it may be that

the company may have to refuse delivery from a supplier if the

tanks are unable to take the entire load which incurs the risk

of running too low on inventory waiting for another tanker.

Additional storage can be used to level out shipping difficulties

without jeopardizing generation and a continuous electrical supply.

See EX. BE~1 (Q/A 22) ahd EX. BE-104.

The company presently ha,g a number of ·ways it

could supply Mystic Station with fuel oil while awaiting the next

tanker. See BE...,105, No.1. The company can barge fuel from its

other tanks. The initial problem here is that barges with concerted

effort can only supply approximately 20,000 barrels per day

(bbls/day). This is insufficient to cover the station's peak

burn rate of 30,000 bbls/day. Other problems include the reliability
o

of such a method as it is prone to delay by manpower shortages,

strikes, poor weather as well as the greater chance of oil spillage3

due to an increased handling of the product at two locations.

As for the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
tank, it should be noted that this project has effectively re
ceived a clean bill of health: it does not require an Environ
mental Impact Report. See EX. BE-102. With reference to M.G.L.
c. 30, sec. 62A, the Secretary of Environmental Affairs has
determined and certified that no EIR need be prepared as there
are no issues "which by the nature and location of the project
are likely to cause damage to the environment."
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--- A second-e~is~ing--supply~methodis -a, pipeline_QQnnec.tin9" _

Mystic Station. with the company's New Boston-L. Street complex.

However, barring the needto'suPJ?ly- L;-Streetfrom Mystic, this

pipeline could only pump 6,000 bbls/day from New Boston to Mystic,

not nearly enough to cover the burn rate of the Mystic 7 unit

alone (approximately 22,000 - 24,000 bbls/day). The third existing

method is also a pipeline connection, this one from Mystic to

the adjacent EXXON facilities which formerly supplied the station.

This pipeline could handle the station's daily peak burn rate if.'

EXXON were willing and able to make an emergency sale or exchange

with the company.

The Council agrees with the company's position that

while the above means exist to supply Mystic Station, they are

not as reliable as having possession of the fuel in one's own

tanks. However, this is not dispositive of the matter. The

Council need now weigh the improvement in the reliability of the

fuel supply that a third tank brings about against the cost of

achieving that improvement. The economics of a reliable fuel

supply involve the costs of supplying electricity with and without

With the tank, carrying costs can expect to be an addi-

the additional tank.
\

tional $1,490,000 per year. This estimate spreads the capital

costs over 23 years and assumes a_carrying charge of 18.3% on

$27 per barrel oil. See EX. BE-105, No.4. If the, capital costs

had to be spread over fewer years, if the cost of money increased

and/or if the cost of oil increased, then the annual cost of the

tank would similarly increase.
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These costs would beo:!;:f'set by the savings of the costs

tlra:t-could--be-exrre-cted--to-be-incurred if there- were-no-- tank.

These savings would be principally the costs of barging. Barging,

based on the past year's experience cost;-isapproximately

$720,000. EX. BE-105, No.1. It is possible that more barging

might be necessary and that its cost could increase in the future

if no third tank is added.

An additional economic consideration is the ability of

the company to avail itself of lower cost oil on the spot market.

See EX. BE-1 (Q/A 24). The present contract with the supplier

of oil to Mystic station allows the Company, at its option, to

increase or decrease deliveries by 15% of Mystic Station require~

ments. with present Station requirements running between 7 and 8

million barrels per year, there is significant opportunity to save

money on fuel. When the spot price is below the contract price,

a $1 per barrel differential would not be an unreasonable expe9ta

tion, according to the testimony at the hearing. Under these

conditions, savings could reach $1,000,000 per year. Some years

there could be greater savings and some years there may be no

savings in spot market purchases (should the market price not

be below the contract price). The third tank expands the company's

ability to take advantage of the market conditions.

A cost that would be avoided with the tank and might be

incurred without the tank is the cost of replacement power.

Replacement power costs have been estimated by the company for

Mystic Units Nos. 4, 5 and 6 as a monthly average of $76,000

per day in 1980 to as much as $410,000 per day by 1985 during

periods of large unit outages. Approximately 50% of the year
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one major- unit--can be expected to be out of serv-ice -thereby putting

increased reliance on the other units. Depending on load levels

and the lack of new capacity, a shortfall of fuel at Mystic Station

would force the company to pay for electricity from more expen-

sively operated units. See EX. BE-1 (Q!A 26-28) .

In light of the economic considerations4 discussed above,

the Council finds that the economics of the tank justify the increased

reliability which the tank provides. The Council also finds that

to build this facility elsewhere would be more costly without any

significant non-monetary benefit, It is the Council's decision

that this facility will provide a necessary energy supply for

the Commonwealth with a minimal environmental impact at the

lowest possible cost.

Therefore the Council APPROVES the construction of this,

facility at .the current estimated installed cost of $4,080,000

There is one consideration which could change the analysis.
The analysis is based on annualizing the capital cost of the tank
over 23 years. There is a possibility that oil will not be
burnt at Mystic Station for the full 23 years. Official notice
is taken of the inclusion of Mystic Units 4, 5 and 6 in the
President's recent proposal for coal conversion possibilities
across the United States; the above mentioned units could be
burning coal in the future, distant or §therwise. However, there
is no direct evidence that this will be the case. The Council
cannot base its decision on a mere possibility, but leaves further
consideration of it to the Company and the ratemeking process to
adjudicate as need be.
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2 DOMSC 58, 61-62. Since the Council found that this line

___was_closeLY'_tied__ in -with-the-Wa-lpole-Needham-3 4-5 Kv--proj ect-----------

which was, at that time, still undergoing Council review

in lengthy-hearings, an in-servic$ date wasii.ot-tnen de-

termined. 2 DOMSC 58, 62. The Walpole to Needham 345 Kv

line has since been approved by the Council in its decisions

of December 6,1978 (3 D011SC and September 24, 1979

2

(3 DOMSC ). In the latter decision, the Council

established an immediate in-service date for the Walpole

to Needham line.

Thus, in a letter dated March 21, 1980 from its

Assistant General Counsel to the EFSC Hearing Officer,

:Boston Edison now requests that the Cou.nci.l either estab

lish an immediate in-service date for the Hyde Park/Dewar

Street line or allow it to purchase and-install certain

equipment relative to this line in order to realize certain

cost and construction s-avings. 2

In his letter, Edison's counsel asks that should no
in-service date be set, the Council alternatively allow
the company to take the following actions for the follow
ing reasons:

i) Purchase four (4) 115,000 volt oil circuit breakers
and six (6) sets of 115,000 volt disconnect switches. The
company would thereupon be able to combine the purchase
of this equipment with similar equipment for other projects
so as to realize the best overall cost savings;

_ii) Purchase and install a portion (3,500 feet) of
the 6-inch steel pipe for the two 115,000 volt pipe type
cables under Blue Hill Avenue (Boston) between the Hyde
Park and Dewar Street substations. The City of Boston is
in the process of schedUling this portion of Blue Hill
Avenue for repaving this Spring. The failure to install
the pipe prior to the City repaving could result in denial
of the company's location under the street or a requirement
that the company assume extensive reopening and repaving
(e. g., curb-to-curb) additional costs.
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III. Decis~onand Order

Upon~considera-teion-of--the-company' s request ,_"- _

the Council finds that it is only logical to approve an

immediate in-service--da"Ee for the Hyde Park/Dewar Street----

line. A most compelling consideration is this line's

connection, literally and figuratively, with the Walpole

to Needha.m 345 Kvline. The Walpole to Needham line was

the subject of a lengthy and detailed review culminating

in its approval for an immediate construction start; this

approval was based on system considerations which indicated

and supported the need for this line apart from load growth

numbers. To fail to approve now an immediate in-service

date fbr a line whI6hIs integral to the Nalpole to Needham

line is to_belie those system considerations and to be

inconsistent in fUlfilling the Council's mandate to ensure

a.n-adequate energy supply for the Commonwealth at the least

cost and minimal environmental impact.

It is also to be noted that, with respect to the

Hyde Park/Dewar street line, there was no pUblic opposi-

tion nor intervention in the Council proceedings in

EFSC No. 76-12.
3

Again, logic and the fulfillment of the

All of the opposition and intervention in this docket
was directed to the Walpole to Needham. line, thus pre
cipitating the lengthy and detailed proceedings referenced
earlier in this decision.
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Council's responsibilities dictate that an immediate in-

.-seX"v-iee-da-te-for-this--line -be_. established .--__This_is_compatib1e__

with the previous Council decisions cited above.

-TherefOre;-n-is ORDEF.ED

1) That an immediate in-service date be estab-

lished fOr the Hyde Park/Dewar Street 1.15 Kv underground line;

2) That the conditions number.ed 2 through 5 in

clusive of 2 DOMSC 58, 63-64 be, and are still to be

followed by the Company; and

3) . That as to the above-referenced condition

numbered 3, the line is approved at a recently projected

cost of $6,285,000 (Supplement 1-C, Vol. II, Sec. 11·-17).

Energy Facilities Siting Council

by ~~ioc&if
Dennis J.LaCroix, Esq.
Hearing Officer/Chief Counsel

This decision was unanimously approved by those members

present and voting at·the Energy ~aci1ities Siting Council

meeting of 7 April, 1980.
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Energy Facilities Siting Council

In the Matter of a
Proposed Rulemaking;
Amendments Relative to
Interstate Natural Gas
Companies
3 DOl"lSC

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

EFSC No. 80-25

DECISION and ORDER

INTRODUCTI()N

,1.. - Backgro\lnd

The Energy Facilities Siting Council (Council) has., . .
,undertaken this proceeding in order to clarify its regu

latory relationship to interstate natural gas companies.

This relationship has beer the focus of some debate between

the Council and such companies as operate in Massachusetts'

since mid-1976 when the Algonquin Gas Transmission Com-

pany (Algonquin) filed a rulemaking petition with the

Council seeking to exempt these companies from Council

jurisdiction.

A proceeding such as the instant one was conducted

bY,the Council on the Algonquin petition. After a public

hearing, a receipt of extensive memoranda from all parti-

cipating parties and arguments before the Council, the

Council issued its decision which denied the complete

exemption sought by Algonquin. 1 DOMSC 108 (February 16,

1977) •
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As a result of this decision, Algonquin opted to

litigate the jurisdictional issue before the Supreme

Judicial Court. The company appealed to that court under

~.G.L. c. 25, sec. 5 and also brought a petition for

declaratory relief on the same matter to the Single

Justice session of that court. Another interstate natural

gas company, Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company (Tennessee)

joined the judicial fray by bringing suit against the

Council in the united States District Court for the Dis-

trict of. Massachusetts on the same jurisdictional question.

Before the litigation smoke cleared, another interstate

natural gas company, Distrigas of Massachusetts Corpora-

tion (Distrigas) had intervened iil both the state and

federal actions, followed closely by similar intervention

~iftj¥ the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)on
ii:.~
behalf of the plaintiff Tennessee in the federal suit.

In the time passed since the initiation of these

court cases, all the parties thereto have met to discuss

the jurisdictional issue. A main point~that has been

made is that, given the extent of federal regulation' of

these interstate companies, they certainly are in no need

of overlapping or duplicative regulation on the state

level. The Council, for its part, acknowledged that its

jurisdiction over these companies was limited and not of

the same scope as its jurisdiction over intrastate gas

companies. A resolution of the differences here lies in
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describing an efficient and intelligent exercise of

-Gouncil jurisdiction; the amendments-proposed in this

proceeding attempt to detail such an exercise.

2. PURPOSE and SCOPE.

As stated the purpose of the proposed amendments

is to clarify the relationship between the Council and

the interstate natural gas companies by defining the

scope of that relationship. To II.chieve that end, the

existing regulations must be made more specific as to

their application to these companies; this is what is

intended in the proposed amendments to Rule 3.3 (980

CMR 2.03C3Il
1

definition of "gas company"); to Rules 66.1

(980 CMR 7.06(1)) and 68.1 (980 C~1R 7.08(1)) (gas forecasts

and annual supplements, respectively); the proposed addi-

tion of Rule 67.9 (980 CMR 7.07 (9)) (interstate facili-

ties); and the addition of a third paragraph to Rule 81.1

(980 CMR . _ (Coastal Zone Management).

1 References in brackets (980 CMR ) are to the
regulationS as located in the Code of Massachusetts
Regulations (CMR). CMR is a compilation of administrative
agency regulations effective up to and including Jimu~

ary 1, 1978. Since some additions may have been made to
agency regulations since that date (e.g., EFSC Ch. J,
Coastal Zone Management), CMR should be considered incom
pleteand an up-date of any CMR reference is recommended.
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------. The--sc'o-p-e-or- these-r-e-gulafiCl"!l-proposa1s--(and .of--tlie--·

relationship between the Council and the interstate com-
{._------ --------_.

parties) is briefly described as follows. By having the

companies file annual demand or sendout data (Rule 66.1

and 68.11, the COUncil receives information which will

give it a better perspective on the overall gas supply

picture and aid the Council in meeting its statutory

mandate of ensuring a necessary energy supply for the.

Commonwealth. M.G.L. c. 164, sec. 69H. By taking this

data for informational purposes only and by being specific

as to the extent to which the regulations apply to inter-

state companies (Rule 3.3), the Council avoids "over-

regulating" which would result by unnecessarily duplicating

regulation at the federal level. The Council avoids over-

regulating further by delineating the extent of its

participation on the state level in such companies' con-

struction proposals (~ewRule 67.9). By taking the action

contemplated by the new regulation as to interstate

facilities, the Council exercises its duty to the public

by informing them early and completely of the nature and

effect of ,these construction proposals through a local

informational hearing without adding another tier of

regulation that may only serve to duplicate or protract

the existing federal regulation of such proposals.' What

is really achieved by the proposed regulations is an

efficient and intelligent exercise of Council jurisdiction

which makes use of the present regulatory scheme without

unduly expanding it.
170
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It is hoped that the action taken by the Council herein
I

---~ ---wTll-- serve-tcf-·ftilflll--it-s-perceived-dut-ies---without- prol--i-f---

e~atingregulations which unnecessarily burden the companies

being re~lated.

3.- 1?rOc-eedings

Public notice of this rulemaking was pUblished in

several -Massachusetts newspapers of wide circulation and

in the -Mass-a-chusett s Register on or about February 13, 1980.

A public hearing on the proposed regulations was held on

March 7, 1980. The period for public comment on these

proposals- was extended _to and including March 19, 1980. The

tentative decision of the EFSC Chief Counsel was issued

on or about -March 28, 1980 and was presented to the Council

at its meeting on April 7, 1980 for consideration and a vote.

- 4. Comments

The comments received herein from the participating

interstate natural gas companies were generally favorable.

Counsel for these companies suggested certain changes to

the initial proposal, many of which were very helpful and

are incorporated in the regulations proposed for promulga-

tion which are set out in the Appendix to this decision.

Comments from other participants 2 , namely, associations

A list of participants in this proceeding includes:
Algonquin Gas Transmission Company; Tennessee Gas Pipeline
Company (a division of Tenneco, Inc.); Distrigas Corporation;
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs (through OCZM);
The Conservation Law Foundation of New England, Inc.;
Sierra Club, New England Chapter; Massachusetts Association
of Conservation Commissioners; Union of Concerned Scientists;
and former EFSC Environmental Member Morris K. McClintock.
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with Emvironmental concerns asweTr-as--fhe -)IIfcls-sacnusetts

Office of Coastal Zone Management (OCZM), focused on what

might be termed the Council's abdication of its jurisdiction

and the effects thereof. The following paragraphs address

the concerns of these groups and OCSZ.

As has been stated above, what is achieved by these

regulations is an efficient and intelligent exercise of

Council jurisdiction over interstate natural gas companies

which are predominatly federally regulated. This is important

to note: the Council is not abdicating jurisdiction, it

is exercising it intelligently. Whatever ·piece of the

jurisdictional pie the Council may carv~ for itself as a

result of the pending litigation detailed earlier in this

decision, the Council must face the fact that, in this

area on interstate companies, FERC has the bulk of the

authority. No matter how successful the lawsuit may be

for the Council, it must still face the question of how to

exercise what authority it has intelligently and efficiently.

The goal of this exercise is not to see how many hearings

the Council can hold, nor to delay the project under

consideration. The Council's objective in an exercise of

its jurisdiction in this instance is to identify, through

its process, what environmental impacts the project presents

and to see to it that those impacts are factored into the

build or no-build decision. Since that .decision, i.e., the

ultimate decision as to the need and public convenience of

an interstate gas project, resides in FERC, it is absolutely
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necessary that local concerns are inserted into the PERC

g~liberative proc~~sas soon as p6ssible. That is what

the exe~cise of Council jurisdiction detailed in the

proposed regulations does: the company is required to

notify the Council of a project at the same time its

application is made to PERC. Then the Council holds that

application up for local review in public hearings; these

hearings identify what local environmental problems may

be involved in the companies proposal. Having identified

these problems, the Council presents them to the ultimate

deciE;,ional authority by its intervention in the relevant

PERC proceedings. What has happened in this scenario is

that local Massachusetts concerns are identified and .brought

to the attention of the decision-maker efficiently without

unnecessarily duplicating regulation, especially in long,

drawn out proceedings. This is an intelligent exercise of

council jurisdiction, not an abdication or surrender thereof.

That these regulations are an exercise of jurisdiction

rather than a surrender should allay the fears of OCZM that

the Council would somehow cease to have the wherewithal to

implement policy 8 of the CZM Program. As provided by the

regulations proposed, the Council is still exercising its

jurisdiction and is still able to review an interstate gas

proposal using Policy 8 criteria. (See new Rule 67.9(iii)

attached) •

It must be remembered that under the Federal Coastal

Zone Management Act (Act), no federal agency (e.g., PERC)
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can issue a license or permit to conduct an activity

affecting land_or water uses in the coastal zane of_a _

state which has a coastal zone plan (e.g., Massachusetts)

without receiving- an appropriate certificate from the

applicant (e.g., an interstate natural gas company-lto be

concurred in by the designated statecoasta.l zone agency

(e.g., OCZM) indicating that the proposed activity-is

consistent with the state coastal zone program. 16 U.S.C.

sec. 1456(cl.(3). Thus, if an interstate gas company were

to seek a PERC license for a project located in a Massachu-

setts coastaL zone, PERC could not so issue that license
,

until th.e Massachusetts OCZMhad done its consistency

review; in such a case, since the Massachusetts CZM program

is "networked,,,3 it would perform that relJiew!through the

Council as reflected in EFSC Rules and Regulations,

Chapter J. Thus, as required by the Act, the CZM pror;rram

can still demonstrate, even with the proposed regulatory

changes, that it provides adequately for the consideration

and approval of "facilities '" which are necessary to meet

requirements which are other than local in nature" including

"Networked" describes the machinations of the Massachu
setts CZM program; i.e., the CZM Office does not have the
regulatory authority to enforce its policies; rather the
policies are implemented through the EOEA agencies and,
as to policy 8, through the Council. See 301 CMR 20.7.60
(Council is recognized by EOEA as having the power to
determine the issue of consistency with the CZM program
for energy facility projects subject to EFSC jurisdiction.)
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energy projects. 16 u.s.C. sec. 1455(c) (8) and (e) (2).

1\gain, the Council is not eliminating interstate gas facilities

from its jurisdiction, but is seeking to exercise what

jurisdiction it has in an intelligent and efficient manner.

1\ final note: the companies participating in this

rulemaking suggested the inclusion of language in these

regulations which would state that an applicant (before FERC)

company could commence and complete construction if it is

authorized to do so under federal law, Le., once FERC has

issued its certificate of public convenience and necessity

as to the project. The concern here is with the EFSC

statutory provision which prohibits construction of a

facility unless the "facility is consistent with the most

recently approved long-range forecast·or supplement thereto."

G.L. c. 164, sec. 69I. The suggested language is not

included in the regulations, but the Council would like to

address the underlying concern. 1\s stated in the regulations,

the Council will receive annual demand/sendout data from

the companies for informational purposes only and will not

adjudicate that data. See Rule 66.1 (980 CMR 7.06(1)) as

amended and attached hereto. The Council does not seek

to exercise any approval power over the annual forecasts

or supplements of interstate gas companies. Therefore, it

makes no sense to require interstate gas companies to delay

construction until Council approval of their forecasts;

the statutory provision referred to above cannot logically

be read to be applicable in this situation. What is required
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of the companies when they propose construction. is to

licensing of the project. See new Rule 67.9 (980 CMR

7.07(9)) .as attached. In.this way the Council will be

able to exercise the limited. jurisdiction it has over such

companies in, again, an intelligent and efficient manner.

And that is the key point in this rUlemaking. The

Council is not abdicating or surrendering any jurisd~ction,

but is seeking to exercise it in a manner which reorganizes

and realizes. its agency obligations and is compati~le with

the mazeo;f exist;ing:tegulations in the area. The Council

thanks all participating parties for their comments.

Therefore it is ORDERED that the EFSC Rules and Regu

lations as amended and set out in the Appendix to this

decision be, and hereby, are promulgated by this Council.

The Chief Counsel is instructed to take the necessary

step remaining to record this agency action with ·the

Secretary of State so that this action may take. effect.

Energy Facilities Siting Council

by LObluWJ~.Ia~
DennisJ. LaCroix, Esq.
Chief Counsel

Dated at Boston this 28th day of March, 1980.
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APPENDIX: "AMENDMENTS

1. Defihitiohof" "Company" or "Gas Company"

Amend the definition of "company" or "gas company"

found in RUle 3.3 (980 CMR 2.03 (3» by adding the following

paragraph:

Rule 3.3(vi) (980 CMR 2.03(3)(f»: The term

"company" or "gas company" including gas

transmission, pipeline and liquid natural
p

and synthetic gas manufacturing companies,

as used throughout all Chapters and parts

of these regulations does not apply to inter

state natural gas companies which are regula-

ted by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

pursuant to the Natural Gas Act, 15 U.S.C.

sections 717 et seq. e~cept as specifically

provided in the third paragraph of Rule 66.1

(980 CMR 7.06 (1» (gas forecasts), the last

sentence of the second paragraph of Rule 68.1

(980 CMR 7.08 (1» (annual supplements to gas

forecasts) and Rule 67.9 (980 CMR 7.07(9»

(interstate facilities), provided, however,

that this paragraph shall not be deemed to

exempt such companies from filing and obtaining

approval of forecasts with respect to intra-

state gas facilities not subject to regulation

under the Natural Gas Act.
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-- 2 . Gas~Forecas:tsand Supplements____ __ _ _

A. Amend RUle 66.1 (980 CMR 7.06(1» by replacing

third para.graph therein with~thefollowingparagraph:

Interstate natural gas companies subject

to Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

regulation and persons who have filed an

application with the Federal Energy Regula

tory Commission for construction of facilities

subject to the Natural Gas Act, and operating

or intending to operate in Massachusetts will

file demand or sendout data with the Coucnil.

Such data may be extracted from the companies'

annual filings with the Federal Energy Regula

tory Commission and shall be for informational

purposes onlYl no adjudicatory proceedings will

be held thereon. Duplicates of the companies'

FERC filing may be submitted in lieu of the

above demand and sendout data.

B. Delete the second sentence of·subsection (1) of

Rule 66.2.

C. Amend Rule 68.1 (980 CMR 7.08(1» by adding the

following sentence to the second paragraph therein:

Interstate natural gas companies will update

on an annual basis the data filed with the

Council pursuant to the third paragraph of

Rule 66.1 (980 CMR 7.06(1» for informational

purposes only.
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______3~ Tn1;;ers'ta:t:<= j;'ac:ilities . _ _

Add a neW' Rule 67.9 (980 CMR 7.07(9)) and relevant

sub-sections to define Council responsibility with respect

to facilities planned by interstate natural gas companies

as .fOlloW's-:

Ru:le' '67'.9 (980 CMR 7.07 (9)) INTERSTATE FACILITIES.

til When interstate natural gas companies

regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission (~ERC) pursuant to the Natural

Gas Act, 15 U.S.C. sections 717 et seq.

plan to construct new or modify existing

facilities within the Commonwealth, the

Council requires the following information:

1. A copy of the company's application

to FERC for a certificate of public

convenience and necessity with respect

to the facility construction/modification.

2. Identification of the (1) general route

of a pipeline or the sites of other

facilities and (2) of the municipalit:i.es

in the Commonwealth to be affected by

such construction/modification and a

description of the manner in which these

municipalities will be affected. This

information can be provided in a cover

letter to the submittal of the FERC

application to the Council, which letter

references those parts of the application
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where that information can be found.

This information will be submitted to the

Council at the same time the individual company

files its application withFERC.

Within 60 days of receipt of this informa-

tion, the Council will hold public informational

hearings in the municipality or municipalities

where the affected sites are located and will

complete said hearings within thirty (30) days

of the time for commencement thereof. The

company will attend this hearing so that the

public's questions concerning the construction

project may be addressed and potential difficulties

identified early in the application process.

Interested citizens who attend such hearings

will be advised as to the nature and availability

of their options, rights and/or remedies with

respect to the pro~ect. Notice of such hearings

will be given twenty-one (21) days in advance

in a practical manner to be specified by the

hearing officer designated by the Council.

(ii) Upon receipt of the company's application

to FERC, the Council will act to preserve the

rights of interested citizens of the Common-

wealth by intervening in the FERC proceedings

on said application. After conducting the

public informational hearings as described in

1 RO
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(i) above, the Council will present to FERC

tJl:r:ough it§:J,r1tervention the difficulties and

problems identified at said public hearings.

tiii) Further, upon receipt of said application,

the Council will contact the appropriate FERC

personnel and request joint public hearings as

described in ti) above and also will request

joint adjudicatory hearings, said joint hearings

to be conducted by the Council and FERC.

(ivl The Council will also continue to apply the

.. criteria set off in Policy S of the Massachusetts

Coastal Zone Management Program (MCZMP) as authorized

by the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act (the

"Act"), 16 U.S.C. sec. 1451 et seq. and implemented

further in Chapter J of the EFSC Rules and Regu-

lations herein. A MCZMP consistency review of the

company's application as contemplated by the

Act, 16 U.S.C. sec. 1456 tc) (3) will be conducted

by the Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management Office.

Add a third paragraph to Rule 81.1 t980 CMR _

as follows:

The Siting Council will review the installa-

tion of facilities subject to certification

under the Federal Natural Gas, Act for purposes

of determining compliance with the CZM Program

as set out in Rule 67.9 (980 CMR 7.07(9») of
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'l
these rules and regulations. Findings as

to these facilities will issue from the Office

of Coastal Zone Management pursuant to 16

u.S.C. sec. 1451 et seq.

These regulation changes were approved and adopted by

a vote of the Council members present at their meeting on

May 5, 1980. The vote, as recorded in open session, was

7 to 1 for approval and adoption, with one abstention.

Jose S. Fitzpatrick
EFSC Chairman
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In the Matter of the Town of Rowley Municipal Lighting Plant

3 DOMSC April 7, 1980)

Petition of the Town of Rowley Municipal Lighting Plant for
approval of the Third Annual Supplement to its Long Range
Forecast

This decision concerns the Town of Rowley Municipal

Lighting Plant's third annual supplement to its forecast

submitted pursuant to M.G.L. c. 164, §69I and Chapter G of

the EFSC Regulations. The supplement was reviewed by the

Council's staff.

It was suggested that no adjudicatory hearing be held

unless so requested by the Board or an interested party as

no new facilities within Council jurisdiction were proposed

and no significant change from the long-range forecast was

noted. The Board was so advised and was asked to publish

notice of tentative APPROVAL and of the right to a public

hearing in local newspapers.

The decision is as follows:

"
Town of Rowley Municipal Lighting Plant (Docket #79-47)

I. Introduction

Rowley's methodology, assumptions, demand 'and energy

requirements, supply and conservation efforts will be dis-

cussed in this decision. The Council finds that the Board's

projections in this supplement are based on reasonable

statistical methods. Factors which may contribute a degree

of uncertainty to these projections are noted in the discussion

along with recommendation for continued review.
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---------------II.- --Me-thodology-&- Assump_tiQDS - ,

The Board forecasts energy consumption and peak demand by

d-ii""-ii16j5iriCjjudgem-ents as to the rate at which each class's

consumption will increase or de~rease during the forecast

period. These judgements are based on both an examination

of the historical data and assumptions about local factors.

Rowley has identified the following assumptions con

cerning local factors: 1) the acceptance of new customers

by the water department beginning in the Spring of 1980;

2) the maintenance of an apartment moratorium until May,

1981: 3) the completion of approved subdivisions: 4) the

lack of amUJiicipal sewer system in the community: 5) the

fact that approximately 30% of the town is wetland 'and thus

restricted from development and 6) the preference of the

community's developers for gas heating.

The Energy Facilities Siting Council bases its approval

of forecasts on the reasonableness of the statistical methods

used to make projections. Rule 62.9(2) (b). This rule is

applied on a case-by-case basis. The case at hand involves

a smali, ,stable community that does not expect dramatic change

from recent experience. The community has also experienced

a decline in the growth rate of consumption during the post

embargo period. The judgements reflect these circumstances

as accurately as possible given the methodology and size of

system. 'rhUs, the record suppdrts a finding ,that a forecast

based primarily on these jUdgements is a reasonable statistical

method in this case given the expected stability of the community.
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However, some of the local factors mentioned above indicate that

this community may experience a greater rate of residential

growth than that experienced in the recent past. Such a change

may necessitate the use of a more quantitative methOd in order to

satisfy the requirement that a forecast be based on reasonable

statistical projection methods.

III. Demand & Energy Requirements

A. ~otal Requirements

Total energy output requirements (table E-8) is an overall

growth rate based on the sum of the componant classes (tables E

1 through E-7). In table E-8 the department projects an average

annual growth rate of 4.5 percent in total energy output re

quirements during the forecast period. 1 The average annual

growth rate was 3.4% from 1974 - 78. This is a lower rate than

the 13.9% experienced from 1970 - 73. This trend is mirrored

in the projected and historical data pertaining to peak growth

rates, as seen in table E-11, in this winter peaking system.

Thus Rowley has experienced a decrease in the rate of growth

of its energy requirements since the 1973 oil embargo.

B. Residential

There is no table E-1 as the town does not have a separate

rate for residential with electric heating. Therefore, table

E-2 includes residential customers both with and without electric

heating.

1 Discussing the Town of Ipswich's "Other" sales, 99%
of which are to Rowley, ~~EC projected an average annual
growth rate of 2.8% for Rowley during the forecast period.
NMWEC ":Forecas-t Documentation Narrative" 12-7-79, p. 24,
27; EFSC Docket #79-1.
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. The-conEenEs- 0 f-Eahle--E-2-wa:t":t"ant s - the---fo1-1owing- corn.ments:

1) there are approximately 75 residential customers

witJ;l electric-heating inCluded in the 1, 135

customers identified in table E-2;

2) the number of customers reflects the number of

meters served and not the number of households

served because master meters are used in some

apartment buildings. Thus, the number of customers

is less than the number of households;

3) "the average use per customer" reflects the average

use per meter and not the average use per household

due to the use of master meters.

The Council acknowledges that it is common practice for electric

companies to equate the number of customers with the number of

meters served. However, for forecasting purposes it is more

useful to identify the number of customers with the number of,

households served. These problems will be corrected to the

extent that individuals request that master meters be replaced

by individual meters in the more than 250 apartments during the

next two years.

Rowley is principally a residential community. Sixty-

four percent (64%) of its total energy output requirements

(table E-8) were attributed to the residential class in 1978.
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The Board projects the following average annual growth

_,l',!tes for the residential cla.ss without electric heating during

the forecast period:

1) number of customers

2) average use per customer

3) total consumption

1. B%

3.4%

5.5%

These projections are based on the assumption that electric

heat will not be installed in most new homes.

Consumption for this class grew at an average annual rate

of 4.1% during the 1970 - 73 period. During the 1974 - 7B period

,the average annual growth rate was 15.4%. A substantial portion

of this rate was due to a 44% growth rate in consumption from

1974 - 75. Since 1975, the average annual growth rate has been 4%.

The unusually high rate of growth in 1975 was attributed to the

addition of a number of apartment complexes. As concerns the

average use per customer data, the Council cannot determine

whether the projections include any conservation. The Council

will examine the adjusted data in the 19BO Forecast for conser-

vation.

On one hand, the eventual lifting of the apartment develop-

ment moratorium, the completion of approved subdivisions and the

number of proposed sUbdivisions augur 'for increased consumpt!§n;

on the other, the significant proportion of land that may not

be developed due to wetland restrictions, the lack of a muni-

cipal sewer and any limits on the quantity.of water that the

town's new well can supply will act to deter growth in consump-

tion. The net impact of these conflicting forces is uncertain.
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-The Council--find-s-the-j udgements--trr-be- reasonable-;---- In-its-------

next filing, the Board should discuss how customer conservation,

the status of the town's water supply and the uncertainty

surrounding the level of residential construction effect the

formulation of the judgements.

C. Commercial

Rowley does not have an industrial rate. The commercial

class includes commercial and light industrial users. Demand

from this class is projected to grow at an average. annual

rate of 5.5% during the forecast period. The average annual

growth rate was 7% during the 1974 - 78 period and 10% during

the 1970 - 73 period. The projections reflect the Board's

expectations that new commercial customers, as in the recent

past, will be small diverse businesses rather than large

commercial customers, and that this will result in a gradual

slowdown in the growth rate for this class during the forecast

period. The Council finds that jUdgements reflecting a decline

in the growth rate are reasonable and recognizes the difficulty

of accurately forecasting the magnitude of the decrease .for the

entire forecast period •..

D. street Lighting & Railroad

The town of Rowley has a mixture of mercury vapor and

low sodium lights. The sodium lamps are the'most energy

efficient; the mercury vapor lamps are the next best. The

majority of the lights are of the mercury variety. The

department projects an average annual increase of 3.9% in

this class during the forecast period (table E-6). The growth
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rate during the 1974 - 78 period was 4.3%. TEe Townwill---------

convert all of its street lights to the sodium variety as the

funds are made available. The projected growth for this class

is based on the assumption that energy conserved through con-

version to low sodium lights will partially off-set the increase

in demand due to the installation of additional street lights.

This appears to be a reasonable jUdgement under the circ;umstances.

E. LosseS

Losses and internal use (table E-7) dropped from 1,086 Mwh

in 1977 to'705,Mwh in 1978. The manager attributes this 35%

decrease to a billing error by Rowley's supplier in December,

1978. The Council finds the judgements about this class to be

reasonable.

IV. SuPply

Rowley purchases all its requirements from the Town of

Ipswich Municipal Light Department under an'exclusive contract

dated Mq,rch 1, 1976 (table E-24). The parties interpret the

contract as automatically renewing itself year after year unless

terminated by written notice 90 days prior to the renewal date.

Ipswich may amend the contract provisions pertaining to rates

by notifying Rowley of such amendment. Rowley may purchase

up to 7,000, KW under this contract. There is no charge if Rowley

uses less than the 7MW. The peak demand in this winter peaking

system was 2.96 MW in 1978.

V. ' Conservation

(See Street Lighting & Railroads and Average Use Per

customer in Residential)

lRll
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VI. Order

The Council has reviewed Rowley's third supplement. The

Council finds that the Supplement is based on reasonable judge-

ments and predominately accurate historical data. Given the

state of the art of forecasting small communities and the

Board's expectation that future conditions will be similar

to the recent past, a methodology based on judgements which

accurately reflect these conditions is a reasonable statistical

method under Rule 62.9. If the community changes from stable

to more rapid growth it may be necessary to use a more quantita-

tive method in order to satisfy the requirement that a forecast

be based on reasonable statistical projection methods,

In reviewing the Rowley filing the Council realizes

that it is difficult to achieve much mbre accuracy from such

small systems because growth therein is often uneven. A

concomitant effect of this uneven growth is the generation

of statistical data that results in large percentage in-

creases or decreases from small absolute changes in the raw

data. The Council is also aware that Rowley, as a -relatively

small municipal utility with other responsibilities, has

limited resources and a small staff. Nevertheless, the Board

provided the Council's staff with the information needed to

review this supplement and this has been most helpful. The

Council APPROVES the forecast with the following conditions:

That the Board, in its 1980 Forecast 1) establish the

date(s) on which any master metered apartment buildings came on

line 2) add the apartment units in excess of the number of
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master meters to the "customer" category for theapJ?ropriaEeyear----

31 recalculate the "average use per customer" from that year

forward and 4) footnote the table to this effect.

That the Board footnote the number of residential customers

with electric heating in subsequent filings for the 5 year

historical period __ so that _the Council can observe any increase or

decrease in thgse customers choosing electric heating.

That the Board discuss, in subsequent filings, the effect

that customer conservation, the status of the TOwn's water supply

and the uncertainty surrounding the level of residential con-

struction have on the formulation of judgements.

The Department inform the Council as to the availability

of rates for the purchase of power from customers i.e., "Buy

Back or Purchase Power Rates."

The Council APPROVES the Rowley Municipal Light Board's

third supplement with the afore mentioned conditions. The

Council thanks the Board, especially ~tt. McCormick, for their

cooperation.

Energy Facilities Siting Counc~l

by

RobertD. Wilmot
Hearing Officer

This decision was unanimously approved by those members present

and voting at the Energy Facilities Siting Council meeting

of 7 April, 1980.(\ fl"",
'~ ... ,"'r <#

Jose~Fitzpatr~lr'c~k~----------

Chairman 191
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3 DOHSC (April .7, 1980)

Petition of the Merrimac Municipal Light Department for
approval of the Third Annual Supplement to its Long Range
Forecast.

. .
This decision concerns the Merrimac Mpllicipal Light

Department's third annual supplement to its forecast submitted

pursuant to M.G.L. c. 164, s. 691 a~d Chapter G of the EFSC

Regulations. The su~plement was reviewed by the Gouncil's staff.

It was suggested that no adjudicatory hearing be held unless

so requested by the department or an interested party as no

new facilities within Council jurisdiction were proposed

and no significant change from the long-range for~cast was noted.

The department was so advised and was asked to publish notice

of tentative APPROVAL and of the right to a ppblic hearing in

local newspapers.

The decision is as follows:

Merrimac Municipal Light Department

I. Introduction

(Docket #79-46)

Merrimac's methodology, assumptions, demand and energy

requirements, supply and conservation efforts will be discussed

in this n.ecision. The Council finds that the department's judgements

in this supplement are based on reasonable stati.sticaJmethods.

Factors' which may contribute a.degree of uncertainty to these

projections are noted in the discussion along with recor:rrnendatd!ons

for continued review.
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II. Methodology & Assumptions

The department forecasts energy consumption and peak demand

by developing judgements as to the rate at which each class's

consumption will increase or decrease during the forecast period.

These judgements are based on both an examination of the his

torical data and assumptions about local factors.

Merrimac has identified the following assumptions concerning.

local factors: 1) no major growth in population 2) little or no

new commerqial development 3) preference of new home owners for

gas and oil heat 4) the completion of approved subdivisions

5) the sewering of the older, almost fully developed, part of

town by 1981 6) no new apartment buildings and 7) the continuing

predominance of the community's residential character.

The Energy Facilities Siting Council bases its approval

of forecasts on the reasonableness of the statistical methods

used to make projections. Rule 62.9(2) (b). This rule is applied on

a case-by-case basis. The case at hand involves a small, stable com

munity that does not expect dramatic change from recent experience.

~he nnmmunitv has also experienced a decline in the growth rate of

comsumption during the post embargo period.. The judgements reflect

these circumstances as accurately as possible given the state of the

art of forecasting. Thus, the record supports a finding that a fore

cast based primarily on these judgements is a reasonable statistical

method in this case.

III. Demand & Energy Requirements

A. Total Requirements

Total energy output requirements (table E-8) is an overall
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growth rate based on the sum of the componant classes (tables E-1

.---through_E..._7_).__ In__tabLe E..8_,_the Dep'ar_tmen:!;_Q.rojec::ts an_ av_er<i.g~~n.J1u9,:L _

growth rate of 2.5% in total energy output requirements during the

forecast period. The average-annual growth rate was 6.3% from-1970 to

1973 and 3.2% from 1974 to 1978. This trend toward a decreasing rate

of growth in the post oil embargo period is not mirrored in the

historical data concerning peak growth. The peak; in this winter

. peaking system, grew at an average annual rate of 0% from 1970 to

1973 and 5.6% from 1974 to 1978. The department projects an annual

growth rate of 3% in peak demand during the forecast period.

B. Residential

There are two classes of residential users: residential with

(table E-1) and without (table E-2) electric heating. While the total

consumption of a residential class is important, the data on the

number of customers and the average use per customer also warrants

examination.

The residential class without electric heating (table E-2)

warrants the following explanation. The number of customers reflects

the number of meters served and not the number of households served

because master meters are used in some apartment buildings. Thus,

the "number of customers" is less than the number of households

served. The average use per customer data is also effected by this

practice causing the data to reflect the average use per meter and

not the average use per household. The Council realizes that it is

common practice for electric companies to equate the number of custom

ers with the number of meters served. However, for forecasting purposes

it is more useful to identify the number of customers with the number

of households served. In this case thirty apartments or households,
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comprising 2% of the customers in the residential class without heating,

- ------are-on-two-master-- meters-and-hence_c.ountj~_d__as_j:'W.Q__gust()mers. There

are no plans to convert these master metered apartments to individual

meters. In oider tbmaintain more accurate data the Department should

1) establish the date(s) on which any master metered apartment buildings

came on line 2) add the apartment units in excess of the number of

master meters to the "customer" category for the appropriate year

3) recalculate the "average use per customer" from that year forward

and 4) footnote the table to this effect.

Merrimac is principally a residential community. Sixty-seven

percent (67%) of its total energy output requirements were attributed

to the residential classes in 1978. During the forecast period an

average annual growth rate of 4.3% is projected for the residential

class with electric heating and 3.4% for the residential class without

electric heating. The increase in residential consumption was' 3.B% for

customers with electric heating and 1.8% for those without electric

heating from 1977 to 1978. Both classes of residential customers

experienced a significant decrease in their rates of growth during the

post embargo period, 1974 - 78.

The "average use per customer" for the residential class with

electric heating grew at an average annual rate of 13% from 1970 to

1971 and -.7% from 1974 to 1978 (table E-1). The "average use per

customer" for the residential class without electric heating grew

at an average annual rate of 7% from 1970 to 1973 and .7% from 1974 to

1978. This historical data shows a substantial decline in the rate of

growth for the average use per customer in the post embargo period for

both residential classes. The Department projects an average annual

growth rate of 2% for both classes during the forecast period.
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While the historical average use data cannot be an absolute ',.

measure of customer conservation because of data problems relating to

'master m~tered apartments and weather variations, it does seem to

indicate lower increases in growth per customer than forecast by the

Department. The assumptions upon which these judgements are based

are not clear nor is it evident that this j~dgement incorporates

recent apparent consumer conservation.

The Council finds the Department's judgements to be reasonable

on the condition that it explain the assumptions including those

pertaining to consumer conservation, upon::.which these jUdgements are

based in the next filing.

C. Commercial & Industrial

The Commercial Class (table E-3) includes commercial, small

industrial and industrial customers as the Department has one rate

for these users. The Department projects 0% growth for this class

during the forecast period. While demand from the Commercial Class

grew 7.1% in 1978, the average annual growth rate was -1% from
.

1970 - 73 and, 1.7% from 1974 - 1978. The Department informed the

Council that demand from this class will exceed that forecasted in

the near term due to the installation of a 1000 KVA transformer by

an industrial customer. The sewage system may encourage commercial

development because it will run near commercially zoned property on

Route 101. Given the uncertainty surrounding the factors effecting

projections for this class, the Council finds the Department's

judgements to be reasonable.

D. street Lighting & Railroad

The Town of Merrimac has a mixture of incandescent, mercury

vapor and low pressure sodium street lights. The sodium lamps are
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~ ------the-most- energy efficient ,--the-mercur_y_are_ next_bestand_the_in=

candesc~nt are the ieast energy efficient. New Subdivisions are

equipped-Withsodium lights. The Town will convert the remainder

of its street lights, approximately 200, to sodium at about 3%

per year.

Demand from this class is projected to grow at an average

annual rate of 0% during the forecast period. This class grew at

an average annual rate of -1.3% from 1970 -73 and -.1% from 1974 -

78. The projections for this class are based on the assumption

that energy conserved through conversion to low sodium lights will

off-set the increase in demand due to the installation of new street

lights~ The Council finds the Department's judgements to be reasonable.

The railroad class is actually demand from private area lighting.

Private area lighting is a street light rental service offered by

the department. The 'department is considering raising the rate

for this class as it has not kept pace with energy costs.

The department projects an average annual growth in demand

of 2% for this class during the forecast period. Demand grew at an

average annual rate of 20% from 1970 - 73 and 4.7% from 1974 - 78.

Thus, this class experienced a significant decline during the post

embargo period. The Council finds the judgements upon which this

projection is based to be reasonable.

E. Losses & Internal Use

Losses and internal use (table E-7) increased 19.9% in 1978.

The department attributes this increase to overlaps between its

supplier's billing periods and the Council's forecast period.

The department projects an average annual growth in demand of
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0% for this class during the forecast period. Demand increased at
---- ----- -- ------------ ----

an average annual rate of -2.2% from 1970 -:"--73 and J% fromT9-n
78. The Council finds the judgements about this class to be reasonable.

II. Supply

Merrimac is an "all requirements" customer of the New England

Power Company under FPC Tariff #1, see table E-24. The contract

is a standard "wholesale for resale" customer contract, effective

November 11, 1967. Seven years notice is required for cancellation

by either party.

The community voted to join MMWEC at the May 29, 1979, Town

Meeting. The Light Board recommended this action for planning

purposes. MMWEC personnel are currently working with the department

to develop long- and short-term power supply plans. If the department

decides that it is advantageous to purchase power from ~~lEC in

the long- and short-term, it will cancel its contract with the

New England Power Company. It may do so under the "contract demand

settlement agreement" which allows the municipals to separate from

the New England Power Company as their "all requirements" supplier.

The separation is accomplished by gradually reducing primary purchases

6f energy through October 31, 1981, at which time a municipal electing

this course would cease to purchase primary power from N.E.P.Co.

However, the Department is concerned that the price of electricity

resulting from ~~EC"s short-term fuel mix may not be as advantageous

to ~1errimac consumers as the price resulting from MMWEC"s long-term

fuel mix. If this be the case, the department may elect to give

seven years notice and terminate their relationship with N.E.P.Co.

as required under the present contract. This scenario would enable

Merrimac to remain a N.E.P.Co. customer for seven more years and

lClR
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switch-to Ml-'lWEC-with-the-expecioa~ion-ioha~- the--pI'ice .of- its._electricit11__. _

will be more advantageous to Merrimac consumers.

Given the fact-that the Department is cOhsidering-aconversion

from its status as a purchaser of power to that of an indirect

owner of capacity through MMWEC, the Department should investigate

local supply options such as load management, conservation, renewable

resources and co-generation and report to the Council on these

options/ in six months.

v. Conservation

(see Street Lighting & Railroads and Residential)

VI. Order

The Council has reviewed Merrimac's third supplement. The Council

finds that the forecast is based on reasonable judgements and pre-

dominatelyaccurate historical data. Given the state of the art of

forecasting small communities and the Department's expectation

that future conditions will be similar to the recent past, a method-

ology based on judgements which accurately reflect these conditions

is a reasonable statistical method under Rule 62.9.

In reviewing the Merrimac filing, the Council realizes that it
I

is difficult to achieve much more accuracy from such small systems

because growth therein is often uneven. A concomitant effect of

this uneven growth is the generation of statistical data that

results in large percentage increases or decreases from small

absolute changes in the raw data. The Council is also aware that

Merrimac, as a relatively small municipal department with other

responsibilities, has limited resources and a small staff. Nevertheless,

the Department was helpful and provided the Council's staff with the
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information needed to review this supplement.
----

The Council APPROVES

the forecast subject to the following conditions:

pertaining to consumer conservation, upon which its judgements

concerning the residential class forecasts are based.

That the Departme~t 1) establish the date(s) on which any

master metered apartment buildings came on line 2) add the apartment

units in excess of the number of master meters to the "customer"

category for the appropriate year 3) recalculate the "average use

per customer" from that year forward and 4) footnote the table

to this effect. The Council requests that this correction be re-

fleeted in.the 1980 supplement.

That the Department continue to monitor the progress of the

community's sewage system and discuss its impact on commercial

demand in subsequent filings.

That the Department investigate local supply options such

as load management, conservation, renewable resources and co-generation

and report to the Council on these options in six months.

The Department inform the Council as to the availability of

rates for the purchase of power from customers i.e., "Buy Back or

Purchase Power Rates."

Finally, the Council grants the Department's request that

tables E-2? and E-28 be waived.

The Council APPROVES the Merrimac Municipal Light Board's

third supplement subject to the afore mentioned conditions. The

Council thanks the Department, especially Mr. Van Nahl, for their

cooperation.
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Energy Facilities Siting Council

R,obert D. Wilmot
Hearirtg Officer

This decision was unanimously approved by those members present

and voting at the Energy Facilities Siting Council meeting

of 7 April, 1980.
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In the Matt,E!r of-the Concord Municipal Light-Plant

3 DOMSC--- -- _.. (May -5,--1980)

Petition of the Concord Municipal Light Plant for Approval of the
Third AnIlllal SlipplE!ment.:i:o its Long Range Forecast. -

This decision concerns the Concord Municipal Light Plant's

third annual supplement to its forecast submitted pursuant to

M.G.L. c. 164, §69I and Chapter G of the_ EFSC_Regulations. The

supplement was reviewed by the council's staff;

It was suggested that no adjudicatory hearing be held unless

so requested by the utility or an interested party as no new

facilities within Council jurisdiction were proposed and no signi-

ficant change from the long-range forecast was noted. Thetitility
. -

was so advised and was asked to publish notice of tentative APPROVAL

and of the right to a public hearing in local newspapers.

The decision is as follows:

I. Introduction

Concord's methodology, demand and energy requirements, supply

and conservation efforts will be discussed in this decision. The

council finds that the utility's forecast in this supplement is

based on reasonable statistical methods. Factors which may con-

tribute a degree of uncertainty to these projections are noted

in the discussion.

II. Methodology

Concord used a methodology which combined judgement and

"least squares linear regression trend line analysis" to derive

its projections for the 1979-1988 forecast period. That is to say

that sales, average use per customer and number of customers were
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This method uses historical data to predict future trends. Implicit

in this methodology is the assumptIorithat the trend observed in

the historical period will continue into the future. This raises

the question of whether there is a historical period that will

accurately indicate future demand. Thus the projections are sensi

tive to the choice of base periods. 1 Secondly, there are issues

raised with respect to how the statistical derived projections

were adjusted by judgements.

The methodology must satisfy the review criteria stated in

Rule 62 .. 9. First, any historical data used must be accurate and

complete. Second, the forecast must be based on these data and

reasonable statistical projection methods. A statistical pro-

jection method will be found to be reasonable if ~t is appropriate,

reviewable and reliable. The appropriateness of a methodology

depends on whether the methodology used is technically suitable

given the size and growth dynamics of the system. The review-

ability of a methodology depends on whether it has been presented

in a manner such that the results can be evaluated and duplicated

by another person given the same information. The reliability of

a methodology is a measure of confidence, i.e., that what is

forecasted is most likely to occur, given the assumptions, judge-

ments and data which drive the forecast methodology;

The significance of historical phenomena may be diluted by
combining into one base period what should be analyzed as two or
more base periods. For example - for many communities a trend line
based on the pre-embargo period would show a higher rate of growth
in energy sales than a trend line based on the post-embargo period.
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basis. The appropriateness of a trend based forecasting method is

affected-by .1) the stability of-the systems growth in consumption

and number of customers and 2) establishing a relationship between

past and future trends. More specifically, where trend line fore

casting is used, the relationship between the base period and the·

forecast period must be established, 1 DOMSC 43,54-57 (13 December,

1977). A review of Concord's historical data and supplement show

evidence of stability but do not sufficiently establish a relation-

ship between past and future trends. The case at hand involves

a stable community of mOderate size that does not expect dramatic

change iriconsumption and number of customers from recent experience.

The proportion that each class contributes .to total energy output

requirements has also remained constant during the recent period.

Figure 1*

Class

Residential with electric heating

. Range of each Class's Contri
bution to Total Sales
During 1975-1978

8-9.4%

Residential without electric heating

commercial

Industrial

30-31.2%

28-29.2%

24.,25%

*derived from data in the 1979 Supplement

In addition, Concord's land is almost completely developed,

therefore electrical demand is less likely to be affected by new

construction than by change in the use of previously developed

land. Thus, the record supports the conclusion that Concord is a

stable community. The light plant submitted limited information
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supporting its choice of the 1971-78 base period~ This information

.. ~-------~d-id- not--addres s- the-changes-in--energy_use-which _occurre(L"Lij:hin ...

that period. The next question is whether Concord's. methodology

is-reviewable and reliable as· implemented-?--The hi?torical data

appears to be accurate and complete. The result of the

regression indicates a slight negative growth trend in the average

us~ per customer category for both residential classes. The pro

jections were modified to indicate positive growth because of

Concord's judgement that it is unrealistic to project the negative

trend and the use of heat pumps will increase the average use per

customer. Thus a modest positive growth trend was selected for the

average use per customer and incorporated into the projections. 2

At this juncture, questions of reliability and review-

ability arise. As to reliability, the Council must be informed of

the basis for judgements made concerning the average use per

customer, the manner in which these judgements were developed, and

whether these judgements were incorporated into the forecast in a

reasonable manner. As to reviewability, it must be possible for

the results to be evaluated and duplicated by another person given

the same information.

The record, supported only by historical data, does not suf-

ficiently explain the basis·of Concord's judgement on the projections

for the average. use per customer. Such an. explanation would also

enhance the·:reviewability of the supplement. Thus, further evi

dence is needed to sufficiently support Concord's judgement in

selecting these particular trends.

For residential customers without heat, a 1% per year increase
was applied to 1978 average use over the forecast period. For cus
tomers with electric heat, 1979 average use was increased by 1.4% over
1978 average use and held constant at this level over the forecast.
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----- - ----TIL- --Demand--&<Energy-Requirements------~-----

Concord has not significantly altered its forecasts from the
-- - ----_._-

1978 Supplement with the exception of Losses and Internal Use'

(table E-7) and Total System Load (table E~11). Losses and Internal

use are forecast to grow at an average annual rate of .51% The

total system load chart indicates that this historically winter

peaking system expects to become a summer peaking system during

the forecast period.

IV, Supply

Concord is an all requirements customer of Boston Edison

(table E-24). The addition of a substation (table E-23) and

transmission line (table E-20) are power supply alternatives under

study at this time.

V. Conservation

The Town has undertaken the following steps to conserve energy:

spray insulation of town buildings, limited conversion of street

lights to high pressure sodium lamps and the installation of

solar heating for the light plant garage and office building.

Consumer inquiries as to the energy efficiency of appliances are

referred to "Consumer Reports". The Board has also considered

proposing by-laws which restrict certain loads.

The light plant has also installed a number of Time-of-Day

meters to collect data for future analysis as'recommended by a

consulting firm. Other recommendations still under consideration

are: a rate provision for acceptance of supplementary solar heating

of water and peak load pricing.
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_-----The__CounciLappreciates_:the_T_Qw~l'Linitei<l__ti ve~ il'l_the_<l,J:"ea _

of conservation and load management and will be interested in any

.- effec.ts these measures have on demand. --------

VI. Order

The Council has reviewed Concord's 1979 Supplement. The C6uricil

finds that the historical data are accurate and complete. It also

finds that the trend line analysis may be appropriate, reliable and

reviewable and hense a reasonable statistical projection method if

the conditions below are met. The forecast is APPROVED subject to

the following conditions:

1) In future filings, if based on a trend-line methodology, the

1ightplant shall explain its choice of base years, and discuss

the relationship between the base period and the future

period for each separate element forecast by this method

(i.e., number of customers, average use, and/or commercial

and industrial sales). It must be domonstrated that the base

period would be a good indicator of the forecast period.

2) In future filings, the light plant shall explain the basiS for

and the manner in which it incorporates judgements into the

forecast. These judgements include the basis for adjustment

of trend-line analysis results, the reasons for a shift to

a summer peak, and the basis for a decline in the system

load factor.

3) The light plant will inform the Council as to the availability

of rates for the purchase of power from customers, Le., "Buy

Back or Purchase Power Rates."
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The Council APPROVES the Concord Municipal Light Plant's

979 SupplemeJlt subj ect to the i3.fore mentioned ~Oll<litions. The

Council thanks the light plant, expecially Mr. Sproul, for their

cooperation.

Energy Facilities Siting Council

- by

Robert D. Wilmot
Hearing Officer

'I'hisdecision was unanimously approyed,by_those members present

and voting at the Energy Facilities Siting Council meeting

of 5 May, 1980.

Jos ph S. Fitzpatrick
Chairman
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In the Matter of the Russell and Chester Municipal·Light Departments

3 DOMSC (May 5, 1980)

EFSC NOs. 79-31 and 79-30

Petition of the Russell Municipal Ligh~ Department and the Chester
Municipal Light Department for Approval of Their ~hird Annual
Supplements to the Long-Range Forecasts.

This decision concerns the third annual supplements to long

range forecasts submitted by the following utilities·pursuant to

M.G.L.c. 164, §69I and Chapter G of the EFSC Reg~lations:

1) Russell Municipal Light Department and 2) Chester Municipal Light

Plant. The supplements were reviewed by the· Council's ·sta·ff.

It was suggested that no adjudicatory hearing be held unless

so requested by the department or an interested party as no new

facilities within Council jurisdiction were proposed and no signi-
. .

ficant change from the long-range forecast was noted. The depart-

ments were so advised and were asked to pUblish notice of tentative

APPROVAL and of the right to a pUblic hearing in local newspapers.

The individual decisions are as fOllows:

Russell Municipal Light Department (Docket No. 79-31)

Russell is an all-requirements customer of Western Massachusetts

Electric Company and predicts an overall system output growth of 3%

per year and peak growth of 2% per year. These are the same growth

rates found in the 1978 and 1977 supplements. See 2 DOMSC 37

(November 1977).

In reviewing the Russell filing, the Council realizes that

it is difficult to forecast with a great degree of accuracy for

small systems because the area covered by the forecast is small
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and the growth therein is often uneven.· A concomitant effect of this

uneven growth is the generation of statistical data that results in

large percentage increases or decreases from small absolute changes

in the raw data.

Because of its small size and its contractual relationship to

WMECO the Council will pursue· to the extent necessary, substantitive

issues of requirements with respect to the filing of its wholesale

supplier.

As there are no significant changes from the 1978 and 1977

supplements, the Council APPROVES the Russell Municipal Light Depart-
-

ment's 1979 Supplement subject to the condition that the department

inform the Council as to the availability of rates for the purchase

of power from customers, ie., "Buy Back or Purchase Power Rates."

Chester Municipal Light Department (Docket J'ilo. 79-30)

Chester is an all-requirements customer of Western Massachusetts

Electric Company. Its 1978 filing was disapproved for a lack of

compliance with the filing requirements. The 1979 filing is somewhat

improved, but the Department, once again, did not calculate the

average use per customer or any of the percentage changes.

In reviewing the Chester filing, the Council realizes that it

is difficult to forecast with a great degree of accuracy for small

systems because the area covered by the forecast is small and the

growth therein is often uneven. A concomitant effect of this uneven

growth is the generation of statistical data that results in large

percentage increases or decreases from small absolute changes in the

raw data.

Because of its small size and its contractual relationship to

WMECO, the Council will pursue to the extent necessary substantive
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--- - issues-of-requirementos- witoh-- respect-to--thefiling-oL_Chester-' s wholesale _

supplier.

The Council APpROVES-the ·CheSter Mun~cipal Light Department's

1979 Supplement subject to the following conditions:

1) In future filings Chester will submit TYPED forecasts and

calculate the average use per customer and all other percent

changes indicated on the tables applicable to Chester.

2) The department will inform the Council as to the availability

of rates for the purchase of power from customers i.e.,

"BUy Back or Purchase Power Rates."

Energy Facilities siting Council

by

Robert D. Wilmot
Hearing Officer

This decision was unanimously approved by those members present

and voting at the Energy Facilities Siting Council meeting

of 5 May, 1980.

¥·(,.V~t~
Joseph S. Fitzpatrick
Chairman
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3 DOMSC (June 10, 1980)

Petition of the Norwood Municipal Light Department for Approval
of the Third Annual Supplement to its Long Range Forecast

- - - ...... - -- - ............ .......;.... - - '-- ...... -

I. Introduction

- -- ...... - -- ............ ...... -" ...... - ...................

This decision concerns the Norwood Municipal Light Depart

ment's third annual supplement to its forecastsunmitted pursuant

to M.G.L. c. 164,§69I and Chapter G of the EFSC Regulations.

The supplement was reviewed by the council's staff.

It was suggested that no adjudicatory hearing be held unless

so requested by the Department or an interested party as no new

facilities within Council jurisdiction were proposed and no signi-

ficant change from the long-range forecast was noted. The

Department was so advised and was asked to publish notice of

tentative APPROVAL and of the right to a public hearing in local

newspapers as well as to post said notice in the Town Hall.

Norwood's forecast methodology, its demand for and supply of

energy requirements, and its conservation efforts will be discussed

in this decision. The Council's approval of the Supplement is

subject to the conditions stated in its Order set out in Section

VI below. The decision is as follows.

II. Methodology

A. The Council's Review Criteria

A company's demand forecast must satisfy the review criteria

stated in Rule 62.9(2) (a), (b) and (cl as applied on a case-by-case
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basis by the Council. These criteria call for the use of accurate

tical projection method. 1 A statistical projection method will

be found tb be rea.sonable if it is appropriate, reviewable and

reliable.

A methodology is appropriate when it is technically suitable

for the size and nature oJ the particular system. A

methodology is reviewable when it has been presented in a·manner

such that the results can be evaluated and duplicated by another

person given the same information. For a methodology to be

capable of duplication, its significant determinants and assumptions

must be clearly identified in the forecast documentation. Also,

the means by which they are incorporated into such documentation,

a description of that process and the basis for particular assump-

tions must similarly be clearly explained in the forecast narrative.

A methodology is reliable when it provides a measure of con-

fidence that the assumptions, judgements and data which comprise

it will forecast what is most likely to occur.

B. Norwood's Methodology

Norwood has chosen a methodology which combines various

types of regression analysis2 , arithmetic average, and judgement

to derive its projections for the 1979-1988 forecast period.

1

The types of regression analysis used were: straight line
sum of the squares, logarithm sum of the squares and sum of the
linear squares. See letter to Malco~lm McDonald, Norwood's
Assistant Superintendent, from the Hearing Officer dated April 28,
1980.

Review criteria for all forecast methodologies and method
ologies specializing in demand forecasting are stated in Rules
69.2 and 63.5, respectively.

2
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In using sl1cha statistical ,technique, a base period is selected

---and-- histor ica'l--data on- sales-,-average-use-per customer-and-'number-'

of customers for that period are projected as a function of time.

The DepartIllelltselected 1974 tnrough 1975 as the base

per iod for its regression analysis. For, its average use per

customer projecti6nsthe Department used an arithrneticaverage

of the 1975 through 1979 base peri.od. These projections in

table E-1 and those for consumption in. tablesE-3 and E-5 were

then adjusted to incorporate judgements concerning consumer cOn

servation in the former and the construction of a large indus

trial/commercial park in the latter. 3

C. The, ReView criteria.Applied To Norwood

As mentioned above, Norwood makes its forecast projections

bY'l1sing a methodology that'combines the statistical techniques

of regression"analyses and arithmetic averaging with the. use of

judgement. Given ,the size and relatively stable nature of the

Norwood sys~em, it appears to the,Council at fir~t glance that

this is an appropriate methodology for the Department to use.

However, it is noted that as statistical techniques, both regres

'sion analyses and arithmetic averaging use historical data to

predict future trends. Implicit. here is the assumption that the

causal factors affecting the trend in the given historical or

base period will continue to have the same effect in the future.

Since projections derived by the use of these techniques are

clearly sensitive to the historical or base period chosen, a

threshold question arises as to whether that chosen period will

3 See Hearing Officer's letter of April 28, 1980 toMr. MCD~nald.
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accurately reflect future demand. The utility has the burden of,

showing that it has chosenabase -per1ocf-Ehat -WOHI provide-aff------ ---

accurate ,forecast of future demand. 1 DOMSC 43, 54-57 (December 13,

19791. Thus, unless the ,base period and the rationale for its

choice are clearly explained, there remains for the Council

some question as to the appropriateness of a methodology. In

the instant case, Norwood did npt provide such an explanation

in the ,forecast document; it is expected that it will do so in

future filings.

This dearth of explanation also affects' the criterion of

reliability, especially where, as here, a utility's methodology

relies in part on, jUdgements. 'In a case such as Norwood where

judgements are incorporated into a'methbdology, questions arise

as to what and why judgements are made, on what are they based

and then exactly how are th~y finally incorporated in and with what

effect on the statistically derived projections. These questions

must be addressed by the company in its forecast document. Until

that is done, the Council cannot arrive at any decision on the

reliability, i.e., measure of confidence, of the methodology

and its results. In the instant case, these questions as to the

use of judgements were not addressed in the forecast document.

Again, the Council expects that future filings will remedy this.

All of the above comments also impact the third criterion

of reviewability. A forecast based on a trend analysis method-

ology is difficult to evaluate when the relationship between

its past and future trends is largely unexplained and undocu-

mented. It is of no benefit to the Council to review only the

conclusions arrived at by the forecaster unless also given the
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Such input and rationale are an integral part of the utility's

-filing with the Council. AsstateCliI'1EF_S~Rul,e63.5(c), "The

forecast documentation shall be sufficiently explicit and

complete to allow the Council fully to understand the forecast

from the information presented."

As has been pointed out in the above paragraphs, Norwood's

filing lacks sufficient documentation. It is expected that this

is a matter that can easily be remedied in future filings. The

Council appreciates the help that Malcolm McDonald, the Department's

Assistant Superintenden~has rendered in the review of this

supplement; some supplemental information on the filing was

cooperatively supplied by Mr. McDonald. But it must be remem-

bered that the forecast and its supplements are public documents

which often are reviewed by persons other than the Council and

its staff. Thus, reviewability of that document itself is of

the essence and is the thrust of Rule 63.5. In the Council's

ORDER (Section IV below), paragraphs 1 - 3, inclusive, are in-

tended to assist the Department in meeting the requirements of

Rule 63.5. The Council has also instructed its staff to assist

the Department in fulfilling these conditions in its next filing;

Department personnel need but contact the staff to avail itself

of this assistance.

III. Energy (Demand/Supply) Requirements and Conservation

Overall, Norwood has not significantly altered its forecast

from the 1978 Supplement. On the demand side, the Department

projects an average annual growth rate of 2.57% in total energy
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____~__o_u_tput requirements aE:~~xEec::~~_-t:o_remainas_umrnerpe~king SystElIll~ _

during the forecast period.

On__the ~ supply side, Norwood continues as-an all requirements

customer of the Boston Edison Company. (See table E-24)

In the area of energy conservation, the Department has

initiated peak control measures.' Along with offering an off-peak

hot water heating rate, the Department will telephone its larger

customers in an effort to reduce consumption when it appears

that a new peak may be reached. In addition, the Department is

presently examining carrier controlled load shedding devices and

is willing to negotiate a rate for qff-peak heating. Its

current budget also includes funds for attaching such devices

to hot water heaters on an experimental basis. The Department

also expects further energy conservation with the installation

of more efficient street lighting.

The Council applauds the. Department I S initiatives in the

area of conservation and load management and will be interested

in any effect these measures have on its energy requirements •

.".,
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_____It must be demonstrated that the base period is a good

indicator of the forecast period.

2). In future_filings, tbeDepartment shal1expla~n. the bases

for and the manner in which it. incorporated judgements

into the forecast. .This ipcludes an explanation for any

adjustment of regression analysis results by virtue of

the use of judgements.

3) In future filings, the Department shall describe the

steps in its methodology pursuant to Rule 63.5(a), (b)

and (c). Subparagraph (c) states that, "The forecast

documentation shall be sufficiently explicit and complete

to allow Council fully to understand the forecast from the

information presented."

4) The Department will inform the Council as to the avail

ability of rates for the purchase of power from customers,

Le., "BUy Back Power Rates."

The Council thanks the Department, especially Mr. McDonald,

for its cooperation.

Energy Facilities Siting Council

by

Robert D. Wilmot
Hearing Officer

This decision. was unanimously approved by those members present
and voting at the Energy Facilities Siting Council meeting
of 10.June, 1980.

\':J ~.(. \,~L1-L-t~
Jose Fitzpat 1ck
Chairman
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In the Matter of the Wellesley Municipal Light Plant

3 .DOMSC (June 10, 1980)
----

Peti.tion of the Wellesley Municipal Light Plant-fOr Approvar-------
of the Third Annual Supplement to its Long Range Forecast

- ~ ..~.. ;,,;..,;:;---

This decision concerns the Wellesley Municipal Light Plant's

(hereafter "Division") third annual supplement to its forecast

submitted pursuant to M.G.L. c. 164, §69I and Chapter G of the

EFSC Regulations. The supplement was reviewed by the Council's staff.

It was suggested that no adjudicatory hearing be held unless

so requested by the Division or an interested party as no new

facilities within Council jurisdiction were proposed and no signifi-

cant change from the lOng-range forecast was noted. The Division

was so advised and was asked to publish notice of tentative APPROVAL

and of the right to a public hearing in local newspapers.

The decision is as follows:

I. Introduction

Wellesley's methodology, demand and energy requirements,

supply and conservation efforts will be discussed in this decision.

The Council's approval of the Supplement is subject to the condi-

tions stated in the Order.

II. Methodolo~y

A. The Council's Review Criteria

The demand forecast must satisfy the review criteria stated

in Rule 62.9(2) (a), (b) and (c). These criteria are applied on a

case-by-case basis. First, any historical data used must be accurate

and complete. Second, the forecast must be based on these data
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and reasonable statistical projection methods. 1 A statistical pro-

jection method will be found to be reasonable if it is appropriate,

reviewable and reliable. The appropriateness of. a method():l.0gy.

depends on whether the methodology used is technically suitable

given the size and nature of thE> system.. The reviewability of

a methodology depends on whether it has been presented in a

manner such that the results can be evaluated and duplicated

by another person given the same information. In order for a

methodology to be capable of duplication the significant determinants

and assumptions must be identified in the forecast documents. The

means by which they are incorporated into the forecast and the

reasons for making a particular assumption must be explained in

the forecast narrative. The reliability of a methodology is a

measure of confidence in the assumptions, judgements and data

which drive the forecast methodology, i.e., that which is fore-

casted is likely to occur.

B. Wellesley's Methodology

Wellesley used a methodology which combines "trend line

analysis" and judgement to derive its projections for the 1979-

1988 forecast period. In this statistical technique a base period is

selected and historical data on sales, average use per customer and

number of customers for that period are projected as a function of

time. The Division selected 1974 through 1979 as the base period.

Review criteria for all forecast methodologies and
methodologies specializing in demand forecasting are
stated in Rules 69.2 and 63.5, respectively.
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Using the data froltl,this period, the forecaster calculat~d

------:-a- year-by-year--average,-weighted in favorof--the---later- years-;- 

This weighted average growth rate was used to derive the projec

tions. 2 sh6i.ifdfhe forecaster-have knowledge of specific future

load additions which would exceed the growth projected by the

trend line analysis, the forecaster would modify the projections

to reflect this growth.

C. The Review Criteria: Applied to the Case at Hand

As previouslymerttioned in section II B, Wellesley uses trend

line analysis and a weighted average growth rate to derive its

projections. The appropriateness of a trend-based forecasting

method is affected by the relationship between past and future

trends. More speCif:iCa.l1y, where trend line analysis "is used to

forecast, the utility has the burden of showing that it is reason-

able to expect that the past will provide an accurate forecast

~ of the future. 1 DOMSC 43, 54-57 (13 December, 1979)

Implicit in the use of historical data. to predict future

trends is the assumption that the causal factors affecting the

trend in the historical period will continue to have the same

effect in the future. Such projections are sensitive to the

choice of base periods3 and raise the question of whether a

historical period exists that will accurately indicate' future demand.

Light
1980.

\

Manfger, Wellesley Municipal
dated May 6, 1980 and May 9,

Berdan,
Officer

2

The significance of historical phenomena may be diluted by
combining into one base period what should be analyzed as two or
more base periods. For example, for many communities a trend line
based on the pre-embargo period would show a higher rate of growth
in energy sales than a trend line based on the post-embargo period.

See letters to Mr.
Plant, from the Hearing
3
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The choice of base periods in. the case aj: hand implies that the

--consumption-d',lring-the" forecaste--peI"iod~wi:bl-nOE- ehange dramatically

from that experienced during the post-embargo period. The Division's

informaHon C:6ric:-erriingpriva.te-and-publi~cQnstrUcti0rlPlans parti~--··

ally ~upportsthis. expectation for the. near term. 4 However these

assumptions, the information on Which they are based and the manner

by which they are incorporated into the forecast· were not discussed

in the forecast as required by Rule 63.5. Therefore the record. .

does not c.ontain su.:fficient information either to explain the

choice of base periods or to justify the assumption that the

historical period will accurately .:forecast the future.

Similarly, information on the use. Of judgements must also

be provided in, the. forecast if it is to be· reviewal;Jle. A

forecast cannot be reviewed unless the reviewer. knows what judge-

ments are incorporated, why particular judgements. are incor-

porated and how they are incorporated. The description of.

Wellesley's met~odology in section II B gives some indication

that the methodology is capable of review. However, this

information was not included in the. forecast, but was obtained

through telephone conversations. Rule 63.5 reguires that such

information be included in the forecast; subparagraph (c) states

that, "The forecast,documentation shall be sufficiently explicit. - ,- ." , "-.' '. .' . . -,

and complete to allow Council fully to understand the forecast

from the information presente<'f;" In future f.;Lling!3 the Division

4 See letter to Mr. Berdan, Manager, Wellesley Municipal Light
P~ant, from the Hearing Officer dated. May 6, 1980. These letters
are public information and may be .examined at the Energy Facilities
Siting Council offices.· .-
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shall describe the steps in its methodology pursuant to the

~---rule_mentioned_above . ~

III. Demand & Energy Requirements

Wellesley has not significantly altered its forecast from

the 1978 Supplement. The Division projects an average annual

growth rate of 1.7% in total energy output requirements during

its forecast period. Losses and Internal Use are forecast to

grow at an average annual rate of 1.7% during the forecast period.

The Total System Load chart table indicated that this historically

winter peaking system expects to become a summer peaking system

during the forecast period.

IV. Supply

Wellesley is an all requirements customer' of Boston Edison.

Table E-24 which contains supply information was left out of

this supplement. Although past filings contain this information,

the table is required in each filing to keep information current

and maintain continuity.

v. Conservation

Energy conservation measures such as insulating its build-

ings and converting to more efficient street lights are being

pursued by the Town. 5 The Town's street lighting is a mixture

of incandescent, mercury and high pressure sodium lamps. High

pressure sodium lamps are the most energy efficient. If it is

granted monies under a program where the federal and state

See letter to Mr. Berdan, Manager, Wellesley Municipal Light
Plant, from the Hearing Officer dated May 6, 1980.
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governments pay the cos1: of new fixtures, the Town will convert

.. ~_e.Il_tx::.:Ei"e_perGent (25%) of its street lighting to high pressure

sodium lamps.

In order to bettE)r c_ontrol it5._EEJ.a:k, the Di\risionhas

instituted Time of Day metering; a radio controlled interruptable

rate for water heating, dryers and air conditioners; and has

presented lectures accompanied by handouts to students in the

local schools. (See footnote #5) The Council applauds the Town's

initiatives in the area of conservation and load management and

will be interested in any effects these measures have on demand.

It is expected that such effects will be. explicitly and clearly

explained in future filings.

VI. Order

The Council APPROVES Wellesley's 1979 supplement subject

to the following conditions:

1) In future filings, if based on a trend line methodology,

the light plant shall explain its choice of base years,

and discuss the relationship between the base period and

the future period for each separate element forecast by

this method (i.e., number of customers, average use, and/or

commercial and industrial sales). It must be demonstrated

that the base period would be a good indicator of the fore-

cast period. (See section II C)

2) In future filings, the light plant shall explain the basis

for and the manner in which it incorporates judgements into

the forecast. These judgements include the basis for adjust-

ment of trend line analysis results, the reasons for a shift

to a summer peak, and the basis for a decline in the system

load factor. (See Sections II C and III)
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3) In future filings the Division shall describe the steps

in its methodology pursuant to Rule 63.5 (al, (b) and (c).

Subparagraph (c) states that, "The forecast documenta

tion shall be sufficiently explicit and complete to allow

Council fully to understand the forecast from the infor-

The light plant will inform the Council as to the avail-4)

mation _presented." (See Section II Cl

ability of rates for the purchase of power from customers,

Le., "Buy Back or Purchase Power Rates."

The Council thanks the light plant, especially Mr. McBurney,

and its consultant, Mr. Valance, for their cooperation.

Energy Facilities Siting Council

by

Robert D. Wilmot
Hearing Officer

This decision was unanimo~sly approved by those members present

and voting at the Energy ~acilities Siting Council meeting

of 10 June, 1980.

Fitzpatrick
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